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INTRODUCTION.

The present paper

is

the

first

of a series,

now

in course of prepara-

on the parasitic copepods, based primarily on the large collection of this interesting- group belonging to the U. S. National Museum,
which has been placed in the author's hands for studj'. The great
niajority of the specimens came originally from the U. S. Fish Commission, and in addition all the unassigned material at the disposal of the
Commission was turned over to the writer by Dr. H. C. Bumpus and
tion,

Smith, to be added eventually to the National Museum
the author is also under obligation for the
innumerable facilities in the way of collecting and studying living
material which are alwa^'s attendant upon a summer spent in the U. S.
Dr.

Hugh M.

collection.

To Dr. Bumpus

Fish Commission laboratory at

Woods

Hole.

Further acknowledgment is made of much valuable assistance rendered ])y Dr. Smith, who has placed every facility at the author's disposal, particularly of the inland stations of the U. S. Fish Commission,
where no work of the kind has ever been done before; by Prof. Jacob
Reighard, director of the station at Ann Arbor, Michigan, who discovered the new species Argulus americanus^ and who has spared no
pains to secure just the material asked for, and finally by Mr. Vinal
N. Edwards, whose ability as a collector has placed so

many

other

investigators under obligation.
to be primarily reports upon the
purposed to combine with them the
notes and results obtained from the work at the U. S. Fish Commission, and to add also considerable that has come through private
research, in order that they may be made as complete as possible.'
Since this is the first attempt made in America upon this great crustacean group, it will, even at its best, of necessity be found defiicient.

Hence while these papers are

National

Museum

collection,

Proceedings U.

S.

it is

National Museum, Vol.

XXV— No.

130?
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vol. xxv.

HISTORICAL.
In compiling the bibliogmplw here presented

it

was quickly found

that but a single species, the European Aiyidus foliaceus^ had been

In fact, with the exception of three papers,
studied at all conipleteh'.
one by Dana and Herrick (1837), another b}^ Thorell (1S64), and the
third by Kellicott (1877), all the work done outside of mere systematic enumeration and description of species has been upon this one
form.
From it has been obtained practically all the knowledge
hitherto possessed of the ontogeny of the entire group, with its
important l)earing upon their systematic position. Dana and Herrick
(1837) do picture a larval Argulus catostomi., but the accompanying
And
description is so brief as to have very little practical value.
Kellicotfs interesting description of a larval ArgnluK (1880) had the
misfortune to be published in a periodical that died at the end of the
first volume, so that it has remained virtuall}' unknown.
Moreover, both A. foUaceuK and ^4. catostornl and Kellicott's A.
stizostethii are fresh-water forms, and hence absolutelv nothing has
been known of the development of the large salt-water representation
of the group, which, as we shall see, is \qy\ similar to that of Kellicott's species.

While it does not change the accepted ontogeny in an}' of its great
fundamental principles, it will be found to be radically' diflerent in

many

of the details.

Although the entire group was thus for a long time represented by
the single species, j^'t such a meager representation was more than
offset by a remarkably wide distribution.
A. foliaceus was found quite commonly throughout the larger part
Singularly enough, subof Europe, and ([uickly became well known.
sequent discoveries have brought to light only two other pAiropean
species.
All the rest of the group, with some exceptions, have been
found in American waters, and since the four new species here recorded
are also American, it seems as if Kroyer's original statement that the
great American continent is the proper habitat of the Argulida? were
likely to prove true.
But since more than half the entire group and eight out of the
thirteen North American species are marine, ThorelFs notion that this
family is partial to fresh water must be set aside.
These facts ought at least to correct such statements as that made in
Parker and Haswell's Text-book,^ that Argulus "is an external parasite

on fresh-water

fishes

— carp, stickleback,

In the face of such facts

it is all

the

etc.''

more remarka))le

that no Ameri-

can zoologist has ever investigated the group.

Dana and Herrick (1837), Kellicott (1877 and 1880), Gould (1841),
and Dana (1852) have each described new species. The first three
'First volume, p. 531.
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descriptions are well written and quite complete, but the other two
are almost worthless.
Afterwards Dr. S. I. Smith, in the Invertebrates of Vineyard Sound (1874), described three new species and
mentioned two of the others as probably occurring- in the vicinity.
These six descriptions, with an annotated List of Described Species,
by Richard Rathbun (1884), comprise all the American literature upon
th(>

family.

No one

since Jurine's day (1806) has compiled a bibliography of the
Argulidte, and but once (Thorell, 18(54) has there lieen any attempt to

present a review of

all

known

species.

These facts at once warrant the following attempt, and guarantee
that it will be of necessity more or less defective.
But it is hoped
that it mav be of service as a basis for future work.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
1666.

Baldnek, Leonard.
According to Hermann

flls

(1804),

Baldner

left

a manuscript in the library at Strassburg

which he described and pictured the birds, flshe.s, and aquatic animals of the neighborIn this he makes mention of the " Pou des poissons " {A.foUacciiy). Sofarascanbe
ascertained, this is the first mention of an Argulid.
in

hood.

1730. Fkisch, J. L.

Beschreibungvon

figure of A.foliaccuii, VI, p.

Monoculus Cauda foliacea plana descriptus.
scientiarnni Upsaliensis ab anno 1744-1750.

1750. LoEFLiXG, r.

1.'7,

1754

(?).

1758.

p.

4'2,

i)l.

regiae

.\i, tigs.

I).

Bakek.
Describes

pl.

pi. xii.

Acta Sodetatis

Describes and Wgnrvs A. foliaccu)< as "Monoculus aindii fnliutrd plaini,"
A, B, C,

(Voueiner

allerley Insecten iuTeutschlaiKl.

Fisch-Lauss. ) Berlin.
Gives an imperfect description and a poor

Of Microscopes and tlie Discoveries^ made thereby. 2 vols.
"The Lou.se of the Carp" (.1. foliaccus) under the name Pfdiculiix. II.

p. r,7i,

XIV.

LiNNE, Carolus A.

Systema natune (10th

Describes A. foliaccus under the
plana"), p. 634.

1761. LiNNE,

Fauna

Carolus A.

Describes A. foliaceus as before, and also

Describes

.i./<;//a(r»6'

under the name

), I,

Holmiaj [Stockholm], 1758.
("Monoculus

testa foliacea

Stockholmise.

snecica.

1762. (iEOFFRov-SAiNT-Hii.AiRE, Etienne.

ed.

Moi'ocidus foliaceus

title

(p. 2045)

Monoculus

-pisciuus us a distinct species.

Histoire des insectes.

I'aris.

JUiioculus gasterosfeus (Binocle dii gasterostei), II,

p. 6(51, fig. o.

1764. Leder-muller,

en fran^ois.

M. F. Anuisemcns micro.scopiques.
Nuremberg.

Traces a gigantic figure of
XXXVII.

.4.

Traduction de I'allemand

foHurcus with a solar microscope and calls

it

Insnium nqna-

(iuni, I, p. 76, pl.

1766.

Linne, Carolus A.

Systema nature (12th

ed.), Stockholmia- [Stockholm],

Vindobome [Vienna], 1767.
Unites the two species before given, Monoculus foliaccus, and M. piscinus, as M.folincrus,

1766; [ISthed.],
I,

p. 1057.

Otho Fredricus. Entomostraca, seu Insecta testacea (^ua' in a(piis
Danite et Norvegife reperit, descripsit, et iconibus illnstravit.
Lipsia^ et

1785. MtJLLER,

Hafnia?.

[Leipsic

and Copenhagen.]

Establishes the genus Argulvs,

and describes

A. foliaccus as

.1.

dclpliiyius

(

p.

K«) and again
,

as A. charon (p. 723).

1792-1794. Fabricius,
Hafnise.

Johannes Christian.

Entomologia systematica.
[Copenhagen.]
name Monoculus argulus, II, p. 489.

Describes A. foliaccus under the

3

vols.
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Georges Leopold (Baron).

1798. CuviER,

VOL. XXV.

Tableau ^lementaire de

I'histoire natu-

Paris.

relle.

Findins A.foliaceus on tadpoles, he gives

it

the

name

"

Pou de

tetard, Monoctdus gyrini,"

(p. 4.54).

1802. Latreille, P. A.

Histoire naturelle generale et particuliere des crustaces et

14 vols. Paris, 1792-1805.
Gives A.foliaceus the name Ozolus gasterostei, IV,

des insectes.
1802. CuviER,

Georges Leopold (Baron).

sur le

Societe philomatique.
Describes more fully than before A. foliaceas, which he
1804.

still

Fred., fils. Memoire apterologique.
Describes and figures A. JoUaceu!<, p. 131, pis. v and vi.

Hermann,

xxix,

p. 128, pi.

Memoire

fig. 4.

Pou de

calls

tetard, lu a la

"Pou de

tfitard."

Strasbourg.

J.

Memoire sur I'Argule foliace (ylr^rM^us/oZiacetts).
fils.
Annales du Museum d'histoire naturelle, VII, pp. 431-458, pi. xxvi.
Gives first account of development.

1806. Jurine, Louis,

1806-1809. Latreille, P. A.
Restores the generic

Genera ctrustaceorum et insectorum.
name Binocuius, given by Geoffroy-St.-Hilaire

A./oliaccuK Binocuius gasterosteus.

1816. Risso, A.
Describes

I,

Histoire naturelle des crustaces de Nice.
(p. 170) ^4. purpureus under the name Binocuius

1817. Latreille, P. A.
In Cuvier's R^gne Animal,

(1762),

and

calls

p. 14.

Pari.s, 1st ed.,

describes A.

bicornutus.

folianm under the name

Osolus

gasterosteus. IV, p. 128.

1820. JuKiNE, Louis,

Histoire des monocles qui se trouvent aux environs de

fils.

Geneva.

Geneve.

Includes and describes again A.foliaceui<.

1825.

Desmarest, Anselme Gaijtan.

Considerations generales sur la classe des crus-

Paris.

taces.

and

Describes

figures A. foliaceus, p. 331, pi.

L.

Histoire naturelle des principales productions de

1826. Risso, A.

].'

Europe meri-

dionale.
Describes (V, p. 139) and

figures (pi. v) A. purpureas,

which he now

calls

Agenor

purpureiis.

1829. Latreille, P. A.
In the revised edition of Cuvier's Regne Animal adopts the name Argulus giwQWhy Miiller
and Jurine in place of his own previous designations, Ozolus and Binocuius, and gives a

summary
18;i7.

AuDouiN,

of Jurine's

J.

monograph.

IV, p. 195.

(Simply a notice in the records

V.

of the societj'

without a

title.

Annales de la Societe entomologique de France, 1st ser., VI, Bull., p. 13.
Describes imperfectly "Dolops lacordairei," but the description establishes witli sufiicient
accuracy the characteristics of the genus.
1807.

Dana,

J.,

and Herrick, E.

crustaceous animal.
American Journal of Science,
1839. Harris,

New

Th.

Description of Argidus adosiomi, a
l.st

ser.

XXXI,

p. 297, plate with 11

new

parasitic

figs.

species of Argulus.

American Journal of Science, 1st ser. XXXVI, p. 393.
Announces the discovery of a new species (A- alosx) of Argulus, referred

to Dr.

Gould

fcr

identification.

1840.

Milne-Edwards, Henri.

Histoire naturelle des crustaces, comprenant I'ana-

tomie, la physiologie et la classification de ces animaux.
Describes A. foliaceus (III, p. 444) and gives the development.

Paris.

1841.

Gould, Augustus Addison. Report on the Jnvertebrata of Massachusetts,
comprising the Mollusca, Crustacea, Annelida, and Radiata.
Describes very meagerly and figures poorly the new species of Argulus {A alosir) given to

1843.

DeKay, Jas.

him by

Harris,

E.

p. 340.

Zoology of

New York,

or the

New York

Albany.
Mentions A. catoslomi and

.4.

alosx&a "extra limital."

Fauna.

V. IMollusca.
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1845. YoGT, C. Beitriige zur Naturgeschichte der schweizerischen Crustaceen.
Neue Denkschriften der allgemeinen schweizerischen Gesellschaft fur die gesammte
Naturwissenschaft, VII, p. 12.
Describes and gives the functions of the various organs of J.foliaceus.

1845. Lucas,

H.

maux

Exploration scientifique de I'Algerie.
Premiere partie: Crustaces.
and figures A. f/iganteus, p. 83, pi. viii.

Histoire naturelle des ani-

articules.

Describes

Franz. Ueber Argulus foliacem. Ein Beitrag zur Anatomie,
und Entwickelungsgeschichte dieses Thieres.

Histol-

1850. Leydig,
ogie,

Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie, II. pp. 323-319, pis. xix, xx.
Gives a minute description together with an account of the development and a figure of
the larva.

1850. Baird,

W.

The

natural history of the British Entomostraca.
p. 255, pi. xxxi, figs. 1 and 2.

London.

Describes and figures A.foliaceus,

1852.

Dana, James D. United States Exploring Expedition during the years 1838,
XIII. Crus39, 40, 41, 42, under the command of Charles Wilkes, U. S. N.
tacea.
Describes and figures A. pugctteiiHs,

1854.

figs. 2,

a and

h.

System der Crustaceen.
Naturgeschichte, XX. Part 1, pp. 108-117.

Archiv fiir
Claims that Argulus

way connects with
1857.

xciv,

p. 1351, pi.

Zenker, Wilhelm.

Heller, Camil.

is

wrongly classed with the Siphonostoma, since the "sting"

in

no

the mouth.

Beitriige zur

Kenntniss der Siphonostomen.

Sitzung.sberichte der kai.serlichen

senschaftliche Classe,

XXV,

part

AkadamiederWissenschaften, Mathematiseh-naturwis-

I.

Describes A. naicreri, p. 103, pi. ii, figs. 4-12; A. elangatus, p. 106, pi. iii, flgs. 1-4; Gyropeltis
longicauda, p. 101, pi. i, figs. 1-19; Gyropeltis kollari, p. 102, pi. i, figs. 20, 21; pi. ii, figs. 1-3.
Establishes new genus, Gyropeltis, with both males and females of G. longicauda.

1858.

Chenu, Dr.

Encyclopedic

d' histoire naturelle, Crustaces.

Figures A. fnliaccns upside down.

1859.

Gegenbaur,

C.

Grundziige der vergleichenden Anatomie.

Describes and interprets (pp. 245, 246) the various divisions of the Argulid's body and
accessory organs.

1860.

Thorell, M. T.

Bidrag

till

Kannedomen om

Krustaceer,

Ascidia, L.
Kongliga svenska vetenskaps akademiens, Handlingar (new
Advocates including the Argulidse under the Branchiopoda.

S(jiii

lefva

arter af

i

slilgtet

18(30.

CoRNALiA, Emilio.
tis

No.

series), III,

8,

Sopra una nuova specie di Crostacei sifonostomi,

p. 14.

(lijropel-

doradis.

Memorie

del R. Instituto

Lombardo

Describes

and

new

figures the

1861. Steenstrup, J. Jap. Sm.,

det aabne

di scienze, lettere ed arti, VIII.

species Gyropeltis doradis, p. 161, pi.

and Lutken, Chr. Fred.

Havs Snyltckrehsog Lernaeer,

Bidrag

ii, figs.

till

1-18.

Kundskab om

etc.

Kongelige Danske Vidcnskaliernes Selskabs Skrifter, 5te Raekke, naturhistorisk og mathematisk Af deling, V.
Describe and explain the organs of parasitic copepods, pp. 343-347.
1863.

lakttagelser rorande Faunan
Akademisk Afhandling, etc.

Nystrom, C. L.

i

Jemtlands Vattendrag.

Mentions (p. 19) a very large Argulus (A. coregoni) as one of the parasites infesting the
Coregonus in Jemtland. (See quotation on p. 725.)
1863.

Carus,

J.

Victor, and Gerstaecker, A.

Advocate the union
1863.

Kroyer, Henrik.

of the Arguiidoe

Bidrag

till

Handbuch der

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene.

Naturhistorisk Tid.sskrift, 3die Raeljke,

II,

pp. 75-426, pis. i-xvni.

Describes and figures A. salminei, A. chromidis,

the siphonostomous Copepods.

Zoologie.

with the Siphonostoma.

and A.funduli.

Joins the Argulidie with
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1864.

vol. xxv.

Om tveniie Europeiske Argulider; jemte anmiirkningar om
Argulidernas morfologi och systematiska stiillning, samt en ofversigt af de
for niirvarande ktinda arterna af denna familj.

Thorell, M. T.

Oefversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademicns FOrhandlingar, 1864, No.

Pp. 7-72,

1.

pl.s.

II-IV.

Translated in Annals and Magazine

of Natural History, 3d ser.,

XVIII,

1866, pp. 149-169,

268-286, 436-451.

Summary and

known

Advocates inclusion of the Argulida- as
a third suborder under the order Branchiopoda, of equal value with the Phyllopods and
Cladocera, and to be called Branchiura.
1864.

description of all

Om

Thorell, M. T.

species.

Argulus dactylopteri, en ny Yestindisk hafs-argulid.

Oefversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar, 1864, No.
pi.

Describes and figures this

1866

—

.

10,

pp. 609-614,

XVI.

Gerstaecker, A.

new

species.

Arthropoda, in Bronn's Klass^en iind Ordnungen des

Thier-Reichs, V, Leipzig und Heidelberg.
Retracts his former classification and places the Argulidai under the Branchiopoda,

p. 16.

Ueber eiiiem Argulus der Umgebung von Tubingen.
1871. Leydig, Franz.
Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, XXXVII, pt. 1, pp. 1-24.
classification, placing the Argulidse under the Branchiopoda. Describes
Thorell's
Adopts
and figures the new si)ecies .4. phnxini.

The Invertebrates of Vineyard Sound.
1874. Smith, S. I.
Report of U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1874.
Describes (pp. 574, 575) the new .species A. laticauda, A. latus, and A. vwt/alops, but gives
no

figures.

1875. Claus, Carl.

Ueber die Entwickelung, Organisation

luid systeniatische Stcl-

lung der Arguliden.
Zeitschrift

wissenschaftliche Zoologie,

fiir

XXV,

pp. 217-284, pis. xiv-xviii.

From studies of .4. /otoeeits and A. coregoiii advocates the placing of the Argulidis as a
second suborder of the Branchiura, under the order Copepoda, the other suborder, the
Eucopepoda, consisting, respectively, of the free-swimming Copepods Gnatlinstomatii) and
the parasitic forms exclusive of the Argulidai {Parasita vr Siphoninitonidta). the classification adopted by Parker and Haswell.
(

1877.

Kellicott, David

S.

Description of a

New

Species of Argulus.

Bulletin of the Buffalo Society of Natural Science, III, p. 214.
Describes and figures A. lepidostci, found on the gar-pike in the Niagara River.

1880. Kellicott,

David

S.

A

Larval Argulus.

North American Entomologist, I, p. 57.
Describes the larva of an undetermined species of Argulus. The eggs require eighty days
to hatch, and the newly hatched larva has all the appendages of the adult (A. xtizostetliii).
1880. Kellicott,

David

S.

Argnhix

tilizoKldliii,

n.

s.

American Journal of Microscoiiy ami i'opular Science, V, p. 53.
Describes and figures the new sj.cciis which was obtained from a blue pike in tlie Niagara River. This account was published two months after the preceding, and although not
actually so stated, yet the details agree so fully as to leave
the adults of which those were the larvae.

1882.

Faxon, WaliEr.
Bulletin of the

it

almost certain that these are

Bibliography of the Crustacea.
Museum of Comparative Zoology Harvard, IX, No.

Includes only the embryological literature.

1885.

Van Beneden,

P. J.

Animal

Parasites

and Messmates.
& Co.

International Scientific Series, XIX, D. Appleton

1884.

Rathbun, Richard.

Annotated List of Described Species of Parasitic Copepods (Siphonostoma) from American Waters contained in the U. S. National

Museum.
Proceedings of the U.

S.

National Museum, VII,

A

p. 483.

1886. Kellicott, David S.
Note on Argidxis catostomi.
Proceedings of the American Society of Microscopists, VII, p. 144.
Records the fact that this "hitherto rare and supposed marine species of such beauty
occurs in our fresh-water lakes,
having been taken by Prof. S. H. Gage from suckers in
Cayuga Lake, Ithaca, New York, May, 18o6.
'

1
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1891.

in Crustaceans.

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology Harvard, XXI, p. 77.
Describes the eyes of an Argulus found on Fundulus heteroclitun in an aquarium.

-

1891.

The Compound Eyes

Parker, G. H.

64

Un

Van Benedkn,

Argule nouveau des cotes d'Afrique.
P. J.
Bulletins de I'Academie royale de Belgiqne (3), XXII, p. 309.
Describes and figures the new species A. melita.

Gyropeltis ranarum.
1891. Stithlmann, F.
Zoologischer Jahrbiicher, Systematische, VI, pp. 152-1.>4.
Describes and gives text-figure of the new species.
1892.

Weber,

Die Siisswasser-Crustaceen des indischen Archipels.

L.

Zoologische Ergebnisse, II, p. 544.
Describes the new species A. indiem, but gives no figure save one of the posterior legs.

1895.

Carphin, J. Argulus foUaceus in the Edinburgh
The Annals of Scottish Natural History, 1895, p. 255.

District.

Seven specimens of A. foUaceus, six free and one attached
canal among Anacharis, near Meggatlandgate.
1896.

Nowe poglady

Drybowski, B.

Kosmos polski, XX, XXI.
Compares the appendages

i

tearye

z

to a stickleback,

found in a

zakresu anatoinii porownawczej.

of Argulidae, Cladocera,

Copepoda,

etc.

Observations sur les Argulides du genre Gyropeltis recueillis
par M. Geay au Venezuela.
Bulletin du Museum d'histoire naturelle, Paris, 1897, pp. 13-19, 7 text figures.
Describes the new species (/cnyi and refers three other specimens to the species kollari

1897. BouviER, E. L.

Heller.

Sur

1899. BoiTviER, E. L.

M. Geay dans
Bulletin

la

Describes three

les

Argulides du genre Gyropeltis recueillis ret'eminent par

Guyane.

du Museum

new

d'histoire naturelle, Paris, 1899, pp. 39-41.
species, rrperfa, striata,

specimens which were referred
poses the

name

and

bidentata,

to koUari in 1897 are really a

and now claims that the three
new species, for which he pro-

discoidalis.

1899. BouviER, E. L.

Les Crustaces Parasites du genre Dolops, Audouin.
ser., X, pp. 53-81, and 9th

Bulletin de la Socit§t6 Philomathique de Paris, 8th

ser., I,

pp.

12-40.

Restores the original name {Dolops) proposed for this genus by Audouin (1837).
Describes and gives text-figures of the new species contained in the two preceding papers.
A fine summary of the genus and all known species.

Diagnosen neuer Arguliden-Arten.
1901. Thiele, Johannes.
Zoologischer Anzeiger, XXIII, pp. 46-48.
Describes three new species of Argulus, africanus, japonicus, and scutiformis; establishes
the new genus Chonopeltis, and describes the single species inermis. No figures for any of
the species.

ECOLOGY.

The problems of parasitism and

its

attendant degeneration are

among

the most interesting in the whole realm of ecology, and nowhere can

they be .studied to any better advantage than

among

the parasitic

copepods.

We

can find here every grade of parasitism and can easily follow

morpholgy of the parasites
There are forms like A'rgulus which not only move about
all over the body of their host, but also change frequently from one
species of fish to another, and can even leave their host at will and
swim about freeh', sometimes for several days, before returning.
Retaining thus completely their powers of locomotion we should
not expect nor do we find in them any degeneration, but rather such
the resultant effects in the habits and

themselves.

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

xxv— 02-
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a modification of the various organs especially' used in parasitism
e. g., organs for clinging to their host, for piercing after l)lood, etc.,
as will the better adapt

them

to their specific use.

forms like Cal'ujus which roam about freely over their
host's bod}' but do not apparently leave it voluntarily, though they can
swim well enough when compelled to do so.
Tlien

we

find

Here also we should not expect an}-^ marked degeneration, but rather
more complete adaptation of the various organs.
The first evidence of degeneration in this genus lies apparently in
the inclination toward free swimming and not so much in the abilit}^
In these two large genera, Argulus and Caligiis^ the
to perform it.
males and females differ but slightly, and in some species of A^'guhis
they may even be approximately of the same size. The fact that the
Argulid?e do not carry their eggs about with them tends still farther

a

to eliminate the sexual differences, while in the Caligida^ the presence

or absence of the long egg pouches with the attendant modifications of
structure constitute the chief sexual distinctions.

Not

so,

however, in forms like Panda/'us, for here both sexes usually

fasten themselves in one place and remain there for a long time.

They

are also so dissimilar in habits and structure that the males have been
hitherto placed in an entirely separate genus (JVogagns), and the two

sexes have been proved to belong to the same species only by being

found in actual coition. As is usual in such cases the female
more degenerate and can only crawl about slowl}'; she is so
heavy and clumsy that she can not swim at all.
Here then is evidence of structural degeneration, not very marked
as yet, since fully developed swimming organs are retained though they
repeatedl}'

is

the

can not be used in the adult

The male Pandariis^ on

state.

the contrary, not only retains the locomotor

structures but can use them, being able to

swim about

f reel}'

whenever

occasion demands.

Again there are forms like PMlicthyx in which both the male and
female have become practically incapable of locomotion, but are still
found free in the mucous canals and sinuses of fishes. In them the
locomotor organs are markedly degenerate having dwindled to mere
stumps without joints or setfe.
And,

finall}',

we

find

forms

Lernea, in which the female

is

like

Cho mini cant hus, Anchm^ella, and

absolutely incapable of motion, being-

fixed in one position for life, while the male has dwindled to a mere
pigm}' adherent to some part of the female's bod}-. The male can still

move about somewhat but the female

has lost all trace of every appendage except those which serve to fasten her to her host.
It is purposed in these papers to bring out as fulh^ as possible such
interesting gradations, the present paper, of course, being confined to
the Argulidee.
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These are wholly external parasites, and though sometimes found
upon the skin or the tins, they are usually confined to the branchial
They may be sought on the inner wall of the
cavity of their host.
operculum or in the shallow pocket behind the posterior gill arch, but
are never found upon the gills themselves except through accident.
They cling to their host by means of the anterior maxillipeds which
are modified for this purpose into sucking disks, somewhat similar to
And by a sort of walking motion
those upon the arms of Cephalopods.
of these same suckers they are enabled to scuttle about quite rapidly
over the fish's skin so long as it remains moist. But they are unable
either to fasten themselves to, or to make any progress over, a dry surThe posterior maxillipeds are also modified into clasping organs
face.
armed with hooks at the tips, spines, and setw along the sides, and a
large plate on the basal joint whose surface is usuall}^ raised into rough
papilla?, and whose posterior edge is furnished with three stout spines
whose chief use seems to be to act as a firm brace while the pointed
proboscis is being thrust forward into the flesh of the host in order to

draw

blood.

And

finally the basal joints of the anterior antennae are

developed into a pair of enormous curved hooks which assist somewhat
in holding the Argulus to its host.
But their chief use is apparently
to keep the anterior edge of the carapace firmly in position while the
proboscis is being worked.
Whether the Argulus remain upon the outer skin or in the branchial
cavity

it is

continually subjected to considerable friction as the fish

moves about through the water, especially if its host happens to be a
fish of rapid movements, and there is an absolute certainty that it will
be washed off if its hold is loosened for ever so short an interval.

To

lessen the friction as well as to get the full use of its grasping

organs, the Argulus (and the same
takes a position with

its

own

is

also true of the Caligidte)

always

longitudinal axis parallel to that of

its

and its head pointing- in the same direction. In this position all
the grasping organs just mentioned work together to prevent an}- sliding l)ackward over the fish's skin. In addition, the lower surface of
the carapace, more particularly at the anterior margin and along the
edges, is quite thickly studded with short triangular spines, which
point downward and backward, and catch firml}- in the skin of the
host.
At the bases of both pairs of antennte, and in many species,
just behind the mouth and between the bases of the second maxillipeds
are paired spines uuich larger and stouter, which evidently serve a
host,

similar purpose.

Though there may be
lids,

little

evidence of degeneration in these Argu-

therefore, there are abundant modifications to suit their acquired

parasitic habits.

Upon the death of its host an Argulus leaves the body at once if it
be in the water and swims about actively in search of a new victim.
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been reiiioved from the water the parasite usuall}^
remains within the branchial cavity since this retains moisture long^er
It is no uncommon
than any other portion of the external surface.
thing to find them alive there several hours after the fish's death.
Upon removal to an aquarium the Argulids are found to have retained
their locomotor ability to a greater degree than any other group of
the parasitic copepods.
And there is no distinction of sex in this, for males and females
alike swim about with as much freedom and as great rapidity as any
And their sucker feet enable them to
of the so-called free copepods.
rest by attaching themselves to the sides of the aquarium, to stones,
algae, or any other convenient surface, instead of by balancing after
In swimming, the four pairs
the manner of Cyclopia and allied forms.
of legs are used as the propelling agents, and are provided with a
fi'inge of long plumose seta? for that purpose.
The abdomen is elevated at an angle of about 45 degrees with the
plane of the bodj' and seems to serve somewhat as a rudder, but the
most of the steering is accomplished by a fiexion of the thorax on
the head carapace. The result is an easy gliding motion, wholly destitute of the jerkiness so characteristic of free copepods, and more
resembling that of Artemia and Branc/tipus. They usuall}" move
with sharp turns in nearly every direction, often making a complete
summersault, or turning upward and scuttling along back downward
on the under side of the surface film of the water after the manner of
If the fish has

some snails.
But though

their ordinary motion is slow and easy, the}^ can dart
about with considerable rapidity upon occasion.
The length of the plumose setae on the swimming legs seems to
determine in great measure the rapidity of movement. In some species {laticauda, ^oersi color etc.) the setae are long and stout, while in
others {niger, alosae., etc.) the}^ are short and weak.
It follows that the
former species are capable of much more rapid and energetic motion
than the latter.
In an aquarium these Argulids seldom exhibit the disagreeable propensity' shown b}' the Caligids of crawling up as far as possible on the
sides of the aquarium above the surface of the water and remaining
there until dead and dried up.
On the contrary, they are easil}' kept in confinement and make
docile and highly interesting laboratory material.
^

As

freedom of motion, an Argulus is not
copepod
very apparent from an examination of the list

a natural consequence of

its

as closely confined to a single species of fish as are the other
parasites.

This fact

is

of hosts following the description of each species (p. 704).
It is to be remembered in this connection that our

American forms is
of them come to be known
of these

as j^et extremely meager.

as well as the

knowledge

When some

European A. follaeem^ the
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probably approach more nearly to the fabulous length
in that species, and may even include frog- tad-

will

has reached

At all events,
or salamanders.
future observations will swell the

it

list

is

pretty safe to predict

of hosts for nearly every

species.

Not merely

is

the

same species of Arg-ulus found upon many

differ-

but even the same individuals must of necessity freThis follows as a result of their habit of
(juently change their host.
ent kinds of

fish,

egg laying.
Unlike other copepoda, the eggs are not carried about
attached to the body,

})ut

any convenient surface.

in

sacs

are fastened to stones, to the bottom, or to

This necessitates the desertion of its host by
little chance of ever

the parasite during- the period of egg laying, with

it again, and with at least the possibility that another fish of
same species can not be found at once. This is especially true of
the males, which are very ardent during the breeding season, as noted
long ago by Jurine (1806), and often leave their host to roam about

finding
the

in search of a female.
is

also confirmed

This desertion of the host at the spawning- time

by the origin of some of the material now under

consideration.

The types

of Professor Smith's

new

species are

all

recorded as taken

two specimens of A. latlcauda from among alga3 in
August and another taken in a tow net early in September; a single
specimen of A. latus taken in a tow net at the surface July 1, and
Again,
three specimens of A. megalops, also in a tow net, July 8.
A. foliacens is reported as having been found among Anacharis in a
Six of the seven
canal near Edinburgh, Scotland, on August 26.
specimens were roaming about free, while the seventh was attached
apart from

fish,

to a stickleback (1895).

And finally, the actual voluntary desertion of their host has been
observed several times in aquaria, not merely when the Arguli were
harbored by a different species of fish from that upon which they were
found, but also when host and parasite were not separated at all, but
placed in the aquarium together (1880). To be sure, even in the latter
case, the surroundings were more or less artificial, but it hardly seems
as if the}^ could be enough so to account wholly for the restlessness
exhibited by the Arguli. The fish ver}' quickly quieted down and
acted in a perfectly normal manner. That the parasites did not l)ecome
equally quiet renders it very probable that there must be some foundation for such nomadic habits in their ordinary behavior under normal
conditions.
It is

not to be inferred, however, that an Argulus has no pri^ference

in the choice of a liost.

On

the contrary,

it is

prefers a certain kind of
closely related kinds.

probable that, like other parasites, each species
fish, or at the most a few different and pr()bal)ly
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But we may reasonably

infer that, after withdrawal

from

its

host

for the purpose of egg laying, if an Argulus is una])le to tincl another
fish of the same speeies it is willing to take almost any temporar}' host
obtainable, transferring afterwards as opportunity offers.

In confir-

mation of such an inference the following experiments were made on
A. cdtostomi and A. versicolof for fresh-water forms and on ^1. laticouda and A. raegalop^ from salt-water fishes.
1. ^4. catostomi is usually found upon the common ''sucker/' Catostomus commersonii (Lacepede), from which it was originally obtained
and named, but it also occurs, and in the authors experience even
more abundantly, upon the chub sucker, Eriinyzoi) sueefta ohhnuiua
(Mitchill).

keep some of these parasites through the breeding
if possible, how they find and attach
themselves to their host. But suckers are large and clumsy fish,
Added to this is
difficult to transport, and requiring large aquaria.
It

was desired

to

season and also to ascertain,

the fact that the easiest method of obtaining them at the season when
the Arguli are breeding is b}' spearing, and that this usually kills the
fish.

For these reasons they were removed from the suckers and transported to the laboratory in jars. It was evident, however, that they
could not be kept for any length of time without a host, and accordingly several species of fish were tried, the sunfish {Lepomis gibhosm
Linnseus), the dace {Notropis megalopi< Rafinesque), the yellow perch
{P. flavescens Mitchill), and a species of

"mummichug."

When

minnow,

locally

known

as the

the fish were placed in the aquarium, the

Arguli very unexpecj:edl3^ paid no attention to them and did not appear
to recognize their presence in any way, and yet several days had
elapsed before the fish could be obtained, and the parasites must have
become quite hungry.
But they continued swimming about in their usual lazy, erratic
fashion, often passing very close to one of the fish, but never seeming
to realize that it might become a possible host, until they actually ran
plump into it. Then, however, they made up for lost time, fastened
themselves to the fish's body instantly, and eagerly sought for a place
On these small fish the
to pierce the skin and obtain some blood.
bases and surfaces of the fins (including the tail), and the thin skin
under the throat were favorite localities. They stopped at one of
these places long enough to obtain a good meal and thi^n passed forward and tried to crawl beneath the operculum.
If they failed in this on account of the small size of some of the fish
they seemed content to remain upon the external surface, and in this
way specimens were carried successfully through the l)reeding season
and a fine lot of eggs obtained.
There was no hesitation in attaching to any of these fish, and there
seemed to be no choice between the species.
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A.

ver.neoIor Vives

upon the pickerel, Lucius reticidatus he
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Hero again we have a tisli ,so hirgo as to be difficult of transportation
alive, and very troublesome to keep in captivity.
But even the attempt was rendered impossil)l<> in the present experiment by the fact that the fish from which the parasites were obtained
w ere taken through the ice in January and were all dead when examined.
Accordingly the Arguli were transported to the laborator}',
and this time some of the redfin shiners {Notropln) which had been
used for bait were found to !)(» the most available material for temporary hosts.
In this instance the parasites were placed directly upon the redfins.
The}^ attached themselves at once, seeming to prefer the neighborhood of the dorsal and ventral fins, and, so far as watched, making no
attempt to crawl under the operculum.
They did not seem to irritate the fish perceptibly, although they
could be plainly seen to crowd forward under the scales to pierce the
skin.
They were kept in this way more than two months, and had
almost reached the breeding season when an unfortunate accident

them all.
Remaining thus upon the external surface where they could be easily
watched, it was seen that the individual parasites changed about considerably from one fish to another.
One of the redfins proved particularly attractive, and often had
nearly all the parasites (15 in number) on his own body.
He was no larger than some of the others, but Avas very plump and
killed

vigorous.

This living upon minnows

is in direct confirmation of the observaClaus (1875) upon the two European forms, A. foliaceus
and ^4. coregonl. But the present observations differed markedly
from his in one respect; either these redfins were not as yet educated
to the use of parasites as food, or they did not relish such a diet.

tions of

fiercely hungry when obtained, having been kept
without food since they were caught in the fall, no one of them took
any notice of some Arguli which were placed free in the aquarium for
that purpose.
Finally one of the parasites fairl}- rubbed against a redfin's nose in
swinnning about, and the latter, unable to resist such a call, opened
his mouth and apparent^ swallowed the Argulus.
But it was only

Although they were

apparently, for in a

moment

or two the Argulus was forcibl}^ ejected

uninjured, and no further attempt was ever

Indeed, none of them disappeared

them
3.

till

made

to swallow one.

the final accident whicli killed

all.

^4.

^1. megalops live upon man}- of our common
some of them were desired for experiments similar

laticauda and

salt-water fish, and

upon the fresh-water forms.
would obviously be impossible to transport them with

to those tried

But

it

their
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hosts for any distance inland.

Edwards man}" specimens
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Through the kindness of Mr. Vinal N.
two species were removed from
water, and sent through the mail from

of these

their hosts, placed in fresh salt

"Woods Hole to Westtield, Massachusetts.
The A. laticauda were taken from eels and had evidently just finished their egg laying; the A. megalops were from flat fiish (Paralichtky.s) and were still full of eggs.
Some of the females laid upon
the sides of the bottle on the way, and the remainder deposited their
eggs after reaching the laborator3^
But how could any experiments upon a change of host be tried with
these forms ? No marine fish were obtainable alive, and if they could
have been procured, sufficient salt water to keep them was manifestly
out of the question so far inland.
It

was remembered that these parasites
etc.,

which pass from

salt into fresh water, or

migrations.

It

the parasite

is

infest

which are migratory

salmon, herring,

many

fish, like eels,

in their habits,

and some

the opposite, during their

becomes an interesting question, therefore, whether
accompany its host through these changes

able to

or not.
It was determined first to try a change from salt to fresh water
without the presence of an}- host whatever. Accordingh' several
specimens of each of these two salt-water species were placed in a dish
of salt water, which was then slowly changed to fresh by the addition
of a few drops of the latter at a time.
The}^ gave apparentl}^ no attention whatever to the change, but
continued to swim about in the fresh water as they had done in the
salt.
Indeed, they manifested so little appreciation of the change
that another lot was transferred directh' from salt to fresh water.
These appeared a little irritated at first, but quickly recovered and
manifested no subsequent difference in demeanor. Then a host
was supplied them in the shape of a small minnow, to which the}^
attached themselves readily and upon which the}^ lived for several

days.

These experiments woidd indicate very strongly that Argulus at
among the copepods which infest the various salt-water migra-

least,

is capal)le of contiiuiing upon its host as the latter passes
up some fresh-water river in search of a suitable spawning place. It
furnishes good proof also that the salt-water as well as the fresh- water
forms are capable of changing about from one species of host to

tory fishes,

another.

In this connection it is well to recall the fact that the species catostomi was first discovered in the Mill River near New Haven, Connecticut, where the water is distincth^ brackish (1837).
The same specdes was afterwards found by Gage (1886) in Cayuga
Lake, Ithaca, New York, in perfectly fresh water. It has also been
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found by the author in al)undance in the Connecticut Kiver and its
water, and
tributaries near Springtield and Chicopee, far above tide

ponds and streams farther east in the State.
almost any lish for a temporary host affords a
of the appearance of many species in the host
explanation
reasonable
difficult of explanation, as,
lists whose presence would otherwise be
for example, the frog- tadpoles of A. foUaceus, etc.
should be found on nuidIt also readily explains why the Arguli

also in several small

The

'ability to use

seasons,
loving and bottom-frequenting species during the breeding
study
while they rarely occur on the same species at other times. A
that the place to
of the lists herewith presented (p. 704) will show
those lish
look for these parasites during the breeding seasons is upon
to deposit
go
Arguli
the
where
bottom
the
near
or
at
remain

which

their eggs, while at other times the

upon entirely

same parasites may be found only

different fish.

In consequence of such nomadic habits I heartily indorse Claus's
remark that it is entirely unfitting to designate any species of Argulus
by the name of the fish upon which it may be found. Later observaa long list
tion has always added other hosts and has often produced

and megalops. And in the majority
proved to be the true one. Indeed,
not
has
host
first
the
of instances
from the data and experiments here presented, it will be seen that in
the
order to determine what species, if any, is to be regarded as really
over
host of an Argulus will require careful observation extending

like that iov foUaceus, laticauda,

at least a year.

The names already given to American species derived from the
name of their host have been especially unfortunate. In Gould's A.
shad upon which
alosae, Alosa was the name given by Cuvier to the
been found.
Again, the A. catostonii of Dana and Herrick proves to be far more
common on Erimyzon than upon Catostomus.
The A. fundull of Kroyer is based upon a single specimen taken
from a species oi Fundulus (named F. limhatus by Kroyer) in the
As we have just seen, there is the possibility
vicinity of New Orleans.
have sought the Fmiduif not the probability that this parasite may
this parasite has not yet

temporary host during or after egg laying. And the size of
any conthe female which is here for the first time described precludes
sideration of a species of Fundidus as its permanent host.
latux, latiIn contrast with these misnomers Smith's new species,
lus as a

taken at
cauda, and megalops, were fortunately based upon specimens
Profitor near the surface, and whose hosts were wholly unknown.
been
have
described
here
species
new
the
experiences
these
ing by
given names in no way connected with their host, and yet one of them
species of fish,
{versicolor) has been found as yet only upon a single

Lucius reticulatus Le Sueur.
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move about ,so freely and
no trace of degeneration, their food is exactly the same
as that of the other parasitic copepods, namely, the blood of their host.
They oljtain this by means of a long evertible proboscis or dart, which
In

show

is

.spitc

of the fact that the Argulidae

alnio.st

formed

])y

a modification of certain of the

mouth

parts,

and which

they thrust through the skin, afterwards sucking up the blood as it
The base of the dart is continuous with the
flows from the wound.
base of the regular mouth parts, from whence it fxtends forward
between the bases of the two pairs of antenna?, lying in a shallow

groove which occupies the center of this ventral surface.
When swimming about freely the proboscis is withdrasvn as far as
possible and carried in- the groove in a manner similar to that of the
hemipterous insects. But upon the iish's body the anterior end is
dropped down against the skin, into which it is pushed diagonally by
a slight forward movement of the body assisted by its own eversion.
Naturally the parasites seek those portions of the body where the
skin is thin, but more especiall}' where the blood vessels are near the
When
surface, such as the inner surface of the operculum and the fins.
fastened to the outside of the body of a scaly fish the scales naturally
obstruct the passage of the dart. To obviate this the Argulus burrows
beneath a scale with the anterior edge of the carapace, lifting the scale
up and pushing the body forward until the dart is brought to the naked
They remain in one position for an hour or more,
skin underneath.
as though the blood were obtained slowh\
As to the relation between parasite and host, it is not probable that
the former ever become a serious menace to the life of the latter
except under favorable conditions.
No matter how badly a fish may be infested with these pests it has a
chance to get rid of them pretty thoroughl}' at least three times a year
at the breeding seasons.
Of course, if a fish for any reason has become
debilitated and then happens to get an extra dose of parasites the results
are likely to be fatal.
But it is worthy of note that the Argulids prefer
strong, healthy lish and are not often found upon sickly ones.
Their bodies are comparatively so small, are flattened so strongly,
and are held so firmly to the flsh's skin that they must occasion almost
no inconvenience in the natural movements of their host.
A\'hen we consider the artificial propagation of flsh, however, the
conditions are entirely changed.
Professor Smith long ago called
attention to the subject of copepod parasitism in its special practical
importance to all those engaged in raising flsh confined in ponds or
other restricted areas, especially in aquaria. The artificial surroundings always make more or less of a drain on the fish's vitality, and,

numbers are restricted, there is a resultant concentration of
produced by the parasites. The very fact that the latter
choose the strongest and most healthy fish is one of the worst things

since the

the evil

eft'ects
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down

to

Hence the breeders

of tish and the keepers of aquaria often find these parasites trouble-

some

pests, as

Baldneur

was clearly stated by the very

lirst

observer, Leonard

(1660).

In the manuscript left in the public.' librar}^ at Strassburg, while
speaking of what he calls the ''pou des poissons" (A. Jvliaceu^), he
says that it is seldom found in the environs of Strassburg except upon
trout, and that it frequenth" kills them, especially those which are
kept in ponds.
In view of these difficulties the following experience will prove of
interest and may become of practical value b}^ suggesting an easy and
efi'ective means for keeping the pests Avithin due bounds: In the town
of Warren, Massachusetts, is a small pond artificially increased to a
few acres in area by means of a dam. This pond was stocked with carp
and bass several years ago. It is fed by two small mountain brooks,
and having no other outlet except the sluiceway of the milldam, it
furnished an excellent breeding place, in which the fish seemed to
thrive well, but during the late summer and autumn of 1899 the fish
began to die off in considerable numbers.
Their dead bodies were
found floating at the surface with no apparent signs of disease or
injury, nor did careful and repeated examinations suggest any explanation of the epidemic.
But the pond contained an abundance of a
green floating alga which proved to harbor myriads of small Crustacea,
D(fj)/tnia, S!da, etc.
The devastation continued through the winter, and another visit was
made in the spring in the hope of finding some clew.
This was just at the time suckers were running, and several of them
were speared in a pool below the dam. On examining the walls of
their gill cavities between 30 and iO specimens of A. catostomi were
obtained, many of them with ripe sexual products.
These were taken
home and kept in aquaria, where the females deposited their eggs,
which hatched out a month later into a fine lot of larvae. On showing
the adults to the gentleman who owned the pond he said they were
found on many of the fish caught, but were never considered speciallj^
harmful.
He also said that the brooks which fed the pond contained manj^
suckers, most of which were infested with these parasites, a statement
afterwards verified. It was determined to try the effect of a concentration of the parasites upon a few fish.
Accordingly 15 or 20 of the Arguli were put in a small aquarium
and fish of various kinds from the pond were put in with them.
These fish, which included roach, dace, and sun-fish, were put in one
at a time, so that the entire number of parasites could concentrate
upon each of them separately.
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Thoy fastened upon the ventral surface and upon the sides of the
body near the operculum; the dace and roach resented the attack and
thrashed around vigoroush', Init to no avail; the bream accepted the
After remaining in the aquarium over
situation without protest.
night the dace and bream were found dead and floating around with
This, of
exactly the same appearance as the dead fish in the pond.
course, suggested that if the number of parasites was sufficient in
the pond, or if for any reason the}^ concentrated upon a few fish, they
might produce the fatality. The solution of the whole problem lay
in the number of the parasites, and ever}' efiort was made to discover
a reason for their abnormal abundance as well as that of the other
The reason came from a wholly
small Crustacea already mentioned.
unexpected source; as already stated, a fine lot of larv» were obtained
from the eggs laid in aquaria. One of the marked differences between
In the
the larva and the adult appears in the anterior maxillipeds.
larva these terminate in an enormous ])arbed claw instead of a sucking
disk.

They

are, therefore, clasping

organs of a highly developed kind,

but repeated efforts failed to induce the larva^ to use them for that
purpose.
On the contrary, the latter continued to swarm near the surface of
the water on the side of the aquarium toward the light, like other
copepods, and paid no attention whatever to several fish which were
put in with them as possible hosts.
Finally two small dace from the same pond were tried, but no more
attention was paid to them than to the other kinds.
Not so with the fish however, for no sooner had thej^ recovered from
their fright at being handled than they turned round and ate up every
several hundred in all.
last larva
Inquiries suggested by this action and made as soon as possible
revealed the fact that for the three years previous to the fatality
among the fish the proprietor of the pond had dragged it thoroughly
with a seine and removed all the small dace and roach and sold them

—

Here was a satisfactory explanation of the al)normal
for live bait.
abundance of copepods and cladocerans, and in it there is a plain suggestion that this question of parasitism
as

it

appears at

first sight.

is

not such a one-sided affair

The adult Argulus ma}' become a menace

to the adult fish, but in its larval stages

it

no doubt often furnishes

food for the young of the same fishes or of others.
It also suggests that a proper amount of protection for the small
fish, such as dace, roach, etc., which inhabit our ponds and streams
will be one of the

most

effective

means of guarding against any formi-

dable increase in the numbers of these parasites.
Especially
fish

is

this true in the case of restricted areas like artificial

here every one of the conditions
etc.
advantageous to the parasite, and the latter is

ponds, hatcheries, aquaria,

deleterious to the fish

is

;
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always practically assured of a suitable host and assisted in any effort
These facts render it certain
it may make toward concentration.
that if the breeding* of Argruli is once started in such places it will
rapidl}^ assume dangerous proportions unless checked at the very
beg'inning.

The

introduction, repeated

that naturally prey

and

in

if

some of the small iish
could do no possible injury,

necessary, of

upon crustacean

larvie,

the light of this investigation bids fair to prove an etfective

remed}',

SUMMARY.
1.

The Argulidie are external

parasites,

usually contined to the

branchial cavity of their host.

They

cling ])v means of the anterior maxillipeds, which are modsucking disks for this purpose, and ])y a walking motion of
these same disks they scuttle about over the lish's skin so long as it
remains moist. They can not fasten to a dry surface.
8. They always take a position with the long axis of their bodies parallel to that of their host and with their heads in the same direction.
They are kept from slipping' backward, as the fish darts through the
water, by the sucking disks just mentioned, b}- large curved hooks on
2.

itied into

the bases of the anterior antenna?,

by stout spines on the bases of

l^oth

pairs of antenna and often between the bases of both pairs of maxilli-

peds, by rough plates on the bases of the posterior maxillipeds, usually

with three stout spines along- their posterior border, and by short
all over the ventral surface of the carapace, but
especiall}' numei-ous along the anterior margin.
All these spines
point diagonally downward and backward, and at the slighest backward
movement they catch firmly in the fish's skin, and, of course, the greater
the pressure the more firmly the}' hold.
•i.
The Argulidie retain their locomotor ability to a greater degree
than any of the other parasitic copepods. Both males and females
triangular spines

swim with an

easy, gliding motion, free

from

The four
accomplished

jerkiness.

pairs of legs serve as locomotor organs, and steering

is

thorax on the head carapace, though the
somewhat. The length of the plumose sette on the
legs seems to determine the rapidity of movement.
5. In consequence of its freedom of motion an Argulus is not confined to one species of fish, but can change its host at pleasure.
Hence
the host list is quite large for all the well-known species and will probabl}" increase with further observation.
6. Both sexes, but especialh' the males, leave their host at the breeding season, since the eggs are not carried about, but are deposited on
chiefly b}^ a flexion of the

abdomen

assists

some favorable

Hence at least three
has a chance to get rid of these parasites.

surface, usually at the bottom.

times a year an infested

fish
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T. After leaving its host thus, if the Argulus can not readily lind
another individual of the same species it can live for a time upon
almost an}' tish, or even upon frog- tadpoles, changing afterwards as

opportunit}' offers.
8.

The

species of Argulidte infesting migratory fish are probably

from salt to fresh water or the reverse.
The food of these parasites is the blood of their hosts, obtained bj^
means of a long evertible probocis, which they thrust through the skin,
afterwards sucking up the blood as it flows from the wound.
10. Under natural conditions it is not probable that the Arguli often
become a serious menace to the life of their host; but in the artificial
able to change with their host
9.

propagation of

fish

and in restricted areas, especially aquaria, they

ma3% and often do, prove troublesome and sometimes kill off the fish.
eat Argulus larvie
dace, roach, etc.
It has been proved that small fish
Hence the protection of such fish in our ponds and
voraciously.
streams and their introduction into restricted fish ponds and aquaria
would probably prevent any serious multiplication of the parasites.

—

—

ONTOGENY.
free swimming and
her eggs about with her.

The Argulida? are unlike other copepods, both
parasitic, in that the female does not carry

but deposits them upon some convenient surface and there leaves them
to care for themselves.

Claus states (1875) that .1. follacexiM has three breeding seasons in
year— the first at the end of May or the beginning of June, the
second during the middle or latter part of July, and the third in the
the

latter part of

September.

Without

licing able to affirm,

from actual

observation of a single species throughout the entire year, that the
American forms have similar breeding seasons, there are many facts

which point strong!}^ to such a conclusion in both the salt and the fresh
water species.
1. A. catostoni! certainly breeds in May and elune, large numbers of
eggs and larva? having been obtained both by Dana and Herrick and
by the author at that season.
2. ^1. stizostethi! certainlj' breeds in August, Kellicott having obtained
eggs (and larva?) from ripe females taken from fish {Stizostethium^
species) in the Niagara River at that season.
3. A. megalops and A. laticcaida certainly breed in October, the
author having received ripe females from Woods Hole at that season,
from which were obtained eggs and subsequent larvre.
1. Numerous ver}' small A. megalopx less than 2 mm. in length were
obtained on August 20 and September 1, while A. alosse of corresponding size were found on August 13. Since the megalops larva is
nearly 1

mm.

in length

when hatched,

it

is

evident that these .young

could not have come from the eggs of the previous year, but must
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indicate a breeding season early in the year, corresponding- to that of

catostomi.
5. Females of the following species, full of eggs that appeared to
be perfectly ripe, have been taken at Woods Hole at the dates given
and are now in the collection of the National Museum: ^-1. megalopi<^

October 14, October 30, November 21;
August, October 20. 28, 30; A. alo-sm,
August 13, September 24 and 27, October 5.
().
From a knowledge of the breeding habits which have just been
given, the capture of males swimming about freely at the surface or
isolated upon fish which the}^ do not infest at other seasons in the

August
^1.

31,

September

hdicauda^ August

1,

l-t.

vear furnishes corroborative

tes-

timon}^ to the breeding seasons.

Of such we

find the following:

male, from surface,
two males from surface,
August 31; one from a Minnow,
July 14; one from Sea Robin,
August
A. laticauda^ one
from among algt\?, August; one
from Tom Cod, October 20; four
from Skate, October 19; one
from Bonnet Skate, August 9.
^1. megalojjs^

Juh^

8;

'I'i^.

The cumulative evidence thus
adduced makes it practically
certain that the salt-water forms,
at least,

have three breeding-

seasons in the year, correspond-

ing to those given h\ Glaus for
A. foUacem. It would not be
expected, of course, that the
actual

dates

would correspond

Fig. 1.— a single cluster of

CATOSTOMI.

Actual

the eggs of Argulcs
one egg 0.45 by O.c

size of

.MM.

exactly.

The

place chosen for Qgg deposition

is

usually a stone or other hard

aquarium being usuall}^ selected.
Van Beneden writes (1883) that "la mere, au lieu de porter sa progeniture dans un sac qu'elle traine avec elle, la confie successivement a
Tun ou Tautre poisson, comme la coucou qui depose des oeufs dans le

material, the glpss

sides

in

an

nid d'un bee-fin, et le jeune Arguie, en naissant, jouit de toute sa
liberte.'"

Jurine (180G), whose observ^^ations on the other habits of these paraexpressly says that he has never found any
eggs upon the fish Avhich serve as hosts for A. foliacem, and his
testimony has been corroborated by every one of the long list of col-

sites are so admira])le,

lectors since his day, except

Van Beneden

(1891).
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Such a condition as the

latter portra^'s, to

be of an}' advantage to

the Argulus, would necessitate that the larva fasten itself to the fish

immediateh' upon emerging from the egg. In that case the expreswould hardly convey the correct meaning.
Van Beneden does not give this as his own personal observation,
and it will require considerable additional proof before it can be
sion " Jouit de toute sa liberte"'

The probability

received.

When

is

strongly against

it.

a suitable place has l)een chosen l)y the female the eggs are

deposited end to end in parallel rows, one egg at a time.
are quite short and

eggs, and there

may

may

contain anywhere from 3 or

be from 3 to

-i

The rows
to 15 or 20

The female

or T rows together.

then rests for a while before depositing a similar lot in another place.
Often in an aquarium the entire lot of several hundred eggs will be
dei^osited close together

on one

side,

but they are always broken up

by the intervals of rest.
can be judged from a careful comparison of the

into these smaller lots determined

As

nearly as

state-

ments of various authors with original observations, there seems to be

Fig.

2.— Eggs of Argui.v

MEG A LOPS

:'T

READY TO HATCH.
0.28

MM.

number of rows (two being
very common) and more eggs in each, while in ^1. catostomi the rows
are more numerous and shorter, giving to the individual batches of
eggs more of an elliptical outline (fig. 1).
In A. 7negalops, on the contrary, all the eggs observed have been
laid in single rows, Avith from 6 or 8 to 20 or 25 eggs in each (fig. 2^
Jurine (1806) has given us an admirable description of the process of
egg-laying in ^1. follaceKS, so accurate that it has not since been
altered in a single essential particular.
T quote it in full.
a tendency in A.yolktceus toward a fewer

Toutes les fois que I'argule-mere a pondu un oeuf, elle fait mi petit pas qui avance
son corps en lui donnant un peu d'obliquite: de sorte que le second oeuf se trouve
n^cessairement place en avant et tl cote du premier. En alternant ainsi ses pas, le
troisieme oeuf se trouvera dans la direction du premier, le quatrieme dans celle du
second, et ainsi de suite; de maniere qu'ils seront disposes sur deux colonnes, dont
la premiere comprendra tons ceux dont les nombres sont impairs, et la seconde ceux
dont les nombres sont pairs. Telle est la marche que suivant ordinairement ces
femelles dans leur ponte; cependant il arrive quelquefois qu'elles deposent leurs
oeufs sur trois, quatre ou cinq colonnes, ou qu'elles les eparpillent mais ce denier
;

que lorsqu'elles sont inquietees. II arrive encore que les femelles entrecoupent leur ponte et qu'elles la font en trois ou quatre reprises alors elles changent
de place et se transportant ailleurs.
cas n'a lieu

:
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would be expected that the method would
and

it

actually docs vary in several particulars
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A.
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differ in different spe-

when witnessed

in

ops.

from side to side nor
two adjacent rows, as described by Jurine.
In the deposition of hundreds of eggs no female was seen to deposit two rows at the same time, but only a single short row.
These eggs of A. catostomi are ellipsoidal, quite large (O.-tS mm.
by 0.3 mm.) and are yellowish white when first laid.
But they soon become dirty, turning first a darker yellow and finally
The thick jelly with which tney are covered
a rusty-brown color.
when the}' come out of the oviduct quickly hardens in the water and
forms a dense covering, vei-y diflicult to break open without injury to
the ^.^'g inside.
But the chief characteristic is the form which this
At hrst it is s])rt^ad in an even layer over the
jelly envelope assumes.
In the former species the female does not twist

do the

egg-s alternate in

entire ^^^^ but the surface ([uickly breaks u]) into longitudinal grooves
with sharp ridges between. The groox cs may or may not twist a little
spirally around the long axis of the (\ug. but the intervening ridges
always crack transversely and separate into short masses which usually

assume quite a perfect

ellipsoidal

form, the same as that of the ^gg

itself.

These

ellipses

anangement

may

lie

arranged end to end

of the eggs, or th(\v

may

in a

row, similar to the

be placed side by side, or

may

even stand out at right angles to th(> surface of the ^,<gg like rounded
warts or papilla' (fig. 1).
On further hardening, tlu^ sam<^ grooving and breaking up into
papilla' may apjx'ar on the sui'facc of cadi of the original (dlipsoids,
so that such eggs come to lia\(' a set of doubly crenated ribs, a mark

which

will distinguish

The eggs

of

.1.

them wlierexcr found.

((iDrrlcdnus reseinl)le those of

,(if(,stoin'i

in

that the

envelope breaks up similarly into longitudinal rows of papillae,
but there is nexcr any double crenation.
In addition to the rows of
papilhv they are always from one to several much larger, irregular

jelly

mass(\s of jelly aitavhiHl to each

egg

ei:\'elope.

The other species, A. unynlnp.s, is the tii'st of the salt-water Argulids
whose method of egg deposition has e\er ]>een watched, and the process is therefore worthy of a somewhat more detailed description.
Through the courtesy of Vinal X. Kdwaixls a))Out a dozen females
with ripe eggs were o])tained from ^Voods Hole, on October 30, 1901.
These were sent 1>y mail in a small bottle of salt water and were all
alive when received; some of them had already begun to deposit their
Qgg^ on the sides of the bottle on the way.
The remainder of the eggs were secured on the sides of a small glass
aquarium to which the Arguli were all transposed.
In this case also the female hunted for a suitable spot when about to
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

42
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Having- found one

vol. xxv.

crawled along slowl)' over
it by the walking motion of her sucking discs.
When she had
advanced far enough to compensate for the length of her body she
stopped and violently contorted and twisted her thorax and abdomen,
bending them from side to side and backward and forward. During
these contortions an ^gg could be seen descending the oviduct toward
the opening between the posterior pair of legs.
Just as the Qgg
reached this opening the thorax was bent sharply upward (dorsally)
away from the glass; at the same time the abdomen was bent sharply
downward (\'entrally) toward the glass, so that thorax and abdomen
formed a right angle with each other, the angle being held some little
distance away from the surface.
Into the space thus formed the egg
was protruded, ])eing seized tirmh^ on either side by the basal joints
of the posterior pair of legs as soon as it emerged from the opening
deposit her egfgs.

.she

The posterior

lobes on these basal joints were pulled
and then drawn together, catching the Qgg
between their inner surfaces and carrying it l)ackward into the little
Here it was pressed for an
space under the flexed thorax-abdomen.
instant against the support (glass) to which it adhered firmly.
The Argulus then moved forward a distance equal to the long diameter of the Qgg with its jelly envelope and the process was repeated.
The eggs thus adhere to each other in rows as well as to the glass,
each row containing ten or a dozen eggs and being usually quite
straight.
The process is rather slow, a little more than a minute
of the oviduct.

as far forward as possible

(seventy seconds) being occupied in the deposition of a single

In this species one female did not lay more than

-lU

i}gg.

or 50 eggs, and

often the last ones were deposited singly and scattered about indiscriminately.
It

seems probable, however, that

this

number does not represent

the entire batch of eggs, but that the fe^nales had deposited a part of

them before being captured.
After the first one or two eg'gs are laid the al)domen of course has
to ride up over them as the Argulus moves forward.
The liase of the anal sinus rests upon the rounded upper surfaces of
the eggs, which it fits snugly, while the lateral edges are bent down
on either side. The abdomen thus curved over the eggs pro) )a])ly acts
as a guide for

tlu^ Argulus, enabling her to place the eggs in approximately straight rows.
Furthermore, it would seem as if the anal papilla?, which in megalopx,
as so often in other species, are situated at the very base of the sinus,
might act as feelers, slipping over the eggs lengthwise and down into
the hollows between them, enabling the Argulus to tell when she had
moved forward just the right distance.
At all events, whether the rows are straight or crooked, the eggs
are always the same distance apart.
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be noted that this account differs considerably from that of
In the present instance, as in the case of A. catostomi^ already
cited, no female deposited her eggs in two columns, but every time
they were arranged in a single row. This was due to the fact that
the short move ahead, instead of being a one-sided affair, throwing
It will

Jurine.

the body at an oblique angle to the line of progress, was a uniform
and even advance, the body remaining always parallel with the line of
All through the (^.gg laying the females manifest consideraadvance.
ble excitement; the legs, with the exception of the posterior pair, are

way as when
row of eggs is finished the female
darts rapidly about the a((uariuni for some little time, twisting and
turning somersaults as if crazed. These motions gradually slow down
and finally cease, when she l)egins to hunt for a new place in which to
These observations, coupled with the
deposit another row of eggs.

moved

incessantly and Avith great rapidity in the same

swimming.

As soon

as

one

fact that females with their ovaries only half full of ripe eggs have
been repeatedly taken upon fish frequenting the bottom, make it reasonably certain that they do not deposit their eggs all at once, but at
intervals, and in the meanwhile they ma}" even obtain a square meal
from some convenient fish.
The female carries sperm, obtained from previous copulation, in
If
heir abdominal pouches, and each ^gg is fertilized as it is laid.
one of the eggs be removed shortly after deposition and examined
under a high power the spermatozoa can be plainly seen swarming
around the jelly envelope.
Notwithstanding this method of fertilization, the iigg laying excites
the males even more than the females, and they dart about in a vain
endeavor to get hold of some of the latter.
At first two species {nuyalopf^ and Jaticauda) were mingled in the
same dish; all of the females that were laying were megalopn^ while most
But this fact did not seem to make any
of the males were hif'icauda.

difference;
)ne(jah)pi<^

the

htftc<iii<hi

males were as uuu-h excited as those of

and, neghn-ting the females of their

own

species,

were quiet and had finished their laying, they made cxciy

which

ctfort to

seize the 'megalop>< females; ])ut, together with the nuyalop^ males, they

were constantly repulsed. K\'idently the copulation takes place previous to Qgg laying, and the femule relies wholly upon the sperm stored
lip in

the seminal pouches.

These eggs of

^l. iitegalopxiXYQ ellipsoidal, like

those oi foliaceux and

but are not as large, being only u.^r) nun. long and 0.28
mm. wide, and yet we shall presently see that the larva which emerges
from them is one of the largest yet described.
The eggs are light yellow when first laid, afterwards becoming dirty
and brownish, but never as dark as those of catostoiui.

(uitostoini^
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stizostethH are more nearly spherical, about O.-il mm.
and are milk white when lirst laid, soon changing to light
yellow.
In both species the eggs remain smooth till hatched, never
showing any crenations.
The long diameter of the agg becomes the longitudinal axis of the
larva, but all the larva^ in the same row are not arranged with their
heads in the same direction. Every here and there one will be found

The eggs of A.

in diameter,

reversed so that heads of adjacent ones come together, as

is

common

egg strings of the Eucopepods. Curioush' enough in this lot of
'inegalops eggs it seemed to be quite regularly the fourth ones which
were thus reversed, but probably such regularitj^ was accidental.
The number of eggs deposited b}^ a single female is given as 100 by
Claus (1875) for .1. foliaceona^ and as 400 by ffurine for the same
species; as l,!2oo ])y Dana and Herrick (1837) for A. c(ito)<toi7ii, and as
50 to 300 by Kellicott (1880) for
A. i<fl.zosfeh!L
in the

In

the

largest

author's

experience the

number obtained from

a sin-

gle female was l)etween 500 and 600
for

and 65 for^l. megaprobable in the latter

^1. <-(itost()iiiI

lops.

But

it is

case that the females

had alread}^

deposited some eggs before being
captured, since the ovaries were not

more than

•A

OF AKtU'LUS

ME(;.

LOPS JUST

half full.

After being deposited the eggs
become opaque and no trace of the
development can Ijc seen through
the jelly envelope until two or three

READY TO HATCH.

weeks before hatching, when the
The egg then rapidly clears and it
can be plainh^ seen that the body of the larva is folded upon itself,
the abdomen and the posterior thorax being turned forward along
the ventral surface of the head thorax, while the legs are folded forward and inward with the long rowing seta? crossing one another on
the mid line (tig. 3).
The time required for hatching varies greatly, xn A. fol Ulceus it is
given as about four weeks (Claus), and as thirty-tive days (Jurine): it
is nearly the same for A. catostoi/i/\ thirt^^-live daj's (Dana and Herrick), and from tw^enty-eight to thirty-five dnxi^ in the author's

black eyes

first

become

visible.

experience.

This time proves to })e a sort of golden mean in Argulus development, other species varying from it in both directions. The period
Eggs which were laid
for ^1. amerlcanus is oid}' al)out half as long.
on June 7, 1902, and which were sent to the author by Professor Reighard from the U. S. Fish Commission station at Ann Arbor, Michi-
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And
gan, began to hatch on the 25th, a period of only eighteon days.
yet, from actual tests, the temperature of tlie atiuai'ium did not rise
above 65" F. during that time.
is much longer; the eggs obtained from
October 80 and 31; the}" did not begin to hatch
until December 12, and the larvai had not all emerged before December 80 (sixty days), nearly double the time required for the two first
And there is another consideration which makes this disspecies.
No statement of
parit}^ even greater than it seems at first sight.
the conditions under which developn]ent took place is made by any of
Dana and Herrick, however, do
the authors save Kellicott (1880).
mention (1837) that the female of A. catostoini laid her eggs upon the
sides of the aquarium, and it is to be presumed that thev remained
Probably also the times recorded by the other
there until hatched.
authors were obtained from eggs kept in aquaria.
Such at least is the case with the eggs of ])oth catostomi and )neg<ilops
observed by the present author. And in both instances the water of
the aquarium stood at about the same temperature (72° F.) as that of
the room in which it was kept.
This would not be much of a change from their normal environment for the eggs of catostomi^ for they were not laid till May 14,
and were kept through June into July, hatching from June 11 to 20.
The temperature of the water in the pond from which the females
were taken must have risen during that time to within a comparatively
few degrees of the room mentioned. But in the case of A. megalop^
there was a radical diflerence in the environment; these eggs were
taken from the open ocean on October 80, and kept through November
and into the latter part of December. Hence a temperature of 75°
would be at least 30° or 35° higher than that of the salt water at
Woods Hole during those months. This would mean, of course, that
the eggs developed much faster than in their normal surroundings, so
that we must add eight or ten days to the period just given ])efore
comparing it with the other species.
Hence incubation is fulh' twice as long in meyalops as in foliaceus
or catostomi. But even this record is surpassed by that of A. disostethii.
Kellicott records (1880) that the eggs laid in his aquarium on
August 28 did not show the dark eye dots until October 5, and did not

For

^l.

inegalops the time

Woods Hole were

laid

begin to hatch till November 17, a period of eighty-one days! Here the
author distinctly states that the tank was kept at the temperature of
the room, and hence something would need to be added to even such an
enormous period as this before it would fairly represent the length of
incubation under normal conditions.

It is also stated that these eggs
and Kellicott thinks that this influenced the
incubation.
Possibl}^ it might otfset the increase in temperature, but
we must remember that in depositing her eggs under normal conditions the female Argulus must needs often get them in the shade.
It

were kept out of the

light,
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would seem

fair, therefore, to

that this incubation period

There are

vol. xxv.

allow the record to .stand as given, so
])e a little longer than that of megalops.

would

which make it practically certain
two species would be of about the
of foUdeeus and catostoml (p. 6(50).

othei- considerations also

that the incul)ation period of these

same length, and longer than that
Both Jurine and Claus have given a detailed account of the larva of
foUaceus and the various molts through which it passes.
Claus

calls especial attention to

the fact that the <Qgg contains a rela-

and that the embryo attains a correspondingly
unusual size and advanced development ])efore hatching. This occasions the period of increase in the ])rentital development as compared
tively large yolk,

with other parasitic copepods.
If this be true of folUiceus

and

catostonii,

we would

naturally infer

that in nugaJopxi and stizostethil^ with their incubating period twice as
long, the larva

must be even further developed, and such we

shall find

to be the case.

In the following account of larval development the facts in relation
to foliaceus

have been taken from Jurine (1806), Leydig (1850), and

Claus (1875), those in regard to stizostethii from Kellicott (1880), while
those in reference to catostoml., megalojjs, and (onericamts are from
original observations.

It is

hoped soon to publish a

full description

of these latter larvw.

On first issuing from the ^^gg the larvffi of foUaceus and catostoml
bear a striking resemblance to a partly developed Caligus, as noted at
some length by Claus.

We find a shield-shaped anterior portion of the body corresponding
with the cephalo-thorax in Caligus, three free segments corresponding
with the second, third, and fourth thoracic segments in (Jaligus, and a
large abdomen carr^dng papilhe armed with seta?, corresponding with
abdomen

of the Eucopepods.
megalops and ^4. stizostethii the resemblance is
not quite so appai'ent, chiefly on account of their more advanced
development, but we can still distinguish the same regions easil}^
(Plate VIII.)
Hence the nauplius, the metanauplius, and even the
earlier cyclops stages are passed by these Argulus larva? inside the
egg, and they come forth in one of the more fully developed cyclops
All the segments and appendages which are to appear in the
stages.
adult are present at birth, and in addition the foUaceus and catostoml
larvie have extra temporary appendages in the form of a pair of mandibular palps, which are used as locomotor organs up to the first molt,
and then disappear.
We should expect larvre so very well developed at birth to be much
larger than the ordinary crustacean nauplius, and the^^ rather exceed
our expectations. The larva of follacem is 0.6 to 0.75 mm. in length,
that of catostoml 0.7 to 0.8 mm., while the megalops larva is 0.8 to
the papillated

In the larvae of

^1.

—
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And

mm.

long, and the larva of Htlzo.^fithil reaches almost 1
too, in .spite of the fact that the adults of

tills,

xthoxtctli'ii

are smaller than those of

eatosfniii i

'A\\di
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mm.

(0.9S).

in<</((l<ijt.'<

and

/<>! laceus.

That the sizes should l)e thus reversed in the larvie is further good
proof of the difiorence in their relative development, i. e. not only
does the greater similai'ity of the appendages to the adult form attest
,

the
is

more advanced development

of the stizostetJui larva, but

its

body

actually nearl}^ twice as large as that of the foUaceus larva.

All the larva? have the general shape of the adult, save that in
foUaceas^ catostonu^ and (intericanus the l)ody is somewhat narrowed
posteriorly, while the anal papilhv are nuich larger and terminal
instead of

The carapace is relatively
swimming legs.

l)asal.

the bases of the

Ijroad

and barely covers

first

In mtostoiiil the width of the larval carapace

is

relatively less than

that of the adult, but in the

other species

same.

the

it is

practically

Its

border

fringed with fine

cilia,

which are scattered

is

among

stouter,

organs which
larger than the cilia

seta-lilve tactile

are

much

and about twice as long.
The free thoracic segments
diminish

much more

rapidly
larv» than in
the other two species, but each
segment bears a pair of swimming legs or their rudiments.
in these three

First and second antennae of newly
HATCHED LARVA OF ARGULI'S MEGALOPS.

4.

The abdomen in the three species just named is also very narrow,
almost triangular in shape, and terminated by the large anal papillis.
In the megalops and stlsostetJdl larvie, on the contrary, the abdomen
is as wide as the last thoracic segment, is broadU^ ovate in form, and
in the megalopa larva? is terminated by two short, bluntly acute lobes,
with the anal papillte at the base of the intervening sinus. In stizofitet/ill the abdomen is abruptly truncated posteriorly and the anal sinus
is so shallow that there are practically no lobes at all, but the anal
papilla? are situated close to the anus, and therefore must be regarded
as basal rather than terminal, like those of tnegalojM, to which they
also correspond in size.
The first antenna', and in megalops and stisostethH the second also,
ha^'e already

In

all

assumed nearlv

the species the

permanent form.
antenna are three-jointed,' the

their

first

l)asal

^Kellicott says (1880) that the first antennae of stizostethii are four-jointed, but
they are really the same as those of the other species. The apparent difference comes
from his regarding the basal joint as double rather than single, in which case these
first antennae would be four-jointed in all the species.
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joint being
hooks on its

A'ery large
lateral,

and flat, furnished with large sickle-shaped
and smaller ones on its anterior, margin, and evi-

dently functioning as an organ of prehension.
The two terminal joints are small and armed with delicate tactile
bristles,

and they

On the

just as evidently function as tactile organs.

bases of both pairs of antennie in
directed backward as in the adult

all

the larva^ are found stout spines

(tig. 4).

In the larvse of the first group the second antennte are very different in form from those of the adult, and serve as one of the two
They ar-e very much elongated, extendprincipal locomotor organs.
ing far beyond the carapace,

and are made up of three
parts,

a

i^-jointed

l)asipod

arising just posterior to the
eyes, each joint being

armed

with a short spine, a stout

ondopod also 2-jointed and
tipped with a curved spine,
and a 1-jointed exopod bearing at

its

tip four long plu-

and a short thumblike one on the inner side.
These seta^ can be approximated or separated at pleas-

mose

seta?

ure (Hg.

5).

In contrast with these the

second antennse of the megalop)<

and dlzostethii larva? are

of ordinar3' length and conof

sist
5.— Second antenna and labial palp of newly
HATCHED LARVA OK ARGULUS FOLIACEVS (MODIFIED
FROM CLAUS). e.V., AND en., EXOPOD AND ENDOPOD OF
THE SECOND ANTENN>E; ll., HOOK CONNECTED WITH
BASE OF THE SAME; md. />., TEMPORARY MANDIBULAR

FiG.

PALPS.

a good-sized

basal

joint extending back about

opposite the center of the
eyes, where it is armed near
the

with the
a long
anterior surface, and a

median

usual blunt

line

spine,

middle joint armed with two spines on its
short terminal joint tipped with a stout hook.'

When

straightened these antenna reach considerably beyond the

border of the carapace, but the latter nearly covers them when they
are partly folded, the position in which the larva usually carries them.

Hence they can not take any part in locomotion.
Next in order posteriorly we find in our three

larva? a pair of ap-

iRellicott says that the second antenna; in stizostethii are four-jointed, but whether
he has again regarded the basal joint as double can not be decided either from his
The probability is that he has, for the antennse in the
figure or from the text.

adults are like those of megalops.
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the other two species.
These
which are attached to the sides
of the upper lip, and which serve, up to the tirst molt, as the second
of th.e two principal locomotor organs. The}^ are made up of two parts,
a simple basal portion and a ^-jointed terminal portion bearing at its
tip three long plumose seta? similar to those on the second antenna^ in
the same species, and, like them, capable of being approximated or

pendag-es which aro ontirolv waiitinu-

are the temporary inaiulilmlar

in

i);ili)s,

separated at pleasure (tig. 5).
The anterior maxill peds are not moditied in any of the larvie into
su,^king disks, but retain instead their primitive form of stout clasping

Fig. 6.— Antekior

max

are i-jointed and furnished at the tip with two strong
sickle-shaped hooks, placed side by side, the ventral one of which is
armed with three sharp barbs on its inner border. These organs are

organs.

They

thus similar to the so-called clasping legs of the parasitic Eucopepods
(fig 6).

The

posterior maxillipeds are very

much

smaller than the anterior,

and serve as accessory clasping organs, the same function that they
perform in the adult. They are o-jointed in all the larva^, and are
armed on the inner surfaces of each of the four basal joints with spines,
stout setse, or rough papilla?, the kind, number, and arrangement varying considerably

in

the difl'erent species, but

all

evidently designed for

These

the same purpose.

maxillipeds are terminated

two movable, strongly
curved claws, and a rounded
knob ending in a sharp
spine, knob and claws being
]\v

placed side

))y

side in a line

knob

dorso-ventrally, the
MAXILLIPEDOFNEWI.Y HAT(;HEI1 MP
LARVA SHOWING ARMATURE.

-I'OSTEKIIIK
I.OPS

gated longitudinally and bears upon

its

being
joint

is

dorsal.

The

basal

considerably elon-

posterior border a short, stout

spine (two in vtegt/lops) in the same place where the spines on the

squamiform appendages of the adult subsequently appear

(fig.

7).
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In

iiKujiilopx

and
developed as
pn'soiit,

and

tliey

i^flzoxtethU all

four pairs of

swiininini>;

have the .same nuiuher of joints and

art>

leo-,s

arc

as fully

The basipods are 2-jointed, tlie proximal
and the peripheral increasing in length from in front
backward. The exopods are 1-jointedand carry two long rowing sette
which are plumose and movable like tho.se on the antenna^ and mandibThe endopods of the first pair are
ular palps in the other species.
3-jointed. the first and second joints carrying sharp spines on their
posterior border and the third joint terminating in two similar spines
placed side hy side. The endopods of the three posterior pairs ar^
2- jointed and carry but a single roAving seta.
in

the adult.

joints decreasing-

By

referring again -to

fig.

3

it

will be seen that

fully developed swinmiing legs can be seen

a day or two before the larvte emerges.
When it does come forth, therefore,

we

thes;^,

four pairs of

through the egg envelope
find

it

using these same
<it once

appendages exclusively for locomotion, i. e., it hegins to sivlm
in the mine manner and hy means of tlie same appendages whieh
use all through

We find in

it is to

life.

marked contrast between these two forms,
water, and the other {stizostethii) from
the fresh water, and the three other fresh-water species we are disone

this respect a

{/negtdop.s)

cussing.

from the

salt

In the latter only the first pair of legs

is

at all developed,

the other three pairs being very rudimentary, mere stumps in fact,
immovable, and hence of no possible use in swimming. These larva',

upon the second antenna? and the
temporar3Mnandil)ular palps for locomotion, being aided only slightly,

therefore, are ol)liged to depend

if

at all,

iegin to

by the partiall}^ developed first pair of legs, i. e., these larvse
swim in an entirely different manner from the adult, and l>y

means of appendages temporarily developed for that purpose^ v>hich
aftenoards entirely disappear.

Thus in their development these larvse show a partial metamorphosis,
and stand as a connecting link between the other parasitic copepods
(Eucopepods), with their complete metamorphosis through nauplius,
metanauplius, and the various cyclops stages, and species like viegalojjs and stizostethii, in which there is really no metamorphosis at
all, at least no change in the number, position, segmentation, or
function of the various appendages, but only a few comparatively
trifling alteratioifs in size and form.
Both the pointed, retractile proboscis and the mouth parts are
present in all the larvne. The latter take the form of a club-shaped
protuberance projecting from the mid line of the ventral surface
between the two pairs of maxillipeds.
It is made up of an upper and an under lip and a pair of mandibles,
The chewing blades of the manthe maxillaj not l)eing yet developed.
dibles lie just beneath the upper lip, are sickle-shaped and curve in
toward each other from either side.
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\n foliaceus and

catoxfoiiii

terior border whieh reaches outside
l)y

the side walls of the
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thoy aro armed with a chiw on their postiie

lower

lip,

and are separated

mouth from the mandil)ular palps already

In the incgtilopx and sfhostethn larvse there are no palps
and no claw reaching- outside the lower lip, so that the mouth assumes

described.

almost exactl}' the structure of the adult, save for the lack of maxilhv

(tio-.

S).

With regard

and internal structure, that portion of
mouth and reaching into the first
free thoracic segment is somewhat wider than the remainder and is
sharply marked oti' from it b}^ a constriction in the side walls and b}^
much darker coloration. This is the stomach of the larva, and it sends
out on either side a wide liranch toward the edge of the carapace just
to the histology

the intestine immediately behind the

8.— Chitin skeleton of the proboscis of a newly hatched megalops larva, c. Chitin
framework; /., LOWER LIP; //., labial palp; md., mandible: mx., maxilla.

Fig.

behind the posterior maxillipeds. (Plate VIII.)
both backward and forward inside the edge, like a
and umbrella of a mushroom, and are crenated
Both central portion and branches are
])order.
granules and oil globules as to be nearly opaque.
is

The remaining portion of
somewhat narrower and

The branches turn
section of the stem

along their outer
so tilled with yolk

the intestine in the free thoracic segments
is

filled

with

much

clearer cells.

In the

segment it passes abruptly into a narrow cloacal portion which
runs through the center of the abdomen as a narrow tube, and ends
in the anus, which is a transverse slit situated just beneath the papillte
last

at the base of the anal sinus.

keep up a lively contraction,
interchange of their contents.

All three parts of this digestive tube
means of which there is frequent

l\y
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Outside the umbrella portion of the stoniaeh branches, along the
and posterior border of the carapace, lies a row of one-celled
skin "lands with tine awl-shaped ducts leading radially outward to the
very edge. These glands are more or less circular in outline and are
Their granular contents are
strongly flattened dorso-ventrally.
arranged in fairly distinct rows radiating from the opening of the duct,
which is a little removed from one edge, sometimes near the center.
This gives them somew^hat the appearance of miniature palm-leaf
fans laid side by side with their handles pointing outward.
In foliaceus these side rows are broken by a comparatively wide
interval just opposite the base of the mouth, and the two groups thus
lateral

There
consist, respectively, of K) posteriorly and 4 anteriorly.
are also in this species a pair of similar glands in front of the first
antennae, a pair at the inner corners of the lateral eyes, a pair behind

formed

group of four just in front of and one behind the
branches of the stomach, but there are none in the al)domen.
In the catostomi larvje no glands can be found anywhere in the hundreds of preserved larva? now at disposal, and in the ^tizodetlu'i larva
no mention of them is made, nor do they appear in the figure. In the
americanm larva the glands are few in number, small in size, and are
those eyes, and a
lateral

scattered about promiscuousl}^ in both carapace and abdomen, withIn the megalops larva, on the contrary, these

out any regularity.

glands are

them

lie in

much more highly developed, and the largest and best of
a row of six along either side of the abdomen some little

from the edge (^., fig. 9). In this species the rows along the
edges of the carapace are continuous and number 21 or 22 glands
each; there is an isolated group of 5 glands between the eyes at the
anterior border of the carapace, 3 in front along the edge, and 2 behind
them at the interior corners of the eyes. There are also on either
side a group of 3 placed diagonally behind the eyes, another group of
2 just in front of the side branch of the stomach, one over the side of
distance

the stomach itself where this branch joins it, and a single large elliptical gland at the outer end of the terminal joint of the basipod in each
of the swinnning legs.

Although these glands are not found in the abdomen of the newly
hatched lar\a oi foliaceus (Claus) or catostomi, they appear there at a
later stage in development, and in the adult of all forms which have
been examined they are found scattered over the entire surface of the
l)ody, being gathered in groups in mnn}^ places, e. g., in the lobes of
the al)domen, the basal joints of the legs, etc. Their function has not
been explained by any author, but that they are morphologically simTheir ducts open at the surface of
the body, and under the influence of an alkaline solution a portion of
the contents of the body of the gland is discharged through the duct
Doul^tless they are capable of simiin the form of globules (Leydig).

ple glands there can be no doubt.
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lar action under normal conditions, and the more or less metamorphosed contents ))einu- thus discharged to the exterior would give them
something of an excretory function.
The paired eyes are very large, being made up of many spherical or

ellipsoidal facets loosely joined together.

Each eye

inclosed in a transparent blood sinus through which the
by means of three or more openings. The

is

])lood circulates freely

facets jut out quite a distance from the pigment, and along the anterior
l)order of the eye, especially in the nirijalops larva', can he seen as

transparent yellowish globules.

than in the adult.
unpaired
Th

eye

is

They

ai'c

proportionately uuch larger

median

situated on the top

of the posterior l)order of

the l)rain.

It

consists of

an X -shaped pigment body
at the junction of three
transparent lobes, shaped
and arranged Hive the
parts

of

a

clover

The pigment has

leaf.

de-

a

cided reddish tinge.

No

heart

any of these
place

is

is

visil)le

in

larva?, l)ut its

supplied by sev-

eral accessory structures,

which produce an active
streaming of the blood
along practically the same
channels as in the adult.

The

cellular substance be-

NEWLY HATCHED MALE LARVA OF

DClMEN OF
•vl>s;

AR-

uorso-ventral muscles; g.,
//..POSTERIOR WAI.r. OF HEART: /. tH., LONGI-

;i;ai,<ipi?.

MrSCLES:

d.

v.

m..

TESTIS.

/.,

tween the surfaces of the
carapace, in the thorax outside of
the

abdomen outside

tlie

the sexual organs,

stomach and intestine, and in
is gathered into little islands,

between and around which are blood hicuniv in free conununication
throughout the entire body. There is also quite a wide continuous
i;)eripheral sinus around the entire body, particularly in the abdomen. In and out of the lacunae and through the perii)heral sinus the
blood is driven by a more or less rhythmical contraction of the
following muscles.
In the

abdomen

betw^een the p(M'i])heral glands and rudimentary

sexual organs and the central intestine

lies,

very well-developed longitudinal muscles

on either

(/.

///.,

tig.

side, a spindle of
!»).

Scattered irregularly amongst these are short dorso-ventral. individnowhere gathered into bundles {d. v. in.).

ual muscle libers which are
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Most of

vol. xxv.

these latter fibers, as well as those of the long-itudinal muscles,

are one-celled, and the central nucleus

is

plainly visible, with one or

portions extending- from either end. These muscle
fibers are strikingly- like those elsewhere described^ in the veliger
larvie of nudibranchs and the pilidium larvae of neraerteans, and in all

more

long- fibrous

is developed in a similar manner by a
rearrangement of the protoplasm of the original cell. These
muscles, both longitudinal and dorso-ventral, contract somewhat
rh3'thmically and drive the blood from the space between them around
the cloaca out into the posterior end past the anal papillae into the
peripheral spaces along the sides of the abdomen.
The second muscle to aid in the pulsation takes the form of a transverse dorso-ventral band or curtain lying at the posterior border of
the last thoracic segment in just the position occupied later b}^ the
This is attached to the side
posterior wall of the heart {/i.. fig. 9).
walls of the sinus between thorax and abdomen, but hangs loosely
elsewhere, and on contraction produces two movements, one a pulling
together of the side walls and the other a l)ackward and forward movement of the center of the curtain. Both motions aid the streaming of
Besides these muscles, which are directly concerned in cirthe blood.
culation, there are others in the walls of the stomach and intestine,
on the dorsal and ventral walls of the thorax, and even in the basipods

probabilit}' the fibrous portion
fibrillar

of the legs, that

must

assist the process considerably.

The

internal

and there is so much free communication between the various parts of the body that a vigorous contraction of any set of muscles, e. g., those in the basipods of the legs
during swimming, must produce more or less of a flow of blood in the
immediate vicinity.
The skin is so very transparent that even the transverse striation of
the muscles can be readily seen through it, so that these larvae afford
one of the best objects for a study of crustacean musculature that

tissues are so loosel}" put together

could be imagined.

The

skin l)eing so thin and the blood circulating everywhere freely

beneath

it

there

is

no

difiiculty in

bringing about integumental respira-

Such respiration takes place more or less all over the body and
does not seem to be exclusively concentrated in any one region. I agree
with Claus when, correcting the statements of both J urine and Dana
and Herrick, he says that the abdomen has no more to do with respiration than some other parts of the body and is not as useful in this

tion.

respect as the side flaps of the carapace.

abdomen does not function
certainly does and

that this

is

its

This does not mean that the

physiologically as a respiratory organ;

service

is

a very valuable one.

But

it

not the only respiratory organ and probably not even the

'Activities of Mesenchyiiu' in Certain Larvfe, C. B. Wilson, Zool. Bull., II, No.

The Habits and Karly Development of Cerebratulus
Wilson, (Jnart. Jour. Mic. Sei., new ser., XLTII, p. 97.
p. 15.

it

does mean

1,

lacteus (Verrill), C. B.
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best one possessed

by the
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In confirmation of such a view, wit-

larva.

ness 'the fact that in several of ourjaro-est species {nigeT^ cato.sttnni,
etc.) the abdomen is proportionally very small, in ratosfomi so diminutive

compared with the enormous head-thorax

that

it

could not possi-

bly keep the blood aerated.

The nervous system

consists of a

'"

t)rain,"

which

dorsal surface of the carapace just above the

is

situated near the

mouth and

just beneath

the unpaired eye, and a chain of ventral ganglia (Plate VIII,
the latter the

two anterior ones

lie close to

surface and the four posterior ones
so hidden

by

lie

the

mouth on

tig. 24).

Of

the ventral

beneath the stomach, and are
visible only during con-

opaque contents as to be

its

tractions.

On

the ventral surface of the brain on either side

may be

seen a small

mouth commissure, which in later development surrounds the mouth and 1)inds the biaiii to the anterior
swelling, the beginning of the

ventral ganglion.

Alongside the anterior liorder of the side
well out toward the edge of the <ara])a(t'.

hiiiiichos of the

may

)»('

stomach,

seen the paired shell

As will be seen
first detected by Chius in the /^/A/r, us larva.
on Plate VIII, they can be distinguished by the si/e and grouping- of
The walls are two-layered, and at the anterior corners may
the cells.

glands

be seen the lumen of the duct.
In none of the larvte is there
innnersion lens, which can
the asynuuetrieal ovary.

l)e

visil)le

And yet there are many

with Claus that careful sectioning will
in all

He

anything, even imder an

definitely asserted to \w

re\('al the

th(>

oil-

beginning of

reasons for believing

rudiments of an ovary

these larvte.

discovered

reasoned that

it

just after the first

molt considerably developed and

must have Ixhmi present
were true in follm; us and
it

But if this
more reason for suspecting

it

in

))efore.
<-ufi>sii>ni!,

there

is,

of course,

the nmeli better develop(Hl larva^ of

niK/iilops 'A\\(\ sf host, flu!.
The probalnlity of its exist(>ne(Ms gi-eatly
strengthened by the fact that all the other reproductive organs in both
The seminal pouches in the
sexes are present and plainh^ visible.
female consist of small, inversely |)eai'-shaped liodies jjlaced just inside
the row of glands close to the base of the abdomen (x. y.. Plate Mil).
The ducts from these glands and the papilla' on the ventral surface
with which they are connected are not yet developed.
The testes in the abdomen of the male are much huger than these
seminal pouches of the female and show the beginnings of a central
lumen (/., fig. 9). They correspond in position with the pouches and

at their

upper ends may be

entia\

None

legs of the

male at

As soon

as they

larvffi

detccte(i the 1)eginnings of the vasa^ effer-

of the accessoi'v copulatory organs are ])i'esent on the
this stage.

emerge from the egg, therefore, the sex of the

can be determined with certaintN'.
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megahrps larvae could not be carried
but they had t be kept in salt water, and the
supply of salt-water fish and other life was necessarily limited so far
Although tried with sev^eral possible hosts, nothing could ))e
inland.
found that was acceptable, and after living for ten da3^s without any
change they finally perished. We have also no record of the ^iizosteth'd larvje beyond the first stage, and both must r)e left for future
It is to be regretted that the

beyond the

initial stage,

>

research.
^\\'^

the

foJ hiceus and catostomi larva? agree closely in their development;
molt takes place about the fifth day and produces a radical

first

change

in

the

appendages

The long rowing

(fig. 10).

branch of the second antenna^ and the temporary mandibular palps disappear, the

former being replaccnl by a
structure similar to that in
the adult, the latter never ap])earing again.

The disappearance

of these

temporary larval organs of
locomotion of course means

permanent swinmiing
now become sulficiently developed to perform
their normal function.
that

th(^

legs have

Though not yet
of the

adult in

like those

all

details^

these legs have the same

num-

ber of joints and approximately the same structure.
Fig. 10.— Larva of

argulus foliaceis after the first
MOULT (from CLAUS). a. HI.. ANTERIOR MAXILLIPEDS
JUST BEGINNING TO CHANGE INTO SUCKING DISKS; ^..
SKIN glands; k., heart; J., STOMACH BRANCHES; .s.f/..

There lias been a correspond-J
£ +K
+1
.„ ,,
'^^^ WldcnlUg of thc thoraX
•

"

aud abdouicn; tlic postcrlor
'"''"'"^ '' ''^"'' '"''"''''' ''°'' ' '''"'''"'
border of the latter has beLUMEN.
come emarginate, and the
very nmch reduced papilh« are no longer terminal on each lobe, l)ut
lie close together in the center of the sinus just above the anus.
The seminal receptacles and testes have enlarged considerably an.l
the former has accjuired a thin cellular covering.
The unpaired ovary now appears as a row of small cells along one
These
side or the other of the intestine posterior to the stomach.
cells increase in size, proliferate to the right and left and backward
and forward, and their granular contents gradually change with further development.
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also

change their position slowly, and

finall}^

come

673
to occup}^

the whole central space beneath the stomach and intestine.

The heart can now be

delinitely located in the posterior thoracic

segment as a triangular pouch with three valvular openings, one
median and two lateral, backward into the abdomen, and a large aorta
extending forward along the median line to the region of the ])rain.
The two lateral posterior openings discharge blood into the side sinuses
of the abdomen during diastole, while the flow of blood backward
through the central opening is regulated by the transverse!}' pulsating

The aorta pulsates with the heart,
but the evidence seems to be in favor of regarding it as an aorta (Claus)
rather than as the vestibule of the heart (Ley dig), since it corresponds
exactl}^ in position and form with the aorta in many copepods, and is
flap or curtain already described.

also destitute of

any side openings.

U.—Anterior maxilliped of foliaceus larv. AFTER SEVERAL MOULTS, SHOWING TRANSITION
from a claw to a sucking disk (from claus). c OLD CLAW BEING GRADUALLY ABSORBED AND
ITS MATERIAL USED TO MAKE THE NEW DISK d.; tit
MUSCLES.

Fig.

.

.,

,

The other changes at this molt are very slight; the first maxillipeds
become somewhat thickened through the middle joints, making them
spindle-shaped, and along the central axis in between the muscles

may

be seen a column of large elliptical cells wdth well-marked nuclei, from
which are soon to be developed the sucking disks. These cells are
present and distinctly visible in the megalops larva before the first
molt.

A

second shedding of the skin takes place three or four days after
and produces no perceptible changes except in size and in
further development of the sucking disks on the first maxillipeds.
The second molt occurs about the tenth day, the third on the thirteenth or fourteenth day, the fourth on the sixteenth day, and the
During this time the larva gradually
fifth on the twentieth day.
increases
size, and the details of structure both external and internal
the

first,

m

conform more and more
Proc. N.

M.

vol.

to the adult form.

XXV— 02

43

This

is

especially notice-
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first maxillipeds where the sucking disks are gradually
developed at the expense of the terminal segments and barbed hooks

able in the

(fig. 11).

The sexual organs have been completed by the development of an
oviduct in the female leading back to the sinus between the posterior
lobes on the last pair of legs, and by the completion of the vasre efferand the formation of ejaculator}^ ducts in the male. With the
fourth molt the copulatory organs begin to show themselves on the
legs of the male, and the sucking disks become capable of functioning
entite

Hence we must regard the larval stage as
period as the beginning of adult life. Subsequent molts follow at intervals of three or four da3^s until, at the end

as organs of attachment.
finished

and the

fifth

of four weeks, the }

oung Argulids become

sexuall}^ ripe

are capable of the complicated process of copulation.

from

2.5

mm.

to 3

mm.

in length,

and Claus states that

the females must reach a length of at least 7

ready for their

first

mm.

and the males

They are now
in A.foUacem

before becoming-

^gg laying.

SUMMARY.
The female Arguli do not carrv their eggs about with them, but
them in rows upon stones or other convenient hard surfaces
and leave them to care for themselves.
2. The eggs are ellipsoidal in form, 0.35 to 0.1:5 mm. in length, and
are placed end to end in the rows.
They are covered with a gelati1.

deposit

nous envelope, which swells and hardens on contact with water, fastening the eggs securely to the surface and to one another.
3. In the period of incubation the Arguli separate into three groups,
one of which, represented ])y the two fresh-water forms, foliaceus^n^
catostomi, requires thirty to thirtj^-five days before hatching.
A second group, represented by the fresh-water form americamis, requires
but fifteen to eighteen da3^s, while the third group, represented Iw the
fresh-water stlsostethii and the salt-water megalops^ remain in the ^gg

from sixtv to eighty days.
1. The emerging larvte separate themselves into two groups corresponding, respectively, to the three short and the two long periods of
incubation.

In the group which hatches in a month or

less the nauplius,

meta-

nauplius, and early cyclops stages are passed inside the

larva emerges in a later cyclops stage with

all

%gg and the
the appendages present,

but many of them in a very rudimentary stage of development. Locomotion is effected by means of the second antennae and a temporary
pair of mandibular palps, both of which are elongated and tipped with
long rowing setffi. Only the first pair of legs is at all developed,
the others being mere immovable stumps.
The first maxillipeds are
not modified into sucking disks, but terminate in stout barbed hooks.

—
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Reproductive organs are present and so far developed that the sex
of the larva can be told at birth.
5.

In the second group, which requires two months or over for

incubation, the development of the larva inside the egg

emerges not merely with

is

carried

still

appendages present,
but with each full}' developed, except the anterior maxillipeds, and
all (even these) performing their appropriate functions.
The swimming legs are sufficiently developed to l>e used exclusively for locomotion; the second antennae are similar to those of the adult, and there are
no temporary mandibular palps. The first maxillipeds and the rudimentary sexual organs are similar to those in the other group.
In these larv». therefore, there is no real metamorphosis after birth,
since nothing but the first maxillipeds are at all changed in structure and
even these serve the same function from the first.
6. By a series of molts at intervals of a few days the larva is
gradually transformed into the adult. At the fourth molt, sixteen
days after hatching, the sucking disks are so fully developed as to
begin to function, and the sexual organs have matured, so that this
molt is to be regarded as the close of the larval period.
farther, so that

it

all its

MORPHOLOGY.

Body

regions.

—In consequence

of the peculiar relations

existing

between the parts of the body in the Argulidae we find different authors
assigning entire!}^ difi'erent names to them.
This has been due in
large measure to those modifications of the paired appendages resultant
upon the parasitic habits of the animals, e. g., the hooks upon the anterior antenna?, the sucking disks upon the anterior maxillipeds, etc.
These modifications caused numerous mistakes in the early interpretations of the appendages, with corresponding mistakes in the body
regions to which they are attached.
To Thorell (18()4) and Claus (1875) more, perhaps, than to any other
investigators are

we

indel)ted for the elimination of these errors, the

this group with others closely related to it,
and its final establishment in its present position.
But both these authors worked with a very limited number of
species.
Claus's observations were confined to the two fresh-water
si)ecies foliaceus and coregoni, and Thorell onl}- added one other form,
purpureux., which, however, was a parasite on salt-water fish.
In view
of such a meager supply of species upon which to base family characteristics, and the consequent doubt as to how fully they might have
represented the entire family, it is hoped that the following comparative study of 13 American species, together with the comparative
ontogeny which has preceded, may serve to supplement the data
already given, and so strengthen Claus's assignment of the group.
The body of an Argulid divides itself naturally into three regions
scientific

comparison of
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a cephalo-thovax, a free thorax, and an

abdomen — the

first

vol. xxv.

and third

being unsegmented, while the free thorax is divided into three wellThese regions thus correspond closeh^ to those in
defined segments.
the Eucopepods. The anterior one has always been called the cephalothorax, but there has been considerable question as to how many
segments of the thorax were fused with the head.
The answer to this question, and with it the solution of the whole
problem of the body regions, the other two of which have received
all the different names possible, rests entirely upon our interpretation
of the two pairs of appendages which, in common with Claus and
Thorell, we have designated as the anterior and posterior maxillipeds,
but which are really the endopodite and exopodite of the posterior
maxilla?, separated, and each joined to the body by an independent
If this latter statement be true, then of necessity only a
basipodite.
The free segsingle segment of the thorax is fused with the head.
ments following must be the remainder of the thorax, and the unsegmented posterior portion is the abdomen. The only other supposition
possible

that the appendages in question are anterior thoracic legs,

is

which has

])een earnestly

we can

advocated by several authors.

decide between these two alternatives,

all the other problems will solve themselves.
First, then, the evidence in favor of regarding these appendages as
anterior thoracic legs rests entirely upon their present form and function.
But the value of such evidence must disappear the moment we
reflect that these animals are parasites, for we have every reason to
believe that both the form and the function of many appendages
would of necessity be radically changed by long-continued parasitic

If

habits.

In proof of

and mouth

this,

witness the present form and function of the antennte

Why may

parts.

the posterior maxilUv

Again, the

first

there not have been a similar change in

?

pair of tiiese ap]3endages

that, if they are really thoracic legs, the

is

mouth

placed so far forward
parts are entirel}^ out

of place for a crustacean, and particular!}' for one so closely related to

the copepods.

Furthermore,
legs,

the

it is

if

w^e are to

look upon them as grasping or Avalking

evident that the appendages intervening between them and

mouth

(i.

e.,

the posterior maxilhe and the maxillipeds) have been

suppressed, and that, too, so thoroughly that not a trace of them

is left,

even in early development.
But the appendages which do remain are perfectly developed,
such a complete suppression without assignable cause demands
better proof than mere present form and function.
The best argument, however, is derived from analogy. These
pairs of appendages correspond almost exactly in form, position,

and
far

two
and
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And
function with those called similarly maxillipeds in the Caligida\
since the habits of the two groups are alike we may reasonably assume
that these similar appendages would correspond in origin and mor-

phological signiticance.

But Claus has already proved that the

so-called maxillipeds in at

least a part of the Caligida^ (all the species in

which he could prove

anything) are the endopodite and exopodite, respectively, of the posSuch being the case, we are compelled to regard these
terior maxilla^.
maxillipeds
in

as

similar

origin until

definite

proof can

from

be obtained

their early devel-

opment.

The

three regions in

an Argulid's body, therefore,

as we have
named them, a

are

already

cej}halo-thorai\ in

which

only the anterior segment of the thorax is
united with the head, a
free thorax of three well-

defined segments, and an

unsegme n ted
ahdom en
and without appendages.
The old name, ''tail,"
,

has persistentl V clung to
this posterior region, in

spite of the fact that

it

contains the cloacal portion of the intestine, to-

gether with the testes in
the male and the seminal

view of adult Argulus megalops female.
JUNCTION OF CEPHALO—AND FREE THORAX; al., AL.E OR
WINGS OF carapace; a. p., anal papill*; r., cephalic area
;., SEMEN
OF carapace; v.. longitudinal CHITIN rods;

FiG. 12.— Dorsal
a.,

.S-.

pouches in the female.
RECEPTACLES.
The cephalothorax is
much larger than ])oth the other regions, and is developed into a broad
horseshoe-shaped shield or carapace. This shield is strongly flattened
dorsoventrally, liut remains convex dorsally and concave ventrally
Its sides (except in A. elotigatus) are
like that of the horseshoe crab.
produced posteriorly into two broad, well-rounded lobes, in whose size
and posterior reach we may find all gradations from those which
barely cover the bases of the second pair of legs {megaloj)!^. funduli.,
latus) to others which reach back over the entire thorax and abdomen
^purpureiifi), so that the

view

carapace

(see figs. 2, 12 (text), 24, 65).

is

the only thing visible in a dorsal
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far back the lobes may extend, the sinus between them
always cut forward to the posterior border of the tirst thoracic segment, the one fused with the head. The base of this sinus, therefore,
marks the division line between the cephalo and the free thorax («., tig.

But however

is

The inner borders

12).

of the lobes are usually

some distance

apart,

squarely truncated base. But
sometimes it is so narrow that the lobes approach each other closely,
and in alcoholic specimens may even overlap {nlge}\ alosa^, americanus).
the sinus having a broad,

more or

less

These inner lobe borders may be parallel {foUaceus, maculosus) or
ma}^ even converge posteriorly {niger, catoHtomi., americanus)^ but they
usually diverge somewhat sharply, carrying the tips of the lobes away

from the body {megalops, latlcauda,

etc.).

general shape or outline three types of carapace may be recognized, the orbicular^ in which the width equals or exceeds the length
{catostomi^ latus, etc.), the elliptical., in which the length is considerably

In

its

greater than the width {foliacem^ laticamla^ megalops.,
obcardate, in which the greatest width of the carapace
posterior end {americanus., purpureus^ etc.).

etc.),
is

It is a fact

and the

nearer the

worthy of

important bearing upon the phvsiological
function of the abdomen that species having a carapace of the first
type have comparatively small alxlomeus, and in general the larger the
note here by reason of

its

carapace lobes the more restricted the a1)domen.
In addition to the posterior sinus there
sinus on either side opposite the

At

is

a broad, shallow lateral

ej^es.

the base of this sinus a V-shaped portion of the carapace is quite
from surrounding portions by its greater thinness

clearly differentiated

and perfect transparency

(fig.

2-1:).

Both these differences are due to

the fact that here the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the carapace
approach each other until they come in actual contact and fuse together.
the points of the V's a narrow groove extends backward and
inward on either side in a horseshoe-shaped curve, the toe of the shoe
crossing the median line about where the anterior edge of the first or
fused thoracic segment would naturally come (figs. 12 (text), 2, 6, etc.).
This groove divides the carapace into three regions the cephalic or
anterior oval region and the right and left lateral regions or aire {c.
and rt/., fig. 12). Each region is capable of more or less independent
motion, bending along the groove.
The cephalic region varies greatly in shape with the varying shape
of the shield, being comparatively short and wide in those species
which have an orbicular shield, while it is long and narrow in those
whose shield is elongated.
Through its center longitudinally run two ribs formed by a thickening of the cuticular chitin (v., fig. 12). These ribs start from the toe
They
of the horseshoe and run forward toward the anterior margin.
first diverge slightly in a broad curve until they have passed the brain

From

—
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!ind then curve inward toward each other, sometimes almost meeting
at the median line, and finally diverge again toward the bases of the
anterior antennae
Each one thus takes somewhat the shape of the old-fashioned letter/",
In foUaceiis the anterior
the two letters being placed back to back.
end of these ribs appears branched (Claus) as also in salminl (Kroyer),
but this occurs in none of the North American species examined.
These long ribs are jointed once just behind the brain, to give the
anterior region of the head greater freedom of motion.
They are also connected with each other, posterior to the joints, by
several cross ribs, the first of which is close to the joints and quite
concave toward the brain.
In some species {niger, foUaceiis^ fundul!) these cross ribs give the
appearance of vertebra, especially in alcoholic specimens, as noted by
Claus, but they are practically invisible in the living animal by reason
of their transparency, as can be seen in the photographs.
Other stout
branch ribs extend radially outward from the mid-line toward the
.lateral margin, the largest and most conspicuous pair being situated
between the posterior niaxillipeds and the anterior swimming legs (figs.

14, etc.).

In addition to these ribs there are two oval chitinous rings in each
lateral ala at

The

some

little

anterior one

is

distance

from the margin.

short, often

opposite the mouth, while the other

triangular, and
is

much

situated about

larger and longer and

reaches nearly the entire length of the lateral area.

The shape and arrangement

of these lateral rings

is

peculiar for each

species and affords a very reliable secondary specific character, as will

be readily seen by comparing any two of the figures showing the ventral
surface.

The

free thorax has a flattened conical form, the segments dimin-

from in front backward. The posterior segment is triangular in outline, the apex of the triangle terminating posteriorly
on the ventral surface at the opening of the oviduct or the vas
ishing in size

deferens.

more or

On

the dorsal surface this posterior segment

is

usually

overlapped by the abdomen. Each segment, including
the one fused with the head, carries a pair of swimming legs, the posterior pair pointing obliquely backward in consequence of the oblique
sides of the segment which carries them.
In alcoholic specimens these
posterior legs are often curled in and wholly covered by the abdomen.
(See figure of A. nlger.) The thorax has no other appendages save in
purpureus, where there are two scale-like lobes attached to the posterior segment on the ventral surface and projecting backward beneath
less

abdomen (fig. 65).
The latter is much thinner than either of the other tw^o body regions.
It consists of little more than two plate-like lobes or lamella% filled

the
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with blood sinuses and carrying"

in their

thickened bases the testes in

the male and the seminal receptacles in the female.
ter runs the

much-narrowed

this are longitudinal

vol. xxv.

Through the

cloacal portion of the intestine

muscles which assist in circulation

cen-

and around

(p. 6()9).

The outline of the -abdomen is usually oval or broadly triangular.
In some species whose cephalothorax is orbicular the al)domen also
approaches closely to that shape {catostomi). In other species {laticauda, etc.) it is broadened posteriori}^ until it becomes almost perIts size and shape differ greatly in the two sexes even
fectly elliptical.
The presence of the long testes elongates the
of the same species.
lobes until sometimes the abdomen of the male is nearly twice as long
as that of the female {funduH).
It is always much longer, and thus produces a narrowed elliptical
form, with a tendency toward acumination in the lobes posteriorly.
On the other hand, the spherical seminal receptacles of the female are
situated far forward in the lolies and tend to widen that portion especiall}", producing a broad triangular form, usually with blunt, rounded
tips.

The abdomen is cut posteriorly by a median sinus which runs forward l)etween the lobes very varying distances in the different species.
It

may be broad,

shallow, and well rounded

{eatostoiiii),

broadly triangu-

narrowly triangular and cut deeply {stizostethil^ niger)^ or so narrow as to be slit-like {versicolor).
The anus is situated at the base of the sinus, and somewhere along
the sides or at the base are to be found the anal papilh^^.
The position of these papilhe as subterminal, lateral, or basal adds
another secondary specitic character which is very useful in classifica-

lar {maeidosus, lepldostei),

tion.

The appendages.
cephalic and the
line the sting

The two

—On the ventral surface of the carapace we find the

first

thoracic paired appendages, and along the median

and the mouth apparatus.

pairs of antennai are situated in front of the eyes

and

lie in

shallow troughs or depressions in the ventral surface of the carapace.

The

first

antennae have a broad

the proximal joint

is

much

flat

basal portion which

is

two-jointed;

the smaller of the two, triangular in shape,

prolonged backward into a stout blunt chitinous spine.
distal joint is considerably elongated at right angles to the proximal one (and hence at right angles to the central axis), and it terminates in a strong sickle-shaped hook which is curved over ventrally.
There is usually a similar but much smaller hook upon the anterior
margin near the base of the joint, and in most species a stout spine,
occasionally two of them {versieolor), upon the posterior margin.
The terminal portion of the antenna which is three-jointed is so
diminished in size and relatively so insignificant as to be easiiy overFurthermore, it is fastened to the distal joint alongside the
looked.

and

is

The
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huge chitinous hook and in some species {latlcauda) does not reach
beyond the hitter.
The hirval development shows that this prehension which so predominates in the adult is really acquired and that the antennas are
originally tactile.

The second antennas have retained this original function in greater
measure than the first. They consist of a stout cylindrical basal portion, which is also produced backward near the median line into a
blunt chitin spine similar to that on the first antenna? and right in line
behind it.
Sometimes this spine is reenforced by another situated just anterior
to it, the two and the spine on the proximal basal joint of the first
antenna forming a row alongside the median line (maeulosus, amerlcamis).
The remaining three joints of these second antennae are much
narrower than the basal one and the terminal joint is also very short.
They are all, including the l)asal joint, armed with a few bristles on
their anterior surfaces at the

The three termi-

distal ends.

nal

joints

usually fiexed

are

posteriorly until they

form a

right angle with the basal joint.

The anterior maxillipeds
all

in

adult Arguli are modified

into sucking disks.

togeii}',

is

a

This also,

from the on-

as can be seen

derived

or ac-

quired character.

The function

of prehension

IX

Argulds

AMKRICANUS.

same whether
the appendage end in a claw or a sucking disk, but with the growth of
the disk comes a secondary function of walking or scuttling about over
the surface of the fish's body.
For this the disk is much better suited
is

of course the

when once fixed
but does not admit of adjustment rapid enough to be
used as an organ of locomotion. These disks consist of a short cylin-

than a terminal claw; the latter gives as firm a hold
in the fish's skin,

drical l)asal portion, representing the basal joint of the original larval

appendage, and a terminal border of nearly twice the diameter.
The latter does not represent the terminal joints of the original
appendage, l)ut seems to be a new growth after the absorbtion of those
joints.
In the larval development these joints persist for a long time
as a useless appendage attached to the side of the maxilliped between
the base and the border, and they seem to be gradually absorbed and
used in making the border, much as the tadpole's tail is used to make
the hing legs of the little frog.
The Ijorder is largely membraneous,
is serrated around the edge, and is strengthened hy numerous rays which
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manner in th3 various species. In
foliacem they consist of a row of chitin joints so short as to appear
In amerlcanus they consist of
spherical or slightly elliptical (Claus).
two concentric rows of chitin rods, each of which is shaped like the
are formed in a very different

J (fig. 13).
The rods in the outer row

letter

are

much

smaller than those in the inner

membrane. In
megalops the rays are made up of a series of trough or gutter shaped
plates overlapping one another like shingles (fig. 14).
The base of the membrane is strengthened by three chitin rings, the
basal one of which is large enough to hold its shape perfectly against
one, and thev do not reach nearly to the edge of the

the contraction of the muscles.

The terminal one serves as a support for the ravs and to it their
proximal ends are attached. This border contains two sets of muscles,
circular and radial, by which it can be elevated till it assumes the
same direction as the cylindrical base and simply forms a hollow terminal portion to the latter, or it can be depressed till it stands out at
It often assumes the
right angles to the base like the brim of a hat.
first position on fixation, but the last
one is the normal posture in the living animal.

Its

membraneous

struc-

by the chitin rays,
with the flexibility produced by the
joints in the latter, and the serrated
ture, strengthened

Fig. 14.— Border

of sucking disk in Argu
MEGALOPS.

edge, enable

it

to

fit

down snugly

to

l.US

body
The lumen of the base is nearly filled by
and produce a tight joint.
four large muscles arranged in pairs, approximately right and left
and anterior and posterior. By the contraction of these muscles a
partial vacuum is formed inside the base and the flexible border is
The simple
securely fastened to the surface on which it rests.
relaxation of the muscles restores the original lumen and the disk is
the rough surface of the

fish's

detached.

By

relaxing

its

hold with one disk and carrying

it

forward while

the other remains fastened the ardmal moves about with surprisingrapidity.
Not only is Thorell wrong when he says (1864) that these
appendages are " used exclusively as fixing organs," but it seems
highly probable that they have been modified into this disk form for
And while
the express purpose of functioning as locomotor organs.
the function of fixation may, and probably does, still take precedence,
yet that of locomotion becomes a close second. The relative size of

these disks varies greatly; in

some

species {fuRdull, latus)

nearly a third the width of the carapace, and be
are forms in which the carapace

megalops)

it is

not

more than

is

orbicular.

it

it

reaches

remembered these

In others (Idtimuda^

a sixth or a seventh of that width.
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The second

maxillipecl.s retain

more

of their original shape.
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They

segment and four longer terminal ones.
The ventral surface of all these segments, over the whole or a part
of its area, is raised up into rough papillse, or armed with spines and
bristles pointing backward.
In addition the basal segment has on its ventral surface a raised
This area projects postearea, often armed witb spines or bristles.
riorly beyond the border of the joint, and in all species examined
except one {hit us) is produced into three strong teeth. For this reason it was designated by Kroyer as the "• kammen " (pecten or comb).
In many species {lepidostei^ etc.) these teeth are long and very sharp,
while in others they take on more of the nature of plates, being broad
and squarely truncated or only a trifle rounded posteriorly {laticauda^
The terminal segments of these appendages are armed
catodoiiiJ).
with two claws and a third process or papilla, often ending in a spine.
consist of

a short basal

X, XII, XXL)
With reference to the use of these appendages, it is at once evident
from the spines, teeth, and rough areas on their ventral surfaces that
they serve to keep the Argulus from slipping backward on its host,
and that this must be their chief function.
Such an interpretation is strengthened by the fact that in those
species which have the spines and hooks of the antenna? and the ven(Plates

tral surface of the

americanus,

etc.) the

carapace particularly well developed {mtfcrdosKS,
posterior maxillipeds are comparatively small

and poorly armed.

On

the contrary, species like catostomlsindi alosse, where the spines on
weak and insignificant, the posterior m^illipeds are

the antennfe are
large, stout,

and well armed.

There

is

thus in every species examined

quite a uniform balance between the size and armature of these pos-

and that of the antennae and carapace.
That these appendages may also be used for "cleaning the sucking
cups and for removing extraneous particles from the cavity," as maintained by Vogt (184:5), seems very likely from the forceps nature of
the claws on the terminal joint, but the present author has never had
That they
the good fortune to actually witness such an operation.
"serve principally as organs of locomotion and may therefore be
called creeping feet {j^edes gessorii)^ as the}^ have, indeed, been named
l)y Kroyer" (Thorell), does not seem probable either from their strucAnd in the scores of living Arguli which
ture or their development.
have been carefully watched no such use of these appendages has ever
terior maxillipeds

been detected.
The four pairs of thoracic appendages are swimming feet and are
They each consist of a two-jointed
the principal organs of locomotion.
l)asipod and an exopod and endopod, of which the former is slightly
the longer. The joints of the basipods on the several pairs of legs
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show a regular gradation

vol. xxv.

proximal ones diminishing and
The proximal
joints of the posterior pair of legs are usually triangular in shape to
fit the sides of the triangular posterior thoracic segment.
They are also produced posteriorly into lobes more or less bootIn some species {maetdosus^
shaped, with the toes turned outward.
v&t'sicolor^ lepidostei\ these lobes are as large as or even larger than
in length, the

the distal ones increasing, from in front backward.

the joints themselves.

In the female all the other basipod joints (except the posterior) are
simple and without appendages, but in the male the two posterior
pairs of legs in all species, and in some the three posterior pairs, carry
accessory sexual organs upon their basipods.

more

fully later.

jointed,

The endopodites

These will be described

of the hrst pair of legs are three-

the basal joint including the larger part, while the two

very small and short. The latter do not carry setse
and they terminate in a pair of forceps-like spines.
The endopods of the second pair of legs are not jointed; those of the
The exothird and fourth pairs are jointed once near their center.
pods in all four pairs of legs (<re without joints. Kroyer, Vogt, and
Lej^dig were deceived by the swollen bases of the large rowing setae
into declaring that both exopods and endopods were many jointed,
and this error has been religiously preserved down to the very latest
terminiil joints are

like the basal joint,

text- books.

Lang distinctly says that the exopods and endopods in the Argulidse
"are long and manj^ jointed."^ Parker and Haswell do not make any
statement, but Claus's figure, which they publish, shows many joints.
This tigui>»> was drawn by Claus to show the development of the
testes and the sucking disks on the anterior maxillipeds, and he has
That he did not intend to
slurred over many of the other details.
represent the endopods and exopods as actuallv jointed is abundantly
manifest from enlarged detailed drawings of the three posterior legs
of the male (the figure in question is also that of a young male), in
which they are represented correctly as without joints, save for the
Furthersingle middle joint in the endopod of the two posterior legs.
more, he distinctly says, in the text accompanying these figures," that
"in the place of numerous joints capalile of independent motion, there
are only joint-like breaks or intervals apparent in the hair-like foot

branches."

American species examined,
by reference to the musculature.
In all the exopods and in the two anterior endopods there is a
single un})roken muscle strand running from base to tip.
In the two
This

as

is

is

certainly the condition in every

readily proved

posterior endopods this strand

is

broken at the central joint, as are the
It is
all the appendages (fig. 15).

muscles everywhere else at joints in
^Part

I, p.

316,

^Edition of 1875,

English translation.
figs. 44, 45,

and

text, p. 250.
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unfortunate that Claus's tigure should have become the classic for

all

It does not show any of
text-books, encyclopedias, and dictionaries.
the segmentation in the swimming legs correctly, and without the

accompanying text manifestly places its author in error.
Both exopods and cndopods are furnished with two rows of long
plumose seta? along the dorsal and ventral edges of their posterior surface, which render them efficient oars for propulsion through the water.
Similar shorter setfe are found along the posterior Ijorder of both
basipod joints of the posterior legs, and in some species {/naculosus,
'Versicolor, etc.)

along the basipods of

all

the legs.

Often, also, the

appendages of the basal joints of the
posterior legs will be found covered with these seta?.
More than half the species (17 out of 26) have an appendage called
a fiagellum {Gelsselanhang) attached to the two anterior pairs of legs.
This consists of a slender shaft attached to the distal end of the basientire surface of the boot-shaped

swimming leg of Argulus americakus; the arrangement of the muscles
SHOWS CONCLVSIVELY THAT THE EXOPODITE IS NOT JOINTED, AND THAT THE ENDOPODITE HAS BUT

FiG. 15.— Posterior

A SINGLE JOINT.

pod, just above the base of the endopod.
parallel to the endopod,

that

it lies

but

is

Ijent

At

first it is

directed outward

abruptly upward and inward, so

along the dorsal surface of the basipod.

two rows of plumose seta? and is capal^le of independent motion.
There can be little doubt that one at least of its
functions is to keep the ventral surface of the carapace clean and to
remove any foreign particles that might find lodgment between the
legs and carapace.
The blood enters the main shaft of these flagella
just as it does the exopods and endopods of the swimming legs, but
can not of course get out into the seta?. This coupled with its very
small size renders it difiicult to see how such an appendage can serve
any important respiratory function.
In the females of many species we find a pair of long finger-like
papillge, situated one on either side of the opening of the oviduct
between the bases of the posterior pair of legs.
It also carries
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These are manifestly tactile organs and assist in placing the eggs
during Qgg la^dng. They are never found on males.
The abdomen has no appendages nor any trace of theni at any stage
in its development.
The digestive systent. The mouth parts consist of two separate
organs united at their bases. The anterior portion has been called,
respectively, a "sting," a "gadd," and a "sucker" b}^ various authors.
The tirst of these names is the most applicable. This sting is a long,
very sharp-pointed spine, tipped with
chitin and inclosed in a sheath of the
same material, to which it is so attached that it can be extended and

—

withdrawn

like the finger of a glove.

When not in use, it
drawn and lies in

is

partly with-

a

longitudinal

groove which runs forward between
the bases of the antennae.
veritable sting, for the spine

and

its

lumen serves

It is a
is

hollow

as the duct of a

poison gland situated at the base of
the sheath.

The inner portion
&

oe.m.

—

c h.r.

Fig. 16.— Sting

and poison gland of Ar-

GULUs versicolor,

ch. r., Chitin rib ok
(L, duct of
(/., poison gland;
poison gland; mm., mandible muscles;
oe. TO., (ESOPHAGUS MU.SCLE; oe. m'., side
muscle OF (ESOPHAGUS; r.m., retractor
muscle; .1., sting.

proboscis;

blood both by

its

and

of the sting

is

and is folded upon
itself when withdrawn.
It is forked
near the base of the sheath and a
branch of the duct passes out to the
poison gland on either side (fig. 16).
When wished for use, the sting is
dropped down from its groove upon
the fish's skin, into which it is then
pushed by e version.
Thus in the way in which it is
carried and used the sting bears considerable resemblance to the proboscis
soft

flexible

in certain hemiptera.

Its chief use
appears to be that of puncturing the
skin and securing a strong flow of
wound and also the irritation caused b}^ the pouring

from the gland.
mouth apparatus is the proboscis; it
also is cylindrical and can be elevated or depressed at pleasure.
But
it is much larger in diameter than the sting and is somewhat clubin of the secretion

The

posterior portion of the

shaped at the free end. When not in use, there is a groove extending
back between the bases of the two pairs of maxillipeds in which it is
carried.

-
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formed of an upper and an under lip,
which are held in place and at the same time rendered
flexible b}^ a jointed chitin framework.
The latter can be seen on either side of the proboscis tube as a series
of longitudinal ribs, forked at their distal ends, where they are united
to one another and to a transverse framework which bounds the oral
aperture and gives support to the mandibles and maxilhv. The pattern of this framework, as well as the details of the mandibles and

The

walls of the proboscis are

respectively,

maxillte, varies greatly in diiferent species, but the essential features

are the

same

in all,

and

are as follows:

The under lip forms the
posterior surface of the

tube and

spreads

down

over the hood-shaped end
and up a very little way

on the anterior side, terminating in the shape of
a half-moon around the
lower border of the mouth
aperture (lig. IT).

At either side this half
moon is prolonged into a
triangular flap which pro-

upward over the

jects

outer surface of the uppeilip, and must hence be regarded as a rudimentary

labial

palp

(/.

p.).

The remainder

of

the

formed
by the upper lip, which
ventral surface

is

terminates at the

mouth

a somewhat squarely
truncated {americanus, cain

and chitin skeleton of proboscis
OF Argulus foliaceus (after claus). c, Chitin framework; /., LOWER LIP; l. p., labial PALP; 7H. AND m'., LONGITUDINAL AND transverse PORTIONS OF THE MOUTH OPENING;
m d., mandible; ))!. v., maxilla. (Compare with Fig. S.)

Fig. 17.— Mouth-pakts

tostomi) or even emargi-

nate

{n'igei\

under

megalops) lip proper, projecting into the concavity of the

lip.

In foliaceus^ in addition to the transverse opening at the end of the
is a narrow, somewhat lance-shaped longitudinal slit
extending along the anterior surface toward the base of the proboscis.
This slit is considerably longer than the transverse opening, and its
edges are sharply serrated where it merges into the latter.
Hence the mouth opening has an elongated triangular form mfoliacem. But in catostovii the longitudinal slit is very much shorter than

proboscis, there
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the transverse one, in fact

though

its

edges are

the other species

still

{7viger,

is little

more than

vol. xxv.

a notch in the

serrated like those oi folia cem.

megalojm^ etc.) the longitudinal

upper

In

slit

lip,

many

of

disappears

curved mouth opening transverse to the long diamand often slightly enlarged at either end.
In these forms also there is no serration of the edges of the mouth
opening. Just behind the labial palps on either side the chitin frameentirely, leaving a

eter of the proboscis tube

work

thickened somewhat where the longitudinal ribs join the

is

transverse rods, and to these thickened joints are attached the mandibles

and

maxilla?.

somewhat triangular or })roadly
upward toward
each other so that their pointed and toothed tips almost meet in the
mid line of the gullet above the mouth opening.
The}' are always l^ordered by sharp-cutting teeth on their inner

The mandibles

elongated,

{ind.) are

sickle-shaped chitin plates, which curve inward and

margins, and sometimes {amerlcaiius^ etc.) along the outer margins
also, and are evidentl}^ designed to cut and tear the flesh of the parasite's

host and so stimulate the flow of blood.

The two

maxillte

(//;,?.),

but a single pair, are also thin chitinous plates of various
shapes, which are attached at the same place as the mandibles, but
which extend backward and outward behind the mandibles nearly
for there

is

They are sometimes toothed on their inner
margins (Thorell), but are usual!}" smooth and terminate in a long
sharp spine, which also is evidently used to stimulate the flow of blood
from the host.
The proximal end of the proboscis passes directly into the short
oesophagus, which in turn opens into the stomach.
These portions of the digestive system are the same in the adult as
in the larva and do not need to be described again here.
The only thing to be added is that the side pouches of the stomach
become more and more branched with age until Anally they are entirely
broken up into ramitications, as is well shown in the photograph of
americduus (fig. 84).
The circulatory system. There is a well-detined heart and a short
aorta which opens directly into the body cavity, but there are no other
blood vessels of any sort. Instead, the blood circulates about freely
through the lacunar and sinuses, which form a network all over the
parallel with each other.

—

body, as alread}- described (p. 669).
The blood itself is a colorless liquid in which float numerous corThe latter are smooth, spindle, or pear-shaped, and occasionpuscles.
ally

somewhat

As soon

fibrous at the ends.

as the circulation stops they sink to the bottom, but they

do not become spherical

in

any American species so long as the animal
nucleus, which can be

They contain a well-defined
brought out clearly by the addition of a little
remains

alive.

acetic acid (Leydig).
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The heart

lies in

the median line of the body, just beneath the skin
It is triangular in outline, the

of the dorsal surface.

angle extending- squarely across the thorax at

abdomen.
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The apex

its

base of the

tri-

junction with the

of the triangle passes directly into a long c^din-

which reaches forward, diminishing gradually in size, to
The walls of both
the brain, under which it opens into the coelom.
heart and aorta are well supplied with striated muscle libers by whose
contraction a rythmic pulsation is produced.
Jurine (1806), Leydig (1850), and Claus (1875), have each describedin
some detail the course of the blood Gnvv^wiiimfoliaceus, and the present author has observed them in the three American species, versidrical aorta,

color,

Of

americanus, sind catostond.
these species the course of the blood in versicolor and catostomi

corresponds quite closely with that given for foliacem^ but in americanus

it is

quite ditferent in several details.

In the former species the heart has six openings; of these two are

median and four are paired at the sides (Claus, fig. 37).
One of the median openings is anterior and passes into and through
the aorta and out into the coelom under the brain.
The other is postei-ior and opens backward through the ventral part of the base of the
triangle into the sinus around the cloaca.
Of the paired openings the anterior pair are ventral and consist of a
diagonal slit on either side just at the base of the aorta. The posterior
pair are lateral and open out of the basal angles of the triangle into the
broad sinus which follows the edge of the abdomen. These lateral
paired openings and the posterior median opening are guarded by
valves, but the other three open and close by the simple approximation and separation of the edges of the slits.
The heart pulsates about once a second and drives the blood out
through the aorta. This stream almost immediately divides, portions
going to the right and left and bathing the tissues of the head and
antenna', and especially the eyes, which are entirely surrounded b}^ a
wide sinus. Another portion turns downward into the common base
of the proboscis and sting and there separates, a part going forward
into the sheath which surrounds the sting and a part backward into
the proboscis.
All these anterior streams turn back on either side to the bases of

the anterior maxillipeds.

A

part enters the maxillipeds themselves, a

part keeps on posteriorly, paissing the bases of the

swimming

legs

and

sending out currents to each, and the remainder turns out sidewise
into the lateral areas of the carapace.
Here it percolates through the
lacuna% ])etween and around the numerous stomach ramifications,

gradually working
side streams,

its

which

way back

in

broad curves to the two central

finally enter the heart

slits.

Proc. N.

M.
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At every pulsation also a portion of the blood is driven backward
through the posterior median opening into the sinus around the cloaca.
The bulk of this stream passes directly back to the anus where it
divides, a half passing around the wide sinus on the border of each
lobe of the abdomen.
But portions of the central cloacal stream are given off sidewise all
the wav back to the anus; these percolate through the sinuses and
lacunae and around the sexual organs of either lobe and finally join
the returning streams along either margin and enter the heart through the posterior valved lateral openings..

In this
the blood

way

a constant interchange of

from various parts

of the body
maintained, and that portion of it

is

which percolates through

the

lateral

areas of the carapace and the lobes of

the

abdomen

ing

its

The

thoroughl}- purified dur-

is

passage.
circulation in

americanm

in several particulars; there are

openings

differs

but

in the heart, the ventral

five

one

consistingof a single median longitudinal
slit

18).

instead of paired lateral ones

(fig.

All the blood enters through the

lateral valved

openings a; a part of

it

passes out of the aorta anteriorly h and

another part out of the posterior median
aperture d, and each of these streams
follows the same course as in foliaceiis.
But the greater bulk turns downward
view of the heart
OF ARGULUS AMEKICANl'S (DIAGRAMMATIC), a., Paired lateral openings; b., ANTERIOR opening OF AORTA;
C, anterior, ANDrf., POSTERIOR VENTRAL OPENING.

Fig. 18.— Dorsal

and passes out of the median ventral slit
This stream pours around the
{().
intestine and separates naturally into
two side streams, running forward past
the bases of the

swimming

legs,

sending

out lateral streams into each of them, and joining the anterior streams
from the aorta underneath the brain. On its return the blood perco-

through the lateral sinuses of the carapace and, joining the
streams from the borders of the abdomen, enters the openings at the
(See also fig. 19.)
sides of the triangular base of the heart.
This circulation does not depend for its impetus upon the pulsation
of the heart alone.
It is helped, as such lacunal circulation must
always be, by the contraction of muscles in various parts of the body.
lates

is this true of those muscles which contract somewhat
rhythmicall}^ like the muscles of the stomach and nitestine in their

Especially
peristaltic

movements, and of the legs

in

swimming.

There

is

also a
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network of longitudinal muscles around and over the cloaca which
keeps up a rhythmic contraction that greatly assists circulation.
These have already been mentioned as one of the chief agents in
the larval circulation prior to the development of the heart, and they
seem to retain their function in the adult.
Besjnration has been already fully discussed in the larva, and there
It may be well to repeat that respirais nothing to be added here.
tion is integumental, and that it is not confined exclusively to the
abdomen. The lobes of the carapace have a respiratory function as
important as that of the abdomen, and become the chief centers for
blood purification in those species {catostomi^ etc.) whose abdomen is
comparatively very small.
The nervous system is well developed, and consists of a dorsal l)rain
connected with a ventral chain of ganglia, and nerves running to the
various appendages. The brain consists of two portions, each of
which is lobed (fig. 20). The upper part is situated just beneath the
skin on the dorsal midline of the carapace, right over the common base
Its three lobes have an outline and arrangeof the mouth and sting.

Fig. 19.—Side

view of the heart of Argulus americanus (diagrammatic).
SEE Fig.

ment

(For lettering

18.)

similar to that of the parts of a clover leaf.

The outer rounded

portions are almost transparent, but the inner borders, where the
three come in contact, are heavily pigmented, and show through very

prominently as a dark brown, almost ))lack, triangular spot. The
under part is much larger than the upper, is more oval or elliptical in
shape, and extends some distance in front of the pigment spot.
It is
divided along its longitudinal or antero-posterior diameter into two
lobes, each of which passes insensibly at the anterior end into a thick
nerve running to the eye on that side. In most species these optic
nerves have a good-sized swelling, the optic ganglion, on their outer
borders just before reaching the eyes.
The posterior ends of the lobes also pass insensibly into thick-set
commisures, which curve around the oesophagus on either side and
connect with the interior ventral ganglion*.

At

the point where they leave the lobes there

swelling, the ''''schlimdgcmgUon^'' (Claus).

From

is

a considerable

this swelling a

nerve
runs forward to the posterior antenna?. There is also another nerve
leading to the anterior antenna? from some portion of this ventral
part of the brain, but I have been unable to locate it any more exactly
than Claus.
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The
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ventral chain consists of six ganglia placed so near together

But they can still be distinguished clearly by the transverse grooves and constrictions between
them (tig. 20). They diminish in size from in front backward, the
anterior one being about twice the diameter of the posterior. From the
that they are almost completely fused.

anterior ganglion a stout nerve (there are several others leading from

Fig. 20.— Thk

nervous system of Akgulus americanu.s.

the same ganglion in coregoni according to Clauses ligure)

is

given off

on either side which divides quickly, the anterior branch innervating
the mouth parts, while the posterior branch passes out into the carapace.
Another stout nerve is given off usually from the second ganglion^ which divides and innervates the two pairs of maxillipeds.
Leydig states that this nerve comes from the first ganghon in foliaceus. Claus
it from the second ganghon in coregoni, an arrangement which exists, also in
aDwricauus and reratcolor. It has not yet been located in other species.
'

gives

693
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From each of the other ganglia is given off a pair of nerves (two
pairs in coregoni) which run diagonally backward and innervate the
swimming legs in order. From the posterior ganglion two pairs of
nerves in the American species and foUaceus, and three in coregom,
run directly backward along the ventral wall of the intestine. The
outer of these two pairs goes to the posterior swimming legs; the
inner one runs into the abdomen and innervates its muscles, together
with those of the heart. Especially worthy of notice are the innerva-

FiG. 21.— Female

papilla;

i. r.,

p., semen
sexual organs of Argulus amertcanus. o., Ovary; ov., oviduct;
semen receptacle; t.p., tactile papilla at the opening of the oviduct.
.t.

tions of the basal lobes of the posterior swmiming legs, which are used
as tactile organs in ^^g laying, as already described, the innervation of

the accessory sexual organs on the swimming legs in the male, and
that of the tactile papillw on either side of the opening of the oviduct
in the female.

For sense organs the Arguli possess only eyes and tactile organs.
The eyes are large in most species and are made up of 30 to 60 facets,
spherical or ellipsoidal in form, but packed so closely together as to
become more or less angular. The outer portions of these facets are
free from pigment, but the inner portions are heavily pigmented.
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The whole eye is usually spherical, but in a few species
elongated diagonally or crescent shaped.
Each eye

is

surrounded

b}^

is

somewhat

a wide blood sinus through which the

blood constantl}^ flows, so that the eyes are continually Ixithed in

The eyes are

capa])le of

moving

inside these sinuses

it.

and often show a

trembling motion similar to that in other copepods.
The tactile organs include the two pairs of antenna?, the original
tactile function of the first pair being almost wholly superseded by the
acquired function of prehension, the basal lobes on the posterior legs,
and the long finger papillas beside the opening of the oviduct in the
There are also tactile setse around the anterior half of the
female.
edge of the carapace, and some at least of the accessory organs in
the male serve primarily as organs of touch (p. 697).

anb papillae op Argulus amekicanus female under greater
ENLARGEMENT, b. /., BaSAL LOBES OF POSTERIOR LEGS; J. d., DUCTS LEADING FROM THE RECEPTACLES TO THE PAPILL.E; S.p.. SEMEN PAPILLA; S.r., SEMEN RECEPTACLES; t.p., TACTILE PAPILLA.

Fig. 22.—Semen receptacles

The sexual organs.

—The

ally larger than the male,

sexes are separate, and the female

though there

is

no such difference

is

usu-

in size as

among some of the other parasitic forms. And in laticauda the males are
actually larger than any females thus far found.
The females are also
considerably more numerous than the males.

The female sexual organs
paired seminal receptacles

consist of an unpaired

(fig. 21).

The ovary

median ovar}' and
an unpaired

starts as

ridge of cells along the right or left side of the intestine.

In later
migrates to the median line, and becomes a simple
receptable for holding the maturing eggs.
It reaches from the
stomach to the posterior end of the thorax, where it narrows abruptly
into a short oviduct which opens out at the base of the sinus between

development

it

the lobes of the posterior logs.

In

many

species there

is

a long tactile
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opening, but some are without
papilla on either side of this external
and in most species exhibit
muscular,
are
ovary
the
of
walls
The
it.
In some
similar to those in the intestine.
peristaltic

movements

pigment spots,
is beset with dark brown
somewhat regular longitudinal rows. The eggs are spher-

species the dorsal surface

arrano-ed in

inside a small petioled
wlien first formed, and are each developed
on the appearance of a bunch of
bag, so that the whole mass takes

ical

grapes.

As they grow they become

ellipsoidal,

11
packed
the
and
Between the egg
and are

n

^^

finally

become angular.
which it is contained is a clear, jelly like subThe semen recepstance which forms a sort of shell around the egg.

too-ether so tightlv as to

membrane

of the bag in

lying in the anterior portion
tacles are dark-colored spherical capsules
From each capsule a
(fig.
22).
cloaca
of the abdomen lobes near the
conical papilla {s. p.)
duct (.s\ d.) runs forward and inward to a hollow
on the ventral surface. This papilla is in
situated nearer the midline
the anterior end of an elliptical shield

composed of several

chitin

of the abdomen around the
plates which covers the ventral surface
the center of the duct is
Near
place.
in
papilla and holds it securely
The papilla are strongly curved over inward
app.'ndage.
a blind

plates are capable of
toward the midline, and both they and the shield
motion.
motion
fits into
The outer end of the semen duct leading from the capsules
at will.
extruded
or
withdrawn
be
can
and
sheath
the papilla as into a
into a sharp chitinous spine, and
Its tip is contracted and hardened
papilla and
when extruded this spine projects from the tip of the
oviduct.
the
from
issues
latter
the
as
comes in contact with the egg
When withdrawn the papilla is closed and the semen is confined to the

1^-4.

receptacle and the proximal part of the duct.
eggshell and the conGlaus calls attention to the thickness of the
may enter
necessity of a micropyle through which the sperm

sequent

any
But he states that careful examination does not reveal
chitin spine at
micropvle, and gives it as his opinion that the sharp
shell and makes thus a
the tip of the duct just noticed pierces the egg
passage for the sperm.
the
However this may be, it is certain that the egg as it issues from
legs and
posterior
the
of
bases
the
between
grasped
is

the egg.

oviduct, and

must come forcibly
carried back into place on the underlying surface,
it a discliarge of sperm.
from
receive
and
spine
this
with
contact
in
essential and
The male sexual organs may be distinguished first as
unpaired semessential organs include the testes, an
receptacle and
the
to
testes
the
from
leading
ducts
the
inal receptacle,
of blind capsules
from the receptacle to the sexual opening, and a pair
are situated in
connected with the latter ducts (fig. 23). The testes
to that of the
corresponding
position
a
in
alxlomen
the lobes of the

accessory.

The
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seminal receptacles in the female.

They are much larger than the

and as a result the abdomen of the male is comparatively larger and longer than that of the female of the same species.
The testes {t.) are ovoid or ellipsoidal in shape, and in neaily every
species are covered on the dorsal surface with dark pigment spots corresponding to those on the dorsal surface of the ovary. From the
receptacles, however,

Fig. 23.— Male sexu.\l

duct;

.<.

v.,

organs of Argulus americant^s. b. C, BLIND capsule; f. (I., EJACULATORY
SEMEN vesicle: f., TESTIS; V. d., YAH deferens; v. c, vas efferens.

anterior end of each testis there runs a duct, the vas efferens (/'. e.),
which leads forward to the unpaired seminal receptacle or vesicle (.v. v.)

lying in the posterior thorax on the midline, above the intestine.
The vasa efferentia enter the vesicle at its posterior end. From the
anterior end there is given off on either side another duct, the vas
deferens (r.d.), which turns l)ackward alongside the vas efferens until

NO
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it reaches the posterior border of the thorax, where it turns downward
and inward, meeting the corresponding duct from the other side on
the midventral line and fusing- in a very short, common ejaculatory
duct {e. d.) which opens at the base of the sinus, between the lobes of
the posterioi- legs, thus corresponding exactly to the opening of the
oviduct in the female. Connected with the vasa deferentia on either
side, just where they turn down to meet each other, is a pair of accessory blind capsules (Jj. c). These are long and slender, and reach
forward far beyond the seminal vesicle and are somewhat enlarged at
All the ducts and the
their anterior ends so as to be club-shaped.

seminal vesicle exhibit peristaltic movements.
The accessory sexual organs of the male are used chiefly for copula-

They are situated upon the two or three posterior pairs of legs
tion.
and vary greatlv in the various species.
They are of two kinds, which may be called generic and speciHc.
The generic parts, those which are present in all species without
much modification, are a peg or blunt spine on the anterior surface
of the distal end of the ))asipod of the posterior legs, and a semen
The peg
capsule on the posterior surface of the legs next in front.
and the capsule face each other and are evidently supplementary in
function.

So far as can be determined from preserved specimens, there are two
general types of peg in the American species.
In one, represented hj funduli^ megcdoj^s, alosx, etc., the protuberance takes the shape of a spherical ball arising at the base of the exopod, but no tubercles can be seen on its surface corresponding to those

found

m

The

foliaceus (Claus).

ball

is

somewhat

flattened dorso-ventrally

and

is

supported on

a short narrowed neck.

the anterior surface of the basipod

between the

is

ball

Along
and the body

a groove

formed by the raising of

the edges of the basipod joints.

be elevated or partially depressed into this groove at
of the groove is not even, but is raised
into a small flattened plate opposite the base of the ball and into another
nmch larger one nearer the body.
These projections and a part of the ventral surface of the ])asipod

The

ball can

pleasure.

itself

The ventral edge

are roughened

])y

chitinous papillary elevations of the cuticle

XI, XII, and XIV).
The other t3"pe of peg is present in versicolor, lepidmtei, americanus^
It conetc., and more closely resembles that described iov foliaceus.
sists of a blunt papilla at the base of the exopod, ver}^ similar in form
to that pictured by Claus for foliaceus and also covered with rough
(Plates

tubercles.

But from the center of the papilla there arises a long curved spine
and slightly enlarged at the very tip.

conical in shape
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diameter is not more than a third that of the basal papilla, so
point is quite sharp despite the fact that it is enlarged a trifle.
On the ventral surface of the basipod are projections similar to those
connected with the other type of peg, and a large triangular plate
extending across the surface, both projections and plate being- cov^ered
Its

that

its

with rough chitin tubercles.

The

tissues

around

this

kind of a peg

are more transparent than in the other species and through them can
be seen a muscle running from the very tip of the basal papilla diagonally backward to the posterior surface of the basipod, where

it is

attached to a small chitin thickening of the cuticle just at the tip of the
triangular plate.

and by

it

This

is

the muscle which gives motion to the peg,

the narrow terminal part can be at least partially withdrawn

into the wider basal portion.

Alongside the muscle can be seen a goodpeg and

sized nerve fiber which extends into the basal portion of the

good sense of touch.
The same muscle and nerve exist in the previous type, but can not be
seen as readily through the more opaque tissues (Plates XV, XX, and
XXI). The semen capsule is quite a deep, pocket-shaped cavity on the
posterior border of the third pair of legs opposite the peg.
While
indicates that the latter possesses a

the peg

is

confined exclusively to the distal basipod joint, both seg-

ments of the basipod share

in the

formation of the capsule, according

to Claus.

In most species the bulk of the capsule

two

is

on the

distal joint, but in

fundidi and megalops, it is almost wholly on the
basal joint.
The lumen of the capsule is closed by flaps projecting
over it from the surrounding tissues. These flaps are held open by
the peg on the posterior legs while the capsule is being filled with
at least

species,

sperm.
In addition to this peg and capsule there are various specific modifications of the three posterior legs.

These take the form of processes of various shapes attached to the
In megalojjs the basal joint of the third legs is well rounded posteriorly and
has a large thumb-shaped projection at its distal anterior corner, giving it nuich the appearance of a hand denuded of its fingers (Plate XI).
In lattcauda the basipods of the third legs project posteriorly in two
long flaps on each joint, the outer one narrow and finger-like, the inner
one broad and well rounded (Plate X).
There are two exactly similar but rather larger projections on the
posterior border of the basal joint of the second legs.
In versicolor there is a small finger projection from the outer end of
the basal joint of the third legs on their posterior surface and a very
large conical one in a similar position on the second legs.
The distal
basipod joint of the third legs also has a rounded knob on its anterior
anterior, the posterior, or to both surfaces of the basipods.

surface (Plate

XX).
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In lepidostelihQ basal joint of the second leg's projects posteriorly as
an enormous flap, and there is a rounded knob on the anterior surface
of the distal basipod joint of the third

leg-s

similar to that in vernlcolor

XVI).

(Plate

In macidosus there is a more plentiful suppl}^ of projections and
knobs; projections posteriorly at the outer ends of the basipods of the
third leg's and of the basal joint of the second legs, and an anterior
projection at the outer end of the basal joint of the third legs; knobs
on the posterior surface of the distal basipod joint of the fourth legs,

on the anterior surfaces of both joints of the third legs and the same
surface of the basal joint of the second legs (Plate XIX).

But it is in americanus that the projections reach the maximum for
any species so far examined. Here at the outer end of the basal joint
of the third legs on its anterior surface arises a long club-shaped projection which reaches past the distal basipod joint and extends far out
on the exopod.
There is another conical projection, oniy slightly smaller, exactly
Both
opposite on the posterior surface of the preceding pair of legs.
There are also smaller
projections are profusely covered with seta^.
projections on the opposite surfaces of the same joints as bear the large
ones (Plate XXI).

SYSTEMATIC.
classed by Kroyer with the Siphonostoma, but
1854 withdrew them from this group in consequence of a

The Argulidoe were
Zenker

in

mistaken interpretation of the mouth parts.
Later Thorell placed the Argulida? as a third suborder of the Branchiopoda, of equal value with the Phyllopods and Cladocera, giving as
his particular reasons the unfacetted cornea of the compound eyes, the
absence of palps or branchial appendages on the oral organs, the
absence of external egg- sacs and spermatophores, and the fundamental form of their extremities.
But Claus in 1875 showed very clearly that the Argulida are much
more closely related to the Eucopepoda than to the Branchiopods, and
while retaining the name Branchiura given them l)y Thorell, he places
them under the Copepoda as a second su})order oi 0([ual value with the

Eucopepods
That Claus

right and that the Argulida are much more closely
Eucopepods than to the Phyllopods has been clearly
the preceding ontogeny and morphology in the following
i.s

related to the

shown

in

points:
1.

form

They have a

division into

head

body which shows exactly the same general
Siphonostoma (Caligidtv, etc.), the same
The
regions, and the same segmentation, part for part.
flattened

as in the less degenerate

is

fused with the

lirst

thoracic segment, while the other thoracic
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unsegmented.
On the conis Apus, and even here
the first thoracic segment is not fused with the head. The Phyllopod
thorax contains many segments and the abdomen is also segmented.
^. They have the same number and grouping of the appendages as
would naturally follow from the similarity in segmentation, and this

segments are

free,

and the abdomen

is

trary, the onl}" Phyllopod having a head shield

grouping
3.

is

entirely difierent

They have two

from that

in the Phyllopods.

pairs of antenna?, one of which has been modified

into fixing organs.
4.

They have two

pairs of maxillipeds, which in the larval state are

form and function and are
That the anterior pair is afterwards

quite like those of the Siphonostoma in

presumably of the same

origin.

modified into sucking disks in no

what might be expected

way

affects their relationship.

as a result of their parasitic habits.

It is

There

are no such posterior maxillary appendages in any of the Phyllopods.
5.

The mouth apparatus

formed from
Siphonostoma

consists in part of a proboscis

the lips and jaws in a very similar

way

to that of the

and bearing no resemblance to that of the Phyllopods.
part, the sting with its poison glands,

is

The other

a distinctive organ, found in

no other Crustacean group, and therefore to bo left out of account as
of no value in showing relationship.
6. The ovar}^ is unpaired even from its beginning and though the
oviduct is at first paired, one side is afterwards atrophied. The females
also possess semen receptacles which differ somewhat in size and
arrangement from those of the Eucopepods, as would be expected. But
their general position, structure, and mode of operation is the same.
In Phyllopods the ovaries are nearl}^ always paired, at least in the
larval period, and the semen receptacles, when present, are entirely
different in position and mode of operation.
7. The swimming legs are elongated, two-branched appendages with
distincth' segmented basipods, and long endopods and exopods, furnished with plumose setffi.
On the two anterior legs about half the
species have a flagellum attached to the basipod and pointing inward
There is nothing here which corresponds even in the
dorsally.
remotest degree to the characteristic Phyllopod foot with its unjointed
stem, its six inner lobes or appendages (endites), and its outer flat
respiratory plate and sac-like branchial appendage. The Argulida?
breathe by means of their flattened carapace and abdomen, the Phyllopods by means of their

gill-feec.

Such reseml)lances are conclusive, and in view of the further fact
that the only particulars in which the Argulidfe differ at all essentially
from the PLucopepods are such as would naturally be expected in two
parasites, even if they were closeh' related, we may confidently adopt
Claus\s classification as correct.

I
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with an elongated body distinctly segmented, except
Head carapace often fused with the
Four or five pairs of biramose rowing legs on
first thoracic segment.
the thorax and an abdomen without appendages.

Of small

size,

in degenerate parasitic forms.

[KWTtri^

=an

oar, ttovs,

= foot.)

Suborder

A

BRANCH lURA

Thorell.

flattened body, consisting of a shield-shaped

which the

lirst

thoracic segment

is

cephalothorax in

fused with the head, a free tho-

rax of three segments, and a two-lobed abdomen without segments.
pairs of swimming feet, long and furnished with two rows of

Four

plumose setse. Two large compound eyes, movable and surrounded
by a blood sinus. Testes in the abdomen. Heart present. Females
without ovisacs; eggs attached to foreign objects.
{ppdvxioc = giWs, ovpa = tai[.)

Family

The

single family so far

teristics as the

sion to the

suborder.

number

ARGULIDAE
known

of course possesses the

{Argulu.s

of parts in the

Midler.

—

'A,

same charac-

diminutive of Argus in allu-

compound

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO GENERA

AND

eyes.)
SPECIES.

[The relative size of the anterior maxillipeds and the abdomen are expressed in decimal fractions;
the former are fractional parts of the width of the carapace, the latter of the entire length of the
animal, exclusive of the abdomen.]
I.

First maxillipeds modified into sucking disks.
II.

Two

pairs of antenna', the anterior

armed with

stout lio<jks; preoral sting

present
II.
I.

Only one (the

Argulus

no preoral sting
no sucking disks no preoral

posterior) pair of antenna';

First maxillipeds with

barbed claws

;

;

Clionopeltis

sting

Dolops

ARGrLUS.
A. Carapace lobes overlapping the base of the

swimming

tail.

with a fiagellum.
C. Carapace orbicular, wider than long.
D. Teeth of basal plate wide and l)lunt, swimming legs reaching (•onsideral)ly
beyond the edge of the (carapace.
1. Diameter of sucking disks, 0.25; spines on antenna reduced in number, small
and weak; abdomen relatively very small and orbicular
catostomi, p. 709
2. Diameterof sucking disks, 0.15; spineson antenute large and strong, reinforced;
abdomen very large and broadly cordate
americanus, p. 718
D/ Teeth of basal plate narrow and sharp; swimming legs not reaching the
edge of the carapace.
3. Abdomen very small, 0.1, orbicular, with wide l)lunt lobes; sucking disks

B. Anterior

0.2 to 0.25

legs

vattcrcrl,

female, p. 720
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4.

Abdomen medium, about 0.25, wider than long;
and half the

legs oval,
5.

lobes on basal joints of posterior
indicus, p. 727

length of the legs

Diameter of sucking disks,

0.1 to 0.12;

vol. xxv.

abdomen

large, 0.33, elongated,

with

coregoni, male, p. 724
C^. Carapace elliptical, considerably longer than wide.
6. Sucking disks, 0.25, situated very far forward; abdomen narrow, ovate, cut far
beyond the center; color a uniform black, lighter on the ventral surface.

lanceolate-acuminate lobes

nlger, female, p. 714
7.

not far forward, but nearer the center of the carapace;
abdomen wide, elliptical, cut barely to the center; color greenish yellow.

Sucking disks,

0.2,

pugeitensis, p. 711

W. Swimming

without flagella.
8. Carapace covering the whole of the abdomen; last thoracic segment with lobes
purpureus, p. 723
overlapping the abdomen (gigantens of Lucas)
A'. Carapace lobes just reaching the base of the abdomen.
B. Anterior swimming legs with flagella.
C. Carapace orbicular, wider than long.
D. Abdomen broadly triangular; anal sinus not reaching halfway to the center; legs extending beyond the carapace.
9. Anal sinus narrow and slit like; anal papilhe subterminal; bases of antennae
close to
10.

legs

mid

line of carapace

Anal sinus broad triangular; anal

versicolor,

male, p. 716

of antennae widely

papillae lateral; bases

separated

viaculosus, p. 715
long elliptical; anal sinus cut fully to the center; lobes acuminate; legs entirely covered by carapace.

1)'.

11.

Abdomen

Anal sinus narrow; papillae basal
coregoni, male, p. 724
Carapace elliptical, considerably longer than wide; abdomen broadly ellip-

C.

tical;

alxlominal sinus short, well rounded.

12.

Sucking disks about

13.

Sucking disks

0.25; legs not nearly reaching the

edge of the carapace.
salmini, male, p. 720

less

than 0.25; legs reaching beyond the carapace.
laticauda, male, p. 705

Carapace lobes not reaching the abdomen.
swimming legs with full-sized flagella.
C. Carapace orbicular, wider than long, covering three pairs of legs, almost
reaching the abdomen.
14. Abdomen large, elliptical, cut beyond the center, with acute lobes; legs reaching beyond the edge of the carapace
coregoni, female, p. 724
15. Abdomen very small, orbicular; anal sinus short, lobes well-rounded; legs not
reaching the edge of the carapace
salmini, female, p. 720

A^'.

B. Anterior

16.

Abdomen medium,

oval; anal sinus short,

slit like, papillae

variegated
17.

Abdomen

18.

Abdomen

subterminal; color

versicolor,

small, elliptical, not cut to the center, with

posterior legs large, hatchet-shaped
large, 0.63, cut

beyond the

female, p. 716

rounded lobes; lobes on
africanus, p. 727

center; papillae lateral, about one-quarter

the distance from the base of the sinus; longitudinal ribs forked at the
anterior end

C

Carapace

elliptical, considerablj^

pho.vini, p. 728

longer than wide.

Abdomen broadly elliptical, not cut a third of its length, lol^es broadly
rounded; sucking disks less than 0.12.
Carapace lobes short and entirely free from the thorax, with spaces between;
teeth on basal plate narrow and sharp
chromidis, female, p. 721
Carapace lobes long and overlapping the thorax; teeth on basal plate wide and
squarely truncated; posterior maxillipeds large, well-armed.
D.

19.

20.

laticauda, female, p. 705
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21.

Carapace abruptly rounded posteriorly, narrowed anteriorly; teeth on basal
plate long and sharp; anal sinus wide and shallow
japonicus, p. 727
D\ Abdomen cut to or beyond its center with acute lobes; sucking disks

22.

Carapace lobes very short, barely covering two pairs of legs; abdomen broad
triangular; anal sinus also broad triangular; papilliv lateral near the tips.

23.

Carapace lobes covering three pairs of

0.2 to 0.25.

kpidostei, p. 712

sinus narrow

;

legs;

abdomen narrow

papillfe basal

swimming

elliptical; anal

.foliaceus, p. 722

B^.

Flagella on second

24.

Lateral sinuses in the carapace very deep; legs completely covered.

legs rudimentary.

scutiformi><, p.

B'^.

No

728

on the swimming legs.
wider than long; sucking disks enormous, 0.33; second
maxillipeds small and weak.
Basal plate with 3 stout teeth; legs very long; lobes on posterior legs large,
boot shaped; color light yellowish white
funduli, p. 710
Basal plate prolonged posteriorly as an entire lobe without teeth; lobes on
flagella

C. Carapace orbicular,

25.

26.

posterior legs small; color a light
C^.

Carapace

28.

brown

latus, p.

704

longer than wide.

Abdomen medium,

0.23, as broad as long, cut less than one-third; lobes
broad and well rounded.
Antero-lateral sinuses narrow and small; celphalic area not projecting beyond
the outline of the rest of the carapace; carapace not covering the bases of
I).

27.

elliptical,

the third pair of legs
megalops, p. 706
Cephalic area projecting considerably beyond the carapace outline, with a
rounded protuberance on either side, medium sized in the female and in
front of the sinus, very large in the

male and posterior

to the sinus.

pace covering the third legs entirely

Cara-

dactylopteri, p. 726

W. Abdomen elongate, 0.3 to 0.45, cut to the center or beyond, lobes lanceolateacuminate.
29.

Three short teeth on the basal

plate;

no lobes on posterior

well forward; lateral sinuses of carapace shallow

legs;

sucking disks
alosa\ p. 707

30.

Only 2 teeth on the basal

33.

Carapace covering only first and second swimming legs; rudimentary
on first legs only; no teeth on basal plate of second maxillipeds.

very long acuminate lobes on posterior legs;
sucking disks very far back; lateral sinuses deep
inelita, p. 725
31. Lateral rings of carapace fused into a single club-shaped one; teeth on basal
plate particularly long and sharp
stizostethii, p. 713
A^^'. Carapace very short, without posterior sinus or lobes, covering neither thorax,
abdomen, nor feet.
32. Abdomen cut to the base, with lanceolate lobes; basal plate of second maxillipeds without teeth
elongatm, p. 722
plate;

CHONOPELTIS.
flagella

inermltt, ^.

729

DOLOPS.
A. Carapace lobes reaching posteriorly beyond the base of the abdomen.
B. Carapace suborbicular, wider than long.
34.

Carapace entirely covering the
anal sinus slit-like

B^.
35.

feet;

abdomen

obovate, cut about one-third;
discoidalis, p.

Carapace obcordate, longer than wide.
Carapace entirely covering the feet; abdomen small and narrow, about
diamond-shaped; color grayish white, marbled with black dorsally.

739

0.25,

kollari, p.

732
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Carapace entirely covering the feet; abdomen larger, 0.33;^ broadly orbicular;
color green, marbled with blue
striata, p. 735
37. Carapace narrowed anteriorly, not covering the feet; abdomen still larger, 0.4,
broadly triangular; color a uniform dark green
repni((, p. 734
A^. Carapace lobes just reaching the base of the abdomen.
B. Carapace elliptical, longer than wide.
C. No spines on the ventral surface; swinnning feet reaching well beyond the
36.

38.

39.

edge of the carapace.
Carapace wider anteriorly; abdomen 0.5; anal sinus narrow, diamond-shaped,
with the papillje in the angles of the diamond; testes three-lobed.
ranarum, p. 737
Carapace wider a little behind the center; abdomen 0.65; anal sinus triangular;
acuminate;
papillte
basal;
testes two-lobed.
lobes widely divergent,
gcaiji, p.

736

A^\ Carapace lobes not reaching the abdomen.
B. Carapace orbicular, wider than long.
C.

Abdomen

cut almost to the base; no spines on the ventral surface of the

carapace.
40.
41.

Abdomen medium, 0.33; lobes widely divergent and acute
doradis,
Alidomen very long, 1-5 to 2; lobes nearly parallel and acuminate.

p.

733

longicauda, p. 732

Abdomen cut less than one-half; ventral surface well armed with
Abdomen short, 0.27, orbicular; basal plate of maxillipeds with

C^.
42.

teeth

No

spines.

only two

bidentata, p. 736

figure of Argulus africanus, irtdicits^japonicus, or sciitiformis,

or Clumopeltin hiennla^ has ever been published.

ARGULUS
The genus possesses
distinguished

or sting

f I'om

in front of

MuUer.

the same characteristics as the family and

is

other genera by the presence of a sheathed stylet
the mouth, used for a piercing organ.

The

ante-

rior maxillipeds are transformed into sucking disks, Avhile the posterior ones are

armed with

sette, spines,

and a chitinous plate upon their

basal joint.

This plate is elevated above the surrounding surface and roughened
by spines or warts, and is prolonged into three sharp spines on its
posterior border.
There are two pairs of antennae, the anterior of
which are armed with stout sickle-shaped hooks and function as organs
of prehension.

The

basal joints of the posterior

swimming

legs are

usually prolonged into lobes projecting beneath the abdomen.

ARGULUS LATUS

Smith.

Plate IX.

Argulm Intiis Smith, Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard Sound, Report
Com. Fish and Fisheries, 1872. Rathbun, Annotated List of
Copepoda, Proc. U. S. National Museum, VII, 1884.

of

IT.

S.

Parasitic

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior sinus about one-fifth
abdomen a third as long as
the carapace, two-thirds as broad as long, the lateral margins slightly
curved and nearly parallel; anal sinus very broad, about one-third the
the length of the carapace, as wide as long;

—
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Disks of the anterior niaxillipeds

Avhole length; anal papilla? basal.

nearly one-third the width of the carapace; plate at base of posterior
backward as a whole, without teeth or lobes;

niaxillipeds prolonged

ultimate segment longer than .the penultimate, hooks short and blunt.
First antennae very short, without any hook on their anterior mar-

swimming

legs all reaching be3"ond
Color 3^ellowish-white.
Length, 2.3 mm.; length of carapace, 2.2 mm.; width of carapace,
2.5 mm.; length of abdomen, 0.7 mm,; breadth of abdomen, 0.45 mm.

gin; second antennas also short;

No

the edge of the carapace.

flagella.

Male unknown.
6181. Vinej^ard Sound, Massachusetts; U. S. Fish Com., July, 1871;
Casco Bay,
one female, the type, taken at the surface,
Maine; U. S. Fish Com., 1873; one female, no data. 0184. Quahaug
Bay, Maine; host not given.
.

{latus=-widG.)

ARGULUS LATICAUDA
Plate

X; Tlate XXVI,

Arguliis laticauda Smith, Invertebrate
IT.

Com. Fish and

S.

sitic

Smith.

fig. 79.

Animals of Vineyard Sound, Eeport of
Rathbun, Annotated List of Para-

Fisheries, 1872.

Copepods, Proc. U.

S.

National Museum, VII, 1884.

longer than wide; posterior sinus about onethird the length of the carapace, twice as deep as wide.
Abdomen orbicular, slightly longer than broad; anal sinus narrow,

Carapace

elliptical,

extending scarce!}" a fourth the length; anal papillas basal.
Disks of anterior niaxillipeds small, about one-eighth the width of
the carapace, placed well back; basal plate on posterior niaxillipeds
narrow, but expanding into a wide posterior margin, cut into three
A papillated area near the center of
broad, squarely truncated lobes.
the plate; a row of spines along the posterior margin of the three
basal joints.
Spines on the bases of the antennre large, broad, and
blunt.

Males much larger comparatively than

in other species, the

basal joints of their three posterior pairs of legs prolonged
into fleshy lobes, the outer ones

narrow and

backward

linger-like, the inner ones

occupying the remainder of the joint. Flagella present.
Length of male 5 to 6 mm.; length of carapace 3.5 to 4 mm.; width
of caraDace 3.2 to 3.5 nmi. length of abdomen 1.3 mm., breadth 1.1
;

mm.
Smith's types were two females taken from among algse in Vineyard
Sound, Massachusetts, in August, 18T1 (Museum number, 0182).
Since then the}" have been obtained in large numbers from various
fishes, those in the National Museum collection being numbered as follows: From the Eel {AnguiUa chrysypa Rafinesque), Nos. 1311, 1318,
and 1398, collected by V, N. Edwards; 6013^ 6013^ 6177, 8278, 8279,
12294; a lot from

Katama Bay by Thompson,

6171; a lot

From Flatfish

{Pseudo-

Walbaum), Nos. 1433, V. N. Edwards; 6152,
from Katama Bay by Thompson, another from Woods Hole

pleuronectes americanuH

Proc. N.

M.

vol,

XXV— 02

45
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by H. M. Smith.

From Blenny

(sp.),

No. 6054.

From

vol. xxv.

Skate

(sp.),

No. 12302. From Sculpiu (sp.), No. 12291. From "Bonnet Skate,"
one lot by Thompson. From Tomcod {Mlcrogadus toincod Walbaum),
No. 15446. From Summer Flounder {Paralichthys dentatm L.), one
lot

by Thompson.

Color a mottled black, except at the very edge of the carapace, back
of the eyes, and around the brain, where it is yellowish; the mottling-s
vary much in different individuals in size and extent, and are some-

times reddish brown.

This

still

continues, as

of the genus

among the

Rathbun

stated in 1884, the

most al)undant
is found on

salt-water forms, though megalo2)s

a greater variety of hosts.
(Z(Z^^^=wide, Cauda =tai\).

ARGULUS MEGALOPS
Plate XI; Plate

XXVI,

Smith.

fig.

81.

Argulus megalops SxMith, Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard Sound, Report of
U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries, 1872. Rathbun, Annotated List of Parasitic
Copepods, Proc. U. S. National Museum, VII, 1884.

Carapace elliptical, longer than broad; antero-lateral sinus narrow
and deep, posterior sinus narrow triangular and shallow; abdomen
broad elliptical, two-thirds as liroad as long; anal sinus narrow and
Sucking disks medium size, situated well forshort; papilhe basal.
ward; basal plates on posterior maxillipeds, as well as the maxillipeds themselves, large and fully armed. The median spines between
Antenna?
these posterior maxillipeds are slender and strongly curved.
Eyes
rather slender, armed with narrow, sharp spines and hooks.
quite large, their diameter about one-tenth that of the carapace.

Swimming legs long, projecting some distance beyond the carapace;
lobes on the basal joints of the posterior legs in the female with a
narrow, conical projection pointing outward. No flagella.
The peg on the posterior legs of the male takes the shape of a
flattened spherical ball with a short, narrowed neck.
On the side of the peg next the body there is a groove in the anterior
surface of the basipod into which the ball can be partially depressed.

On

the basal joint of the third legs

is

a stout thumb-shaped projection

extending forward from the di,>*tal end of the joint. Smith's three
type specimens were females taken at the surface in Vineyard Sound,
Massachusetts, July 8, 1871. They were evidently young females,
since those since obtained are nmch larger, as will be seen from the
measurements here given. This species has a larger number of hosts
than any other thus far found, the most common one being the Flatfish
{Pseadoplmronectes ainerlcamis Wal))aum). The Museum numbers for

and three unnumbered lots from Woods Hole
by V. N. Edwards; 8276, 8238 (in part), 12032, 12295, 12296; two
unnumbered lots by Thompson, one from Woods Hole and the other

this fish are 1322, 1460,

—

—
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Cape Cod.
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From Sand Dab

Fabricius), Nos. 1407 by V. N. Edwards;

From Sunnner
b)^ Thompson from Woods Hole.
Flounder {Paralleldky a dentatm Linm\ius), Nos. 6067, 8688. From
Spotted Flounder {Lopliopsetta maoulata Mitchill), No. 6069. From
Sea Robin {Prlonotus carolinus Linnteus), Nos. 8275, 8639; oneummm-

an unnumbered lot

bered lot

})y

Thompson.

spiuoKws Mitchill), Nos.

Walbaum), No.

toiHCod

From
8281,

Sculfjin {^fyoxocephaliM octodechn-

12290.

From

8280.

From Tomcod {Mlcrogadus
Goosetish {LopJiius pmcaUyrkis

No. 12297.
unnumbered, Woods Hole.

From Minnow (sp.), No. 6105.
From surface tow, No. 6179 (types);
No host given, two lots, August 13

With the exception

of those taken in the surface tow,

Linnaeus), No.

From Flounder

,

Woods

Hole.

(sp.).

one lot
and November 21, 1885, by V. N. Edwards.
On examining this list and the one previously given for A. hdlcauda
it will be seen that both species infest fishes which live on or very near
the bottom.

whose presence has alread}' been explained (p. 645), there is no deviation from this rule.
Hence, although the Arguli may and do change about quite freely
from fish to fish, especially during the breeding seasons, it would seem
as though they did not vary their level very much.
And in a plankton distribution we might reasonably expect to find
The hosts of some
at least these two species pretty definitelj^ located.
of the other species do not stay quite so closely at the same level, and
hence the range of the parasite would be enlarged by that of its host.
Length, 6 mm.; length of carapace, 3.8 mm.; width of carapace,
3.5 mm.; length of abdomen, 2 mm.; breadth, 1.4 mm.
Color in fresh specimens yellowish, with four delicate pale brown
longitudinal bands.

females

is

The

entire

upper surface of the abdomen

in ripe

a red lirown inclining to pink, thickly sprinkled with minute

The lateral flaps of the carapace are also ornamented with
an arborescent design in black pigment, similar to that shown in the
photograph of alosai (fig. 80).
After death the females frequently
black dots.

become a uniform bright pink.
[jusyas

— large,

oip

— eye.)
ARGULUS ALOSiE
Plate XII; Plate

XXVI,

Gould.
fig. 80.

Argulus alosx Gould, Invertebrata of Massachusetts, 1841. Thorell, Oin tvenna
Europeiske Argulider, etc., (Efvers. af Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st series, Stockholm, 1864.
Smith, Invertebrate Animals of Vineyard
Sound, Report of U. S. Com. Fish and Fisheries, 1872. Ratubcn, Annotated
List of Parasitic Copepods, Proc. U. S. National Museum, VII, 1884.

Carapace elliptical, longer than wide; antero-lateral sinus shallow
but often becoming deep and sharp on shrinking in alcohol, so that
the cephalic area protrudes in a sort of semicircle.
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Posterior sinus rather narrow, about one-third the leng-th of the
carapace, three times as long as wide; lobes well rounded.

Sucking disks large, about one-fifth the width of the carapace; pos-

medium with

terior maxillipeds

a triangular basal plate

armed with

three short blunt teeth, and strongly papillated.

Antennre small and armed with rather weak spines and hooks. The
body projects considerabl}'^ beyond the carapace, the thoracic segments
being long and wide; the posterior one projects over the abdomen as
a well-rounded lobe on either side with a shallow sinus between.
Abdomen broad and long, more than one-third the length of the rest
Anal sinus broad
of the body, with well-rounded lateral margins.
triangular, cut to the center, leaving the two lobes sharply pointed
and flaring slightly at their tips; papillfB small and basal. Swimming
legs long, projecting far beyond the carapace; lobes on the basal joints
Abdomen in the male
of the posterior pair small and rectangular.
very much longer, but no modifications of the legs except the regular
peg and semen vesicle. No flagella.

Length, 7.8
3.8

mm.

mm.; length

;

of

length of carapace,

abdomen,

'i.'i

-i.8

mm.

mm.; breadth,

breadth of carapace,

;

1.7

mm.

Color, a yellowish white, mottled along the carapace lobes with

brown.
tig.

Some specimens measure

12 by 6

mm.

(See photograph,

80.)

This species was discovered by Dr. T. W. Harris in 181:1 upon the
the ale wife {Chtpea-'^'ernaUs Mitchill).^
The single specimen was sent to Dr. A. A. Gould for determination
and description; he published a very short and meager description

gills of

accompanied by a coarse woodcut, from neither of which could any
specific characters be determined.
The species has rested upon this
unsatisfactory basis ever since and has of necessity been more or less
doul)tful.
It is hoped that the present description and figures will
establish it satisfactorily.
It occurs in considerable abundance along
the Atlantic coast, but has never yet been found on any species of
shad, whi(^h mak(\s

The Museum

its

name rather

collection includes:

inappropriate.

From

the alewife {Poinolohu^ 2:>Heu-

duharengas Wilson), Nos. 1310 (by V. N. Edwards), 12680, 11019.
From the smelt (sp.), an unnumbered lot, Woods Hole. From
vmknown hosts, Nos. 11:10 from Great Egg Harbor; 7739 from Key
W^est, and two unnumbered lots, one from Woods Hole and the other
from Patchogue, Long Island. This Argulus has also been doubtfully
recorded by Mr. J. F. Whitcaves as attached to Gmterosteus hiaciileatus
Shaw, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
{alosae = from alosa, the supposed generic name of
would be far more appronriate).

its

host; clupese,

^ Gould identifies this fish as the European Alosa vulgaris, bu*^ this form does not
occur on our coasts, while the alewife is quite common and from it have been obtainet
most of the recent specimens.
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ARGULUS CATOSTOMI

Dana and

Herrick.

Plate XIII.

Argulus catostomi

Amer
III,

Dana and Herrick,

Jour. Sci.,

Description of the Argulus catoBtomi,
Hist. Nat. des Crustaces,

XXXI, 1837.—Milne-Edwards,

1840.-THORELL,

Om

tvenna Europeiske Argulider,

etc.,

(Efvers.

af

21st series, Stockholm, 1864.
Koiigl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar,

sinus nearly oneCarapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior
Abdomen
sides.
parallel
with
broad
third the length of the carapace,
very small, not more than
orbicular, wider than long, but relatively
sinus narrow, almost slitone-fourth the length of the carapace; anal
length of the abdomen; papdhe basal.
like scarcelv one-third the whole
one-fourth the width
Disks of the anterior maxillipeds large, nearly
also large,
maxillipeds
posterior
is;
latter
of the carapace broad as the
ventral surface; basal plate
every joint with a roughened area on its
posterior edge instead of
broad triangular, with wide lobes on its
Antennas small and weak,
three.
teeth sometimes two and sometimes
margin, while the
pair without a hook on their front

the anterior
reduced to two insignificant
spines on the bases of both pairs are

pimples.
edge of the carapace;
The anterior swimming legs scarcely reach the
boot-shaped.
lol)es on the posterior pair large,
A large papilla present on either side of the opening of the oviduct.
is characteristic;
The arrangement of the chitin rings in this species
oi the carapace lobe as far forthe larger one extends along the edge
its inner surface is a
ward as the sucking disks; at about the center of
snugly, the latter
fits
ring
smaller
the
deep indentation into which
posterior maxillipeds.
situated in the clear space just behind the

being

Eyes quite

Flao-ella present.

small.

length of carapace, 9.6 mm; l^readth of carapace,
abdomen, 2.3 mm; breadth, 2.4 mm.
of
length
min;'
11 2
growing quite dark
Color a light sea-green, inclined to yellowish,

Length, 12

mm;

in alcohol.

i
-.u
descrilied, and with the
This was the first American species to be
that
one
only
the
is
it
pugettensis
possible exception otfunduU and
For this reason it
figure.
decent
a
like
anything
given
been
ever
has
zoologists, and has taken
has been willingly accepted liy the European
that A. fohaceus occuthe same place in American parasitic copepods

pies in the

^

.-,

4-\

^

European fauna.

lostonenms
discovered on a sucker (probably Caiostomu.^
water near New Haven, Connecticut.
by the author upon the same
It has recentlv been found abundantly
Massachusetts.
sucker in fresh water at Warren and Chicopee,
sucker {Enmyzon
But it is e-«n more abundant upon tue chub
which is nearly always found with the other
It

was

first

Le Sueur)

in brackish

^

sucetta

oblo^igi)}^

Mitchill),

1}^
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It .stays

within the gill cavity, and has
never jet been found upon the
external surface, but there s
every
reason to believe that at least the
males con>e out upon the external
sur ace during the spawning season.
The National Museum collection
contains specimens trom both the
above localities and also a single
specimen a female, taken from carp
at Fairburg, Illinois.
of hese lots are numbered.
In all probability future
investigation

^L^

'"''''''""

Stotet''"™
(«,tosfom„

= generic

™'*''° '"'*"'' '°'""'"'
">« United

name of

its

most common

ARGULUS FUNDULI
Plate

host, the sucker.)

KrOyer.

XIV.

Argulmfundull Mver, Natarhi.,t. TWsk. 3die
Raekke,
Om tvenna Europeiske A,^.,.lider, etc., (Efven,. af2 Bind, 1868 -Thore, l
Kong Vetatxk ..Had"
Forhandlmgar, 21et series, Stockliolm,
1864.
.

Carapa^,e orbicular, broader than long;
posteriorsinus less than onehfth the length ot the carapace, wider
than deep, in the female nearlv
as two to one.
Abdomen in the male fully one-half the
length of th'e
res of the body nearly three
times as long as wide, with a
narrow
anal sinus less than a fourth
of its length. Abdomen in the
femalT
much smal er, less than a third the length of
the carapace, threc-ht'ibs
as wide as long with a wide anal
.sinus half it, length;
papilhe ba.sal.
1 he sucking d,sk.s are relatively the largestof
any American species
beng almost oue-third the width of the
carapace; posterior
I'axilli-

and blunt. Antenna, ot moderate
size and fairly well armed
The
whole ventral surface of the
thorax roughened in the female
bwimnung legs long, reaching well beyond
the edge of the carapacebasal join s of the posterior
legs in the femal,. with
medium-sS'
'-"^^^ ''-"^
""'•" ''''"'^^'

::ie:v.:::ii;::r
Eyes very large,
nle!it»,:'th°"
plentiful
than in

'*^

'•»- '-^^

fully ,he size, relatively, of
those in „„g,dop..
'"'''"'' °* ''"' "'-'"' "'«'

"T"'
most
species.

No

*^'^' -tber more

flagella

Length of female 5 mm., of male's.S
mm.; length of carap,ace
"",:•' "*/,',"""•' '"-""'"^ °' -™pace,°female 3.5 Zl]
m.ale2im.; length of abdomen,
femalel.l mm., male 1.2 mm.- width
'
female 0.6 mm., male 0.4 mm.

mr>mn

'

Color of alcoholic specimens
uniform yeJlowish-white.
Ihis Argulus was obtained
from the gills of a species of Fundulus
near New Orleans ,n 1882.
KrOyer gave the fish the manuscript nam^
^««/« „, /.„7„,„.. which h,as been changed by Jordan and
Gi bcrt to
<«««™. But both Kroyer and Thorcll made ti
serious mistake in

^
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simply repeating- the mistake of
reference to the parasite, the latter

*^&^ describes and portrays what he

calls a

female of the species

His figure shows at once that
which was the only specimen obtained.
male.
a
really
has
and
sex
the
he has mistaken
testes, and the accessory
The length of the abdomen, the size of the
are unmistakable proofs of
copulatory organs on the posterior legs
and female are known,
Thorell also states that both the male
this
from a single specimen. So
which would manifestly be rather difficult
and figure of the female are the
as known the present description
far

first

published.

That

this

is

really the female of the species

was yery pleasantly conmale and

written by finding a
firmed after the description had been
examination from the Ohio State Unifemale in the material sent for
together from the same Mmnnow
yersity, which had been taken
be extended to include the whole
now
must
species
The habitat of this
collection includes No blo3,
Atlantic coast, for the National Museum

Waquoit, Connecticut; No/>lbO, from
specimen from Woods Hole.
unnumbered
Long Island Sound, and an
{fimdulus= generic name of its host.)

taken from

among many

fish at

ARGULUS PUGETTENSIS
Plate

Dana.

XV.

1838Exploring Expedition during the years
Wilkes, U. S. Navy, XIII, Crustacea.Charles
of
command
the
under
1842;
Kongl.
af
etc., (Elvers,
Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiska Argulider,
Stockholm, 1864.
Yetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st series,

Arguhcs pugettensis

Dana, U.

S.

entirely coyering the legs;
Carapace elliptical, longer than wide,
the length of the carapace
posterior sinus rather narrow, two-fifths
length of the rest of
ibdomen large, l)road elliptical, nearly half the
to the center, lobes
fully
cut
triangular,
the body; anal sinus lu-oad

subacute; papilhv basal.
Sucking disks a little

,

a quarter the width ot the caialarge and well armed;
paceand close together; posterior maxillipeds
short, blunt, and far apart.
teeth
wedge-shaped,
broadly
basal plate
poorly armed. Swimming legs short,

more than

Antenna^ medium ^ize, but yery
furnished with flagella; lobes
iust reaching the edge of the carapace,
Oyiduct papillae
projecting.
scarcely
and
small
on the posterior pair
small.

specimens.
Color, yellowish white in alcoholic
mm.; width ot caraLength, 17.3 mm.; length of carapace, 12.8
mm.; length, 5.3 mm. Male
pace, 10 mm.; breadth of abdomen, 4

unknown.

miMtat.-Yvom

,

the

shores of

{FugeUe7isis=ivom the name of

its

Puget Sound.
habitat.)

^^

^

Host

unknown.
,

'^^^
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ARGULUS LEPIDOSTEI
Plate

ArguUs lepidostei^ Kellicott,

Kellicott.

XVI.

description of a

new species of Argulus,

hoc. Nat. Sci., Ill, 1877.

Bull. Buffalo

Carapace

elliptical, longer than wide; posterior
sinus less than onethird the length of the carapace, wider
than deep.
Abdomen broad ovate, more than one-third the
k'ngth of the rest of
he body, as wide as long-; anal sinus
broad triangular, cut half the
length of the abdomen; papilhe lateral,
near the tips of the acute lobes
feuckmg disks medium size and placed well
forward; posterior maxillipeds rather small but stout and well armed
on their ventral surface
their basal joint wider than that
of the swimming legs; basal
plate
mirrow, abruptly triangular posteriorly;
teeth long, narrow, and very
•>
sharp.
'

First antenmv rather weak, having
two slender hooks, but onlv a
single very small spine; second
antennae larger and better armed
fewimming legs reaching beyond the edge
of the carapace; lobes on
he basal pints of the posterior legs
enormous, boot-shaped, reachinobeyond the edge of the abdomen.
Flagella present; a long slender
papilla on either side of the openinoof he oviduct
In the male the abdomen is considerably
lengthenecf
with a rounded lobe on either side at
its base; in addition to
the regular accessory copulatory organs,
the basal joint of the second leo-s"
is
prolonged backward into a wide flap,
reaching beyond the third leo-s
^"^^^ ^" ^^^ anterior surface of the
second
T- / .'h 'l/^VT^'^

^'

''^

'^' "^'"^'"^ '"'^-

color

^^^'

^""'y

•'^"'^^"'

^'''^™^^

in

Color a light yellowish green, with
the upper part of the body
blotched and streaked with violet
brown.
Length, 0.2 iirni. leirgth of carapace,
3.75 mm. breadth of carapace,
->.5 mm.; length of abdomen,
1.75 mm.; breadth, 1.7 mm.
Male
about two-thirds this size.
This specias was found parasitic
on Zep/dosteu. osseu. Unn^u. in
the Niagara River, at Buffalo, in
September, 1S76, bv D. S. Kellicott
who desc^ribed and figured the fennile in the
periodical above referred
to.
He had not at that time obtained any males
^^'"'^ ^''''''''^ «^ '^'^ Ohio State
Univer^f
Lniveisit>, "^.^"^T"
at Columbus, 'l^'"^"
where Professor Kellicott was stationed
for
many years I have been enabled to
examine personally
;

Kellicott's

W

f

""^«^°^„*^^"^ ^ ^^'^^^ wl^ieh

P
Professor
Kellicott writes that—

time.

The

;

is

here described for the

favorite place for the parasite
to fasten

tenldV

!' '"'"

ledson to Deiieve that

it

'''' ''''

may

also

^^^

^"'i

first

is immediately back
of the pectoral
'-'-^ -bout the Jk, then retunfinir

occupy the

gill cavities.
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of the State University

Columbus, Ohio.
{lepidosteus=gQnQr\c

name

of

its host.)

ARGULUS STIZOSTETHII
Plate

Kellicott.

XVII.

Argxdus stlzodeilmrKm.\.icoTr, Amer. Jour. Micros., V, 1880,

p. 53.

longer than wide; posterior siruis one-third
Carapace elliptical,
the length of the carapace, twice as long as wide.
Abdomen long and narrow with parallel sides, one-half the length
anal sinus cut ])eyond
of the rest of the body, twice as long as wide;
but flaring widely
the center, narrow and slit-like toward the base,

much

toward the

tip; lobes acute; papilhe basal.

disks
Cephalic area projecting considerably anteriorly. Sucking
carapace; posterior
large, moi-e than one-quarter the width of the
covered with
maxillipeds large and stout, their ventral surface thickly
with stout sharp teeth.
sette; basal plate large, triangular, and armed
second
Antenna? large and well armed, median spine at the base of the
Swinuuing legs reaching far beyond the edge
particularly stout.
pair

legs small
of the carapace; lobes on the basal joints of the posterior
of the
opening
the
at
papilla?
small
present;
Flagella
and conical.
Chitin rings in the lateral lobes of the carapace fused into
oviduct.
whose anterior end is about the normal size, while the posterior

one

club-shaped appearance.^
is much narrowed, giving the whole ring a
In the male the distal joint of the basipod of the second pair of
swimming legs carries upon its ventral surface a large fleshy plate or
lamella which projects backward, outward, and inward beyond the

part

respective margins of the joint, and whose surface is covered with
There are also the usual capsule and peg on the
small sharp spines.
third and fourth legs, respectively, while the lobe on the basal joint of

The carapace is
the posterior legs is smaller than in the female.
shorter than in the female, barely covering the second swimming legs;
the abdomen is relatively much longer and narrower-, and in Kellicott's
it is represented as fringed with setii?.
Length, QS) mm. length of carapace, 4.2 mm. breadth of carapace,
8.1 mm.; length of a])domen, 2 mm.; breadth, 1.1 mm.
These are the measurements of the specimens at my disposal, l)ut
Kellicott says that the females reach a size of 0.55 inch, which would
The males are about
])e more than twice the above measurements.

figure

;

;

three-quarters as large

—

Males and immature females are nearly colorless, with the
Color.
sexual organs brown; mature females have the carapace, legs, and
abdomen pale pea-green. The upper side of the thorax is darkened
by the usual pigment spots, while the under side is white from the
"There is a light line along the dor^'um."
ripening eggs.
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ITahltat. —Yoxmd.
in the

on the blue pike, Sthostethium sahnoneum Jordan,
Niagara River at Buffalo; named from its host.

Kellicott verifies the statement of the local fishermen that
during
the water is warm this blue pike "gets too lazy to
take food; that it then gets poor and, through its inertness,
becomes
infested with lice." Thej- are usually found on the top of the

midsummer when

fish's

head, often "huddled together in heaps, so the knife may remove
a
number at once." They occur also on the fins, but have never been

found

in the

mouth

cavity.

Kellicott's

paper descriptive of

this species

could not ))e found till just before this article went to the printer,
but
the author was gratified to find in it observations confirmatory of
sev-

eral of the habits of Argulids recorded here:

When put into my aquarium with a small specimen of LepidfMeus osseus and some
minnows, they shortly located on them, fastening as before to the head and fins
of
the gar-pike, but to any part of the minnows; these latter soon die, killed
apparently
by the Argulus (p. 652)

At first these fish pursued and caught them, "but would eject them
with a suddenness and a queer expression of frustration that was most
amusing"

(p. 647).

The gar even recoiled " in evident fear from one seen approaching."
The removal of the scales from portions of the body surface in the
fish that died,

a-s noted by Kellicott, is readily explained
by the fact
already mentioned (p. 650) that the Argulids burrow in under
the
scales to find a place where the skin is soft enough for their stings
to
penetrate.

Through

the kindness of Mr. William E. Kellicott, son of Prof. D. S.
mounted specimen of this species for
examination, and others were found in the material so generously sent
Kellicott, the author obtained a

from the Ohio State University.
From these and from Professor Kellicott's own description, which
was found at the last moment through the aid of his son, the above
facts

have been di'awn.

The fused

chitin rings

and the elongated al)domen are distinguishing

characteristics of this species.

ARGULUS NIGER,
Plate

new

species.

XVIII.

Carapace elliptical, longer than wide; antero-lateral sinuses sharp,
but not deep; posterior sinus narrow and half the length of the
carapace.
The entire body and half the abdomen covered by the carapace
lobes, which overlap across the back of the thorax.
Abdomen broadly
ovate, on(-third the length of the rest of the body, the sides
strongly
rounded; anal sinus narrow, cut two-thirds the length of the abdomen,
lobes rounded-acute; papilla? basal. Sucking disks
very large and far
forward, one -fourth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds
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swollen terminal joint furnished with
not lar^e but stout, with a
basal plate triangular, teeth broad
hooks;
a pair of forceps-like
these maxillipeds with papillated
and blunt. I^Iedian spines between
sized and well armed with
medium
Antenn.x^
bases.
their
plates at
reaching the edge ot the
hardly
legs
wide blunt spines. Swimming
Flagella present;
very small.
carapace; lobes on the posterior ones
Color
pimples
mere
to
reduced
opening
oviduct
napiU* at the
dorsal
the
on
black
brownish
dark
of alcoholic specimens a uniform
edge of yellow around the
surface, lighter below, with a narrow
eyes and brain.
the
around
areas
carapace, and vollowish
yellow covered with
Both surfaces of the abdomen are brownish
the dorsal than on the ventral
on
numerous
more
spots,
black
small
"''

carapace
mm.; length of carapace, 11 mm.; breadth of
mm.; breadth of
length of abdomen, 1 mm.; breadth, 3.25

U

Leno-th,
9

mm.l

sucking disks, 2.25 mm. Male unknown.
tt a t7- i n
b. lish ComTwo specimens, both females, were obtained by the U.
Name
October
2, 1889.
Oregon,
Portland,
at
Alhatross
mission steamer

No number.

of host not given.
{7iiger

=

h\iick.)

ARGULUS MACULOSUS,
Plate

XIX;

Plate

XXVI,

new

species.

fig. 82.

as the width; posterior
Carapace orbicular, length about the same
the carapace, wide at the base
sinus reaching one-third the length of
they almost touch; anterobut posteriorly the lobes approach until
lateral sinus well defined.
. -i
^
ot the rest ot the
bluntly triangular, one-third the length

Abdomen

reachmg

l)road triangular,
body, a trifle wider than long; anal sinus
papilla^ lateral, near the tips
one-quarter the length of the abdomen;
of the well-rounded lo])es.
near together; posterior
Suckino- disks of medium size, placed rather
three sharp teeth;
small; basal plate rectangular, with

maxillipeSs

ventral surface not much roughened.
on their front
Antenme large, the anterior ones without any hook
on the posterior antenna reenedge- the basal spines large, and the one
antenna? are widely sepaforced by a second as large as itself. These
posteriorly, so that this heavy
rated anteriorly and approach each other
of dark-colored chitin
armature of basal spines makes a conspicuous V
in front of the

sucking disks.

lobes on
Swimmino- legs reaching beyond the edge of the carapace;
the edge of
beyond
reaching
boot-shaped,
large,
pair
the posterior
opening of the oviabdomen. Flagella present; papilla^ at the

the

duct long and narrow.
female,

its

abdomen

Male about one-quarter smaller than the
same shape. Beside the

of approximately the
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regular i^eg and semen vesicle this species shows a number of
protuberances on the legs of the male; the basal joint of the second pair
has
a rounded knob on the anterior surface next the body, and on the
posterior surface at the distal end another rounded knob, and
outside of
this a long, finger-like projection.

Both basal

joints of the third pair

have conical projections extending diagonally outward from their
distal ends, that on the first joint being anterior and
on the second
joint posterior.
The second joint of the last pair of legs also has a
rounded knob on its posterior surface, and the peg on this joint is
a
spherical ball.

The

posterior chitin ring in the carapace lobes

anterior end

is

slightly concave

is very broad, and its
and extends diagonally outward and

forward from near the base of the
ity fits

the very

much

first pair of legs.
Into the concavsmaller anterior ring, so that the two form a

symmetrical outline.
Color of alcoholic specimens a yellowish white, thickly spotted with
brown over the entire dorsal surface and on the ventralsurface of the

abdomen, whence the name maculoMis, spotted.
Length, 9.8 mm; length of carapace, 7.8 mm.; breadth of carapace,
7,9 nun; length of abdomen, 2 mm; breadth, 2.1 mm.
Male about
two-thii-ds this size.

The National Museum

collection contains

two

lots of this species,

one consisting of 14 specimens, 11 females and 3 males, unlabeled,
the other a single female taken by Fred Mather from J^sox
noUlior
Thompson, at Clayton, New York, and numbered 12226. This identifies it as a fresh-water species, which is also
indicated by its close

many particulars to the two following species.
can be found upon the nuiscalonge elsewhere.

reseml)lance in

probability

it

ARGULUS VERSICOLOR,
Plate

XX;

Plate

XXVI,

new

In

all

species.

fig. S3.

Carapace orbicular, about as wide as long; posterior sinus onethird the length of the carapace, twice as long as wide.

Abdomen ovate, three-sevenths the length of the rest of the body,
longer than wide; anal sinus very narrow and slit like, only reaching
one-sixth the length of the abdomen; papilhe subterminal.
Sucking
disks medium size, very symmetrically placed far apart, near
the
anterior edge of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds also medium size,
well armed; basal plate somewhat wedge-shaped, with long and blunt
teeth.

Antenna' large, long, and armed with powerful hooks and very long
sharp spines, those at the base of the second antennte reenforced by
otlun- smaller ones.

sharp.

Swimming

Proboscis long and wide, sting narrow and very
beyond the edge of the carapace,

legs reaching far

AMERICAN PARASITIC ARG ULID.I>- WILSON.
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and hence very long; the lobes on the posterior pair medium size,
Flagella
boot-shaped, reaching just to the edge of the abdomen.
present; papilla at the oviduct opening of good size and thickset.
Larger chitin ring in the carapace lobes extending forward opposite
inner surface at
the base of the posterior maxillipeds, concave on its
smaller
the anterior end, and into this concavity the other very much
ring

fits.

This leaves the front of the carapace clear, unlike the other

species.

In the male the second legs have a large conical projection on their
posterior surface at the outer end of the basal joint.
There is a similar much smaller one in a corresponding position on
the third legs, and these legs also have a rounded knol^ on the anterior
surface of the second joint at the end next the body. The regular
more slender
lo])es on the basal joints of the last legs are longer and
than in the female, and are separated from the joint itself at the heel
as well as at the toe.

beautiful
is a very clean-looking Argulus, and by far the most
any American species. It is a veritable Joseph among its brethren
The chitin framework and the spines on the
the colors of its coat.

This
of
in

ventral surface are a clear orange, the longitudinal ribs of the carapace
having the orange bordered by yellow-green. The digestive tube is a

deep wine red anteriorly, fading into yellow-green in the abdomen.
The testes and semen receptacles are a still deeper red, almost

The ground color of the body is a yellow-green, this color
purple.
forming a wide l)order around the edge of the carapace and extending
inward diagonally as a wide band on either side from the edge just
behind the sucking disks to the base of the posterior sinus.
From the center of these diagonal bands another narrower band of
the same color extends backward parallel with the edge of the cara-'
pace to near the posterior border of the lobes. At about their center
these last bands are joined with the border along the edge by radial
In addition to these bands there are areas of the same color
bands.
just outside the sucking disks

the base of the

fii'st

and a large one

swimming

in either lobe opposite

legs.

The rest of the surface is filled in with orange-yellow of various
shades, the posterior part of the lobes being tinged with brown, while
over the side branches of the stomach it takes more or less of a redAs may well be imagined, the
dish hue from the stomach contents.
whole presents a beautiful variegated appearance, whence the name
given to the species. But the most wonderful thing about these beauThey are "fast" colors in the fulltiful colors is their permanency.
est sense of the word, for they defy any preservative so far tried.
Chrome-acetic and corrosive-acetic, Perenyi's and platinum chloride
have no effect upon them, and after preservation in these solutions
they have been kept in alcohol for over a year with so little change of
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distinguished from frosh specimen.s, save

for their greater opacity.

This species was

first

erel {Lucvus reticidatus

found

b}"

the author

Le Sueur)

upon some common pickPowder-

caug-ht throuoh the ice at

Pond, Warren, Massachusetts. They have since ])een found on
Wickaboag and Podunk ponds, Brooktield; in Lake
Lashawa3% between Brookfield and Spencer; in Ashle}'^ Ponds, Hob
yoke; and in Congamon Ponds, Southwick, all in Massachusetts.
In fact, they have not l)een looked for in a single pond where thej'
have not been found, and in all probability they infest this fish more or
less throughout its habitat.
mill

the same fish in

The}" can be distinguished from

all

other species at a glance by their

brilliant coloration.

^A mm.; breadth
mm.; width, l.ti mm.

Length, 6 mm.; length of carapace,
4.9

mm.; length

of

abdomen,

1.(5

ARGULUS AMERICANUS,
XXI;

Plate

Plate

XXVI,

new

figs.

of carapace,

species.

84-86.

Carapace obovate, as wide as long; posterior sinus narrow, extending one-third the length of the carapace, quite square at the base, but
the sides converge quickly and the carapace lobes overlap considerably
at their tips.

Abdomen

l)roadly triangular, one-half wider than long;

anal sinus broadly triangular;

papillse subterminal.

Sucking disks

small, one-sixth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds also

rather small, but well armed; basal plate narrow, triangular, with wide

squarely truncated plates on

its posterior border in place of teeth, thus
resembling verslcolo7' and catostomi.
AntenniB rather small but furnished with strong hooks and spines;
two spines instead of one at the bases of the posterior pair. Swimming legs long and very slender; lobes on the posterior pair ver}"
large, boot-shaped, with a distinct heel.
In the male, beside the regular copulatory organs, there are very long
projections on the basal joints of the second and third legs at the distal
ends.
Those on the second legs are conical and on the posterior surface, those on the third legs are flattened, club-shaped, and on the ante-

rior surface.

There are

on these same joints opposite the
knob on the anterior surface of the second
The abdomen in the male is scarcely elongated

also smaller projections

large ones, and a rounded
joint of the third legs.
at

all.

Flagella present; papilla? at the oviduct opening long and stout.
Chitin rings in the carapace lobes similar to those in the last tw^o spe-

but not extending quite as far forward. To compensate for the
mediocre size of the two pairs of maxillipeds, we find the ventral surcies,

N... 1302.
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face of the carapace thickly covered, over its anterior' half, with large,

sharp spines.

These spines are found on every species in greater or less abundance,
but they are especially large and prominent on aiuericanus. The color
is a pale brownish white, sparsely covered on the ventral and dorsal
When
surfaces with small pigment sjwts of a slightly darker hue.
alive this species is particular!}^ transparent, and shows the side ramiof the stomach very plainly.
(See photograph, tig. 8-i.) This
one of our most typical American fresh-water species. The American continent, with the accession of the species here added, resumes
once more the old position accorded it by Kroyer and Thorell as the
proper habitat of the genus Argulus; and, lastly, the only host upon
which this particidar species has thus far been found is a genus of tish
exclusively American (Amia). These reasons have suggested the specific name americanus as appropriate.
Length 10 mm. length of carapace 8 nun. breadth of carapace 8
mm.; length of abdomen 2.5 mm.; breadth 4 mm.
This species infests Amia calva Linnaeus in our Great Lakes region
to such an extent as to become a nuisance when the fish are kept in
aquaria.
About 100 specimens were sent to the author by Prof. Jacob
Reighard from Ann Arbor, Michigan, who wrote that he had been
obliged to have the Amia cleaned to rid them of these pests. He also
kindly sent the excellent photograi)hs of the animal as an opaque object
which show very clearly its specific characteristics. A dozen of these
animals were sent in a mailing case from Ann Arbor to Westfield,
Massachusetts, and every one was alive when received and lived for
about a week afterwards.
An efi'ort will be made in the near future to obtain ripe females in
this way and follow the development of the sj^ecies.
This concludes the North American species so far found, just half
the entire genus, while of the other half four out of the thirteen species belong in Central or South America, leaving but nine species
ticatioiis
is

;

from

all

;

other localities combined.

again in this connection that the present is the
attempt to collect all the American species and must therefore be
incomplete.
By the time anything like as much work has been done
It is well to recall

first

in America as in Europe we ma}^ confidently expect that the preponderance of American species will be even greater than now.

Of

the thirteen North American species here presented the location

is unknown, if indeed it has not been lost;
the types of lej)idostei and stizostethli are in the museum of the Ohio
State University, while the types of the other ten species are in the

of the type of jnujettensls

Museum. Five species are described for the first time; two
others are removed from the doubtful list and the missing sex supplied,
while the males of five out of the remaining six species are here first
National
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The non-American species of the family will be treated
very briefly and from a purely systematic standpoint, after first
describing the four from Central and South America.
distinguished.

ARGULUS NATTERERI
Plate

XXII,

Kollar.

fig. 63.

Argulus naUereri Heller, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Siphonostomen. Sitzungsb.
d. kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., Math.-naturwissensch. CL, XXV, 1857.
Kroyer, Bidragtil Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene. Naturhist. Tidskr., 3die
Rsekke, 2 Bind, 1863. Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiske Argulider, etc.
Gi^fvers. af

Kongl.-Vetenyk. Akad. Forhandlingar, 2l8t

series,

Stockholm,

1864.

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior sinus narrow, reaching nearly half the length of the carapace.
Abdomen relativeh^ the smallest of any species, not more than onetenth the rest of the body, wider than long; anal sinus narrow, cut
scarcely to the center; papilhe basal.

Sucking disks large, placed well back

in the carapace,

veiy close

together, equaling about one-fourth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds small and w^eak; basid plate narrow triangular with
an al)rupt angle near its center; teeth long and sharp with an accessory
spur at the base of the outer one.
Antennte large and well armed. Swimming legs very short, none
of them reaching the edge of the carapace; lobes on both joints of

the posterior ones flap-like and covered with

seto3.

Flagella present;

no papilUc at the opening of the oviduct.
Length 12 mm.; length of carapace 11.5 mm.; breadth of carapace
13 mm.; length of abdomen 1.2 mm.; breadth 2 mm. Male unknown.
Color grayish white; skin covered with warts and spines on the dorsal surface.
Two dark oblique spots on the abdomen.
Brazil, South America, on the skin and in the gill cavity
Ilahitat.
of Sahno (Hydrocyon) hrevidens Cuvier.
(Named for Johann Natterer, who obtained these Brazilian Arguli
together with the specimens of the genus Dolops.)

—

ARGULUS SALMINI
Plate

Argulus salminl Kroyer, Bidrag
Tidskr.,

3die Rjekke,

Argulider,
series,

etc.

XXII,
til

Kroyer.

fig 64.

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene. Natnrhist

1863.
Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiski
Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st

2 Bind,

Gilfvers.

af

Stockholm, 1864.

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior sinus ^vide, one-fourth
the length of the carapace, cephalic area prominent.
Abdomen very small, about one-sixth the rest of the body, wider
than long; anal sinus narrow, not cut to the center, lobes broadly
rounded; papilla basal.

—
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Sucking' disks very large, placed well forward and so close together
that they almost touch, about one-third the width of the carapace;

posterior niaxillipeds correspondingly small; l)asal plate rectangular
and armed with short blunt teeth.
Antenna^- of medium size and well armed.
Swimming legs not
reaching the edge of the carapace; lobes on the posterior ones small,
l)(>ot shaped.
Flagella present but no papillae at the oviduct opening.
Male longer and much narrower than the female, particularly in the
abdomen; the carapace also in the male overlaps the a])domen, while
in the female it barely covers the third legs.
Color a light liver-brown with a narrow dark margin anteriorly on
the upper surface of the carapace and a small dark spot tit the base of
The grooves which separate the cephalic from the
the anal sinus.
lateral areas are darker and more 3^ellow in color than the rest of the
integument. The male lacks the dark anterior margin of the carapace
and the dark spot at the base of the anal sinus.
Length 13 mm.; length of carapace 10.4 mm.; breadth of carapace
10. () mm.; length of al)domen 3.5 nmi.
l)readth 2.6 nmi.
llalrdat.
Brazil, South America, in the gill cavity of Salmo.
;

—

from generic name of

{sahnlni^

host.)

ARGULUS CHROMIDIS
Plate
Argul.us chromidis

Tidskr.

series,

Keoyek, Bidrag

3die Raekke,

Argulider,

XXII,

etc.,

af

Kundskab om Snyltekrebsene,

til

Naturhist.

Thorell, Om tvenna Europeiske
Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st

2 Bind,

(Efvers.

Krbyer.

fig. 62.

1863.

Stockholm, 1864.

Carapace obovate, longer than wide, scarcely reaching the third
posterior sinus so wide as to carry the lobes away from the
thorax and leave a clear space between, and reaching ])ut a quarter

legs;

the length of the carapace.

Abdomen one-fourth the length of the rest of the body, about as
wide as long; anal sinus wide, well rounded, reaching a quarter the
length of the abdomen; papilke basal.
Sucking disks small, about one-seventh the width of the carapace;
posterior maxillipeds small, ))asal plate rectangular, with short, blunt
teeth, the central

one sharper than the others.

Flagella present.

The eggs occupy not merely the trunk, but nearly the whole

shield

(Kroyei')-

Length
1

mm.

;

mm.; length of carapace 4.1 mm.; In-eadth of carapace
abdomen 1.2 mm. breadth 1.1 mm. Male unknown.
clear yellowish-white, relieved by the dark coffee-brown

6

length of

Color a

;

egg masses.
Habitat.

—Nicaragua, Central America,

from Lake Nicaragua.
{chromidis from generic name of host.)

of C?iromis taken

Proc. N.

M.

vol.

XXV— 02

16

in the gill cavity of a species
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ARGULUS ELONGATUS
Plate

XXII,

fig.

vol. xxv.

Heller.

61.

Arguhis elongalus Het.ler, Beitriige zur Kenntniss der Siphonostomen. Sitzungsb.
Tiiod. kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., Math.-naturwisaensch. CL, XXV, 1857.
RELL, Om tvenna Europeiska Argulider, etc., ffifvers. af Kongl. Vetensk.Akad. Forhandlingar, 21st series, Stockholm, 1864.

—

Carapace very short, triangular, wholly without lobes; no posterior
Abdomen one-quarter the length of the rest of the body,
longer than wide; anal sinus broad triangular, cut almost to the very
Sucking
base, lobes divergent, acuminate-lanceolate; papillai basal.
disks medium size, placed well forward; posterior maxillipeds good
Antenna
size; basal plate without teeth but well armed otherwise.
As there are no carapace lobes the
of normal size and armament.
swimming legs are left wholly uncovered. No data as to iiagella or
oviduct papillffi, but inasmuch as Heller has been careful to put in the
Iiagella in the other species he has illustrated, the absence of them in
his figure of elongatus indicates that he could not find any.
Color a
3^ellowish white, very darkly pigmented and speckled; bases of the
swimming legs also with circular black spots.
Length 10 mm.; length of carapace 4.3 mm.; breadth of carapace
Male unknown.
G umi. length of al)domen 2 mm.; breadth 1.1) mm.
The abrupt truncation of the carapace distinguishes this species at
once from all others.
sinus.

;

Habitat.

— Brazil.

Host unknown.

{Elongatus = alludes to the elongated appearance of the body, due to
the absence of lobes on the carapace i. e., the elongation is apparent
not real.)

—

ARGULUS FOLIACEUS
Plate

XXIV,

fig.

Linnaeus.

69.

Baldner's manuscript, 1666.
Monoculus Cauda foUacea plana Loefling, 1750.

Port des Poissons

Pou

de Gasteroste,

Pou

de la carpe

Baker,

1753.

Monculus foliaceus Linn^us, 1758 and 1761.
Monoculus piscinus Linnaeus, 1761.
B'mociUus ganterosteus Geoffroy-Saint Hilaire, 1762.
Insectum aquatium Ledermuller, 1764.
Argiihis i-hnrmi

Arguing

MUller,

^Jr/plilinis

1785.

iMiJLLER, 1785.

Fabricius, 1792-1794.
CuviER, 1798.
Oz(jln.'< ga.'<lrr<istrl Latkeille, 1802.
Argidus foliaceus Jurine, 1806. [This name retained
in the historical part, which see.]
Moiiiiciiliis iirijiiInK

Mut'iH'ithis </iirini

l)y

the various authors given

Carapace elliptical, longer than wide; posterior sinus narrow, extending two-fifths the length of the carapace.
Abdomen one-fourth the length of the rest of the body, al^out as
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wide as long; anal sinus broad, well rounded, cut nearly to the center;
Sucking disks small, one-sixth the width of the carapapilla? basal.
pace, placed well forward and far apart; posterior niaxillipeds large,
well armed; basal plate narrowed anteriorl}^, triangular posteriorly,
with three sharp teeth.
AntenniB normal. Swimming legs reaching far beyond the edge of
the carapace; lobes on the posterior pair very small, evenly rounded.
Flagella present, but no oviduct papilUe in the female.
Abdomen in
the male considerably elongated, but no copulatory organs except the
Color a light green, becoming yellowregular peg and semen vesicle.
ish where the carapace is thickened.
Length 6-7 mm.; length of carapace 4.2-5 mm.; breadth of carapace 3.5 mm.; length of abdomen 2-2.5 mm.; breadth 1.35 mm.
Male about two -thirds this size; abdomen considerably elongated;
anal sinus triangular and cut more deeply.
In fresh water almost all over Europe, both on the exterHabitat.
nal skin and in the branchial cavity of fish, including several species
of Gasterosteus., Chjprlnus carjno Linn^us, Ahramis hrama Cuvier,
LeucisGusrutilms Linnasus, Tincamilgaris Cuvier, Esoxlucius LinntBus,
PercafluvlatlUs Rondelet, Salmo trutta Linnaeus, and on the tadpoles
of Rana.

—

ARGULUS PURPUREUS
Plate

XXIII,

Risso.

tig. 05.

Binoculus bicornutus Risso, 1816.

Agenor purpureus Risso, 1826.
Argulus purpureus Thorell, 1864.

Carapace elliptical, much longer than broad, with the sides approximately parallel; posterior sinus narrow, extending fully half the
length of the carapace; antero-lateral sinuses deep.

Abdomen

orbicular, a little longer than wide, entirely covered

the carapace; anal sinus narrow and

by

extending to the center
of the abdomen; papilke basal; lobes acuminate orbicular.
Sucking
disks small, one-fifth the width of the carapace, close together; posterior maxillipeds lai'ge, well armed; basal plate rectangular, without
slit like,

any central rough area; teeth sharp.
Antenna3 strong, well

armed.

Swimming

logs

short,

slender,

beyond the carapace, lacking flagella; lobes on the
posterior pair narrow and long.
No oviduct papillaj. Eyes small and
scarcely reaching

semilunar.

This is the only species except versicolor which is at all highly colored.
Carapace pale blue-green, sparsely spotted with white; three violet
bands in either lobe, which widen and fuse anteriorly, while the two
inner bands are connected by a narrow line of the same color. Pigment spots on the ovary violet and so arranged as to leave a median
line of pure white.
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Appendages and vental surface yellowish brown, deeper

vou xxv.
at

the

center; endopodites and exopodites glass-green.

Length 18 mm.; length of carapace 18 mm.; breadth of carapace
mm. length of abdomen 6 mm. breadth 6 mm. Male about
one-third smaller, with only the regular peg and semen vesicle for
10

;

;

copulatory organs.
Mediterranean iit Nice on Caranx luna Geoflf roy, by Risso,
Ilahltat.
and on Pugellus erythrhius Linnaeus, by Thorell. The specimens
found ])y Risso were usually attached to the base of the pectoral fin,
and the single specimen found by Thorell was similarly placed.

—

All Risso's specimens were males, while ThorelFs was fortunatel}^ a

The

seems to think that this species might be regarded
for which he would propose the name
Agenor Risso. But the only reasons for this which he can bring forward are tlie unusual development of the carapace, the absence of
tlagella, the presence of two lamella; on the last thoracic segment, and
female.

latter

as the type of a

new genus

certain slight moditications in the

mouth

parts.

It is ver}^ evident

that none of these have any generic value.

The shape and markings of A. giganteus^ as given in the figure by
Lucas (1845) are almost exactly the same as those of the present species
The color also (yellow finely dotted and travas figured l>y Thorell.
ersed lengthwise on either side with a red-brown line) is what might
fairly be expected in a dried specimen, the only one ever obtained.
And then this single specimen was found near Algeria, in the MediFor these reasons and
terranean, which is not so very far from Nice.
because the specimen was dried, and neither adequately described nor
figured it seems best to consider it another specimen of A. jyurjmi'eus
until some better data can be obtained.
{purpureus='^\\Y\AQ., from the color).

ARGULUS COREGONI
Plate
ArgiUufi coregoni

XXIV,

Thorell.

figs. 70, 71.

Thorell, 1864.

Carapace orbicular, a little longer than wide in the female, a little
widei- than long in the male; posterior sinus about one-third the length
of the carapace, as wide as long in the female, narrower in the male
and converging so that the tips of the lobes overlap. Abdomen long,
elliptical, two-fifths the length of the rest of the body, cut fully to
the center with lanceolate-acuminate lobes; papillae basal.
Sucking disks small, one-sixth the width of the carapace and rather
widely separated; posterior maxillipeds large, well armed; basal plate
rectangular, teeth stout and sharp.
Antenna? medium size and well armed. Swimming legs reaching
l)eyond the carapace in the female, entirely covered in the male; lobes
on the posterior pair very small and well rounded.
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In the male there are practically no lobes at all, but the copulatory
organs are well developed. The second joint of the second pair of legs
has on its posterior surface three rounded protuberances, two of which
are ventral, one near the base of the joint and one near the tip, while
the third one is dorsal and directl}' over the first at the base of the
The flagella of these legs are longer than those of the first pair.
joint.
The third legs carr}^ on the anterior side of the basal joint, a small
rounded knob drawn out at the tip into a soft tooth; the second joint
carries a similar protuberance, curved at the tip so that

and

it

bends over

oflsets the tooth of the basal joint like the fingers of a pair of

forceps.

The regular peg on the fourth

legs appears to

]»e

dou})le

instead of single.

At the base of the abdomen on either side in the female is a small
ovate scale attached to the last segment of the thorax; this is lacking
in the male, and 3^et is one of the things which Thorcdl })roposed for
generic differences in A. purpureus.

Color of alcoholic specimens green, whitish, or tawny. Length 13
of carapace 8.6 mm.; width of carapace 8.5 mm.; length
3.9 nmi. breadth 2.7 mru. male about 0.8 this size.
/rah J fat.
In the larger lakes of central and northern Sweden; in
Storsjon and other lakes of Jemtland on Cor on/us. lavaretus Linnaeus,
and ThyriiaUus vulgaris Nilsson. In the salmon-lakes of Dalsland and
in the Vettern on Sahno trutta Linnaeus.
Found on the external skin

mm.; length
of abdomen

;

;

—

m

instead of the branchial cavity.

Dr. Nystrom in his Observations on the River-fauna of Jemtland

which is of jDarticular
on the general question of the relation ))etween

(1863) gives a fact in reference to this species
interest in its bearing

He says: "An

these parasites and their hosts.

unusually large species

of Argulas (referring to A. coregoni) fastens itself at certain times
in summer, in large numbers, on the Gwyniad {Coregonus)., and also,
though less readily, on the Grayling. Almost every fish has, during
this time, one or several of these bloodsuckers on its body, which liite
it till the })elly is quite drained of blood.
The fishes then hurry in
crowds to certain parts of the lake, where probably the currents are
colder, and fall in large quantities into the nets which are there spread
for theip.
This fishing lasts but a short time, perhaps two days onh^
l)ut produces during that time in some localities several tons of fish."
(See the account of catostomi given on p. 651).
{coregonus—ge.nQ.Yic name of its most common host.)

ARGULUS MELITA Van
Plate
Argiilus melita

V AN

Beneden,

XXI II,

ti^'.

Beneden.

OB.

1891.

Carapace elliptical; antero-lateral sinuses situated far back opposite
the sucking disks and cut in very deeply, leaving the cephalic area
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sharply marked

off

vol. xxv.

from the remainder of the carapace, and lunate or

semielliptical in .shape; posterior sinus

broad triangular,

less

than a

quarter the length of the carapace, wider than deep. Abdomen elliptical, two-fifths the length of the rest of the body; anal sinus broadly
lobes acute and flaring at the tips;
Sucking disks large, one-quarter the width of the carapace, situated far back, and widel}^ separated; posterior maxillipeds
small and pooi'ly armed; basal plate well rounded, with only two
teeth.
Antenna^ large and well armed.
Swimming legs long, reaching far beyond the carapace; lobes on
the posterior pair narrow sickle-shaped, much elongated.
Color a fleshy pink, ornamented with lines and bands of dark pigment; the latter include a broad longitudinal band between the eyes,
an oval area in the center of each carapace lobe, the two areas connected by three transverse lines, and an oval area in the center of each
lobe of the abdomen, connected anteriorly by a single transverse line.
Length 7 mm.; length of carapace 4.4 mm.; breadth of carapace
triangular, cut to the center;

papillit' ])asal.

mm.; breadth 1.3 mm. Male unknown.
Bay of Dakar, on a species of shark.
{MeUta = t\iQ name of the yacht of M. Chevreux, who found the
parasite and sent it to Van Beneden.)
3

mm.; length
Habitat.

of

abdomen

—From Senegal,

2

in the

ARGULUS DACTYLOPTERI
Plate

XXIII,

Thorell.

figH. 67, 68.

ArgulnH dactylopterl Tfiorell, 1864.

Carapace

elliptical;

cepluilic area projecting considerably

beyond

the outline of the remainder of the carapace, leaving ear-like append-

ages on either side.

Those

in the

female are of

medium

size

and are

situated in front of the sinus; those in the male are very large and

protrude posterior to the sinus, giving the anterior portion of the
carapace a three-lobed appearance. Posterior sinus broadly triangular, about as wide as deep, leaving well-rounded lobes.
Abdomen
broadly triangular, about one-third the length of the rest of the bod}^;
anal sinus narrow, about one-third the length of the abdomen; lobes
rounded acuminate; anal papilla3 very minute and basal.
Sucking disks small, less than one-sixth the width of the carapace; posterior maxillipeds rather poorly armed; basal plate with minute teeth
along its outer l)order in addition to the three on its posterior border.
Antennaj with stout auxiliary spines in addition to the regular ones
on the basal joints. Swinnning legs without flagella; just reaching
the margin in the female, extending l)oyond in the male.
Color grayish white in alcoholic specimens, the female with two
violet bands along the dorsal surface of the thorax made up of small
spots of the same color.

Length 7-8 mm.; length of carapace

5

mm.; breadth

of carapace
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mm.; length

of

abdomen

1.85

mm.; breadth

2.2

mm.
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Male about

live-seveuths this size.

—

The East Indian Ocean in the branchial cavity of DactylvoUtans Linnajus.

Habitat.
optefnis

{dactylopter!.,

from

its host.)

ARGULUS INDICUS

Weber

Argulus indieus Webee, 1892.

Female similar to foliaceus., ou^ with a carapace wider than long
and overlapping the abdomen. Abdomen about 0.25, wider than
long, with a short, narrow sinus.
Swimming legs long; lobes of the last pair hatchet-shaped and half
No color
as long as the legs themselves; anterior pairs with Hagella.
given and the only figure one of the posterior legs.
Host unknown. Single
Ifahifat., from the East Indian Archipelago.
specimen a female.
{hidicus, of or belonging to India).

ARGULUS AFRICANUS

Thiele.

Argulus africamis Thiele, 1901.

Female similar

to foliaceus but with

with shorter rounded lappets.

a broader shield;

abdomen

Lobes on the posterior legs hatchet-

shaped, as in indieus, but smaller; anterior antennee stout.

In the

male the carapace and abdomen are longer and narrower than in the
female.
In addition to the regalar peg and semen receptacle the second leg carries a stout papillary wart on the posterior side opposite
the base of the exopodite of the third leg.
The third leg itself is
covered with numerous papillary warts, especially on its dorsal and
anterior surfaces.
The basal plate is small, oval, and pointed anteriorly.
No color given; no figure published.
Length in both sexes 7 mm.; width in female 4. 5 mm.; in male -I.
Habitat.
Numerous specimens from Langenburg on species of
Claria^ a female from Albert Edward Sea and a female from the Nile.
{Africanus=oi or belonging to Africa.)

—

ARGULUS JAPONICUS

Thiele.

Argulus japonicus Thiele, 1901.

Female similar

to foliaceus, but carapace

posteriorly, broader,

more abruptly rounded

and somewhat narrowed anteriorly.

Swimming

legs tolerablj' long; lobes of the last pair small and
Al^domen terminating in two small rounded lobes, widely
separated. Color brownish; no figure published.
Length of the single specimen 4 mm.; breadth 2.7 mm.
Habitat.
From Yeddo, Japan. Host unknown. Single specimen,

rounded.

—

a female.

{Jaj>07vicus=of or belonging to Japan.)
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ARGULUS SCUTIFORMIS

vol. xxv.

Thiele

Argulus seutiformlx Thiele, 1901.

The male has an

oval shield which covers half the

abdomen

;

antero-

Anal sinus of abdomen very short, leavingshort rounded lobes. Spines on the first antennae reenforced. Posterior maxillipeds short and stout, with short sharp teeth; basal plate very
large and covered with papillar}^ warts.
Swimming legs completely
covered by the carapace; flagella on the second legs rudimentary.
No copulatory organs except the regular peg and semen receptacle.
lateral sinuses ver}^ deep.

Color brownish; no figure published.
Length 12 mm. width 8 mm. Female unknown.
Habitat.
The single specimen is in the Vienna Museum and came
from Japan. Host unknown.
;

—

{sGut^ln^— shield, forma=!iihsiY>Q.)

ARGULUS PHOXINI
Plate

XXVII,

fig.

Leydig.
91.

Argulus phoxini Leydig, 1871.

Carapace orbicular, about as wide as long; anterolateral sinuses
Grooves between the cephalic area and the lateral lobes
well defined, separating the two sharply; lobes curved inward toward
each other till they almost meet posteriorly. Ribs supporting the
carapace well defined, the longitudinal ones forked at the anterior end
as in foliaceus; abdomen elliptical, more than three-fifths the length
of the rest of the body; anal sinus cut beyond the center; lobes acute
and flaring at the tips; papilhie lateral, about one-fourth the distance
shallow.

from the base of the sinus.
Sucking disks small, less than 0.16, widely separated; rays composed
of elliptical rods placed end to end. Posterior maxillipeds rather small
but well armed; basal plate elliptical, thickly covered with spines.

Swimming

legs reaching l)e3^ond the edge of the carapace; lobes on

the posterior pair small and orbicular with no trace of a boot-shape.

In the male the testes are very large, filling the entire l)asal portion
of the abdomen.
The peg is covered with long finger-like protul)erances or papillae, while the receptacle takes on a peculiar warty or

knobbed appearance, due

to numerous small protuberances scattered
over its surface.
In addition to these there is on the anterior margin of the basipods
of the third legs a pair of accessory organs consisting of a curved hook
at the base of the terminal joint and a short papilla thickly covered
with spines oppo.site the hook at the distal end of the second joint. On
the posterior margin of the basal joint of the second legs is a knobl)ed
protuberance somewhat similar to the receptacle in appearance.

)
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Color.

— Yellowish horn-color, with spots of brown pigment thickly
spines and hooks

scattered over the dorsal and ventral surfaces;

brown.
Length, 8 mm.; length of carapace, tt.Smm.
5

mm.

;
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length of al>domen, 3

ILih'itat.

mm.

;

breadth, 2

;

l)readth of carapace,

mm.

Female unknown.

—From Tubingen, on a species of dace or minnow, Phoxinus

/lev is.

{^yhoxmifs— generic name of host.)

Genus

CHONOPELTIS

Thiele.

This genus diHers from both Argulus and Dolops in the complete
The simple second antenna?, are
first antenna?.
present, and are similar in all respects to those on the other two
suppression of the
genera.

This takes away

entirel}"

function of prehension, and leaves

from the antenna?, the acquired
them in their original condition

as tactile organs.

There

is

also an entire absence of spines on the ventral surface of

the carapace, so that the animal nuist depend wholly on

its

maxilli-

peds for fastening itself to its host.
This genus resembles Argulus and is unlike Dolops in that the
anterior maxillipeds are modified into sucking disks.
On the other hand, it resembles Dolops and is unlike Argulus in the
complete suppression of the preoral sting.
The posterior maxillipeds and the swimming legs are similar to
those of Argulus.
[Xcovif=ii funnel, ;r6'AT7/= shield.)

CHONOPELTIS INERMIS

Thiele.

Chonopeltis mermis Thiele, 1901.

Cephalic area distinctly separated from the lateral areas by a tangential chitin ridge on either side, between which the antenniB are
inserted.
Abdomen with acuminate lobes; anal papilh^^. club-shaped
and situated on the sides of the sinus near the base. Basipods of the
swimming legs with a fringe of plumose setse; only the first pair have
flagella, and these are rudimentary; lobes on the posterior legs broad
and short.
Carapace covering only the first two pairs of legs.
Color blue with numerous dark spots on the back of the thoracic
segments. Length of the single specimen
mm. width of the carapace 3.5 mm. Male unknown.
ILihHat.
From the gill cavity of a species of ClmmiK at Wieden;

—

hafen.

{Inermis

= unarmed

.
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Genus
This genus was

first

DOLOPS

Audouin.

described by Audouin in 1837 and afterwards

more in detail b}- Helier in 1857. It differs from both the other
genera in the fact that the anterior maxillipeds are not modified into
sucking disks, but terminate in strong, sickle-shaped hooks (fig. 73).
It resembles Argulus and is unlike Chonopeltis in the presence of both
pairs of antenna^ and of spines on the ventral surface.
On the other
hand it is like Chonopeltis in the complete suppression of the preoral
sting.
The carapace is large, orbicular, or inversel}" egg-shaped, and
in the species so far known it almost covers the legs.
In two of the
species, longlcauda and dorad/.s, the abdomen is very long and narrow
and is cut clear to the base. In hollari it is orbicular and resembles
closely that of Argultos megaloj^s and A. laticauda^ while in geayi it is
more 1 ike that of A. alosx.
The first antennas lack the hook on the anterior margin which is present in most of the Arguli, and the spines on the basal joints of both
pairs are nmch reduced in numl^er (fig. 71:).
The anterior maxillipeds, while not modified into sucking disks, are
yet very unlike the posterior ones. They are short and stout; the
basal joints are very wide and thick set, but the subsequent ones diminish rapidly in size, so that the terminal joint is only wide enough to
receive the base of the large sickle-shaped hook.
Opposed to the hook
at its base

is

a short, cylindrical peg, the two fitting together much like the

(fig. 73).
The hooks on the two maxillii)eds
curve in toward each other, and when once driven into the fiosh of the
host by the powerful muscles withui the basal joints they must afi'ord a
very secure hold. But it will evidently be quite a task to withdraw
them, and one that will consume some time. Hence they are not at all

chela of a lobster or ci-ab

suited for that scuttling motion so characteristic of Argulus, and Dolops

must be a genus which can not move about f reel}^ over its host's body.
Again, the wound itself and the subsequent irritation caused by the
insertion of these powerful hooks is amply sufiicient to cause a strong
flow of blood, and obviates the necessity of any sting.
Consequently
we find the mouth parts consisting of a short conical proljoscis between
the bases of these anterior maxillipeds, somewhat in front of its position in Argulus, and there is no trace of any preoral sting.
The proboscis is formed from the upper and under lips strengthened
by a frame work of chitin rods similar to that already described, Imt
there are no maxillte.

The

armed with three
have no claw on the terminal joint (fig. 72). In its place the
tip of the terminal joint is divided into twopapilhe of unequal length.
The inner, larger one is covered on its ventral surface with two rows
of curved spines, four to seven in each row, while the shorter,
outer papilla ends in a single row of four or more larger, sickleposterior maxillipeds have the basal plate

teeth, but
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The swhnining- legs are the same as in Argulus, but
the inWy develthe third pair have a smaller Hagelhim in addition to
the first pair is
of
endopodite
The
pairs.
two
hrst
the
on
oped ones
without joints. Both basal joints of the posterior pair are furnished

shaped spines.

which underlie the base of the abdomen. The
male are divided longitudinally into narrow lobes, two in
some species {longlcmida, etc.), and three in others {ranarmn, etc.),
The accessory copulatory organs in longicauda show
in each testis.
of large
the regular peg and semen receptacle, with the addition
legs.
finger-like protuberances on the anterior border of the third
In the female of domdis the papillfe on the ventral surface connected
with the semen receptacles are long and finger-like, and seem to be
with large

flat flaps,

testes of the

destitute of spines.

The position of the anal papilla is not given for any species except
rcmm-wn; doradis has a pair of very rudimentary papillaj at the
opening of the oviduct, but in none of the other species are they
mentioned.
After this paper had been placed in the printer's hands the U. S.
National Museum secured from the Paris Museum specimens of both
sexes of the species Dolops reperta, doradis^ ranarum, and hldentata.
These were kindly placed in the author's hands for examination, and
through them the facts relative to those species have been verified.
At the same time the author was fortunate enough to secure Bouvier's
the genus Dolops (1899*^), from which the facts relative to
the other species of the genus have been obtained.
Bouvier deals with external anatomy only, and makes no mention of

Memoir on

the internal structure.

So far as could be determined f rorii tne preserved specimens just
mentioned, the internal anatomy corresponds very closely with that in
Argulus.
Nothing could be seen of the nervous system except the brain and
here and there a peripheral nerve; but these were almost identical in
shape and position with the corresponding portions of the nervous system in Argulus. There is a heart placed similarly to that in Argulus,
with a short anterior aorta (Stuhlman), and the l)lood takes much the
same course in circulation, save that in the al)domen the outgoing current passes backward along the margin and returns through the center, just the reverse of the course in Argulus.
The digestive system is practically the same as the one already
Whether the reproductive organs are similar to those in
described.

Argulus could not be determined with certainty. The semen recepfemale are located in the same position in the abdomen,
and there are two minute papillte, one on either side, just posterior to
the oviduct opening, where the hollow papilla were found in Argulus, and in all probaliility these in Dolops are similar in function, if
tacles of the

not in structure.
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The ovary

also similar, being-

is
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unsymmetrical and occupying the

center of the ventral surface.

much

larger than in Argulus, but occupy
on the two posterior pairs of legs the
accessory peg and semen receptacle as in the former genus.
The chief distinctions l)etween the two genera, therefore, are confined to the anterior maxillipeds and the mouth parts, as given in the
artificial key herewith presented.

In the male the testes are

the same position, while

we

lincl

DOLOPS LONGICAUDA
Plate

XXV,

Heller.

tig. 76.

Gyrnpellh Imui'irandd Heller, 1857.

Kroyer, 1863.
Thorell, 186-4.
DolopK longicauda Bouvier, 1899.
Gj/rnprlli^ IniHjiciiuhi

Gi/nqH'/tix lnii,jir(injl<t

Carapace orbicular, as broad as long; posterior sinus one-fifth the
length of the carapace, as broad as long.

Abdomen very long and narrow, one and

one-half times the length

of the rest of the body; anal sinus broad trianugular, cut clear to the
base, leaving the lobes very narrow-acuminate

and flaring at the

tips.

Anterior maxillipeds short with few joints, terminated by a stout
hook; posterior maxillipeds stoitt; Imsal plate with three sharp teeth
close together.

Swimming
Each

testis

legs rather small; lobes on posterior pair large and wide.
divided longitudinally into two lobes united at their bases;

two finger-like projections
from the anterior surface of the basipods of the third pair of legs.
Flagella present.
In the male the testes are two-lobed and there

accessor}' copulatory organs consisting of

are lobes on the posterior ])order of the basal joints of the third legs
in addition to the regular

peg and capsule.

Color a dark ashy-gray, with a line of pigment around the edge of
the carapace and along the inner border of the abdomen lobes.
Length 2S mm. length of carapace 1'2 mm. width of carapace 12 mm.
length of abdomen Ki mm.; breadth of each lobe at the widest place
;

mm.

Male

Hahitat.

— In

1.9

;

aT)out the

same

size.

Brazil on the gills of I[ydrocyon (Salmo) hrew'dens,

C'uvier.

{longa=^]ong, caud<( = tii\] (abdomen).)

DOLOPS KOLLARI
Plate

XXV,

lig.

Heller.
77.

Heller, 1857.
Gyropdtls kullarl Kroyer, 1863.
Gyropeltk hollari Thorell, 1864.
Gyropelth

l-(ilJ<iri

Dolopii kollari

Bouvier, 1899.

Carapace large, obcordate, covering all the legs and the base of the
abdomen; posterior sinus shallow, one-seventh the length of the cara-
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one-third the length

of the rest of the bod}', as wide as long; anal sinus narrow, extending
about one-third the length of the abdomen. Anterior maxillipeds
long, stout, many jointed; posterior ones slender; basal plate very
Avide, teeth blunt and far apart, nuich resembling those of A. catos-

tomi and A. americanus.
Antenna^ as in longicauda. Swimming legs not reaching the edge of
the carapace; flagella on the two anterior pairs; lobes on the posterior
pair long, narrow, well rounded.
Teeth on the ventral surface of the carapace roughly arranged in
transverse rows, those in the area between the antenna^ nmch larger
Color a grayish white, without the liands of
than along the margin.

pigment seen in longicauda.
Length, 12 mm.; length of carapace, lU mm.; l)rcadth of carapace,
Heller's figure,
9 mm. length of abdomen, 3 mm. width, 3 mm.
contains a pair of three- lobed testes in the abdomen, and therefore
ought tt) be a male, contrary to the statement given by Thorell,
although the posterior legs do not show any copulatory organs.
Bouvier, in his thorough review of the species, does not even mention
this fact.
But he did examine Heller's type specimen, and distinctly
states that only females are known.
In Brazil, host unknown,
{kollm'i — to Vincenz Kollar,
IFahitdt.
director of the museum from which Heller obtained his specimens.)
;

;

—

DOLOPS DORADIS
I'late
fJnrnd!.'<

GyropcJlis

<lnrn,l,.s

(/u/(('/(V

Carapace orbicular, a
fifths

Cornalia.

fig 75.

Cornalia, 1860.
Thorell, 1864.
Bouvier, 1899.

Gijropclth

Dotop.s

XXV,

little

wider than long; posterior sinus two-

the length of the carapace, wide and well rounded at the base,

but the sides approach posteriori}^ until the lobes almost touch each
Abdomen long and narrow, one-half the length of the rest of
other.
the body; anal sinus narrow, cut clear to the base, leaving very narrow acuminate lo])es.
Anterior maxillipeds ver}^ wide at the base and so short as to have
almost the outline of an equilateral triangle; posterior maxillipeds
much longer; ])asal plate wide, with regidar saw teeth close together.
Antennte long and slender; the first pair have no hook upon the
anterior margin, but the lateral hooks are much longer than in other
species and strongly curved.
Swimming legs reach a trifie beyond the edge of the carapace; the
three anterior pairs furnished with flagella; lobes on the two basipod
joints of the posterior pair large and broad.
Papillaj connected with the semen receptacles in the abdomen of the
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female long and finger-like; papilla at the opening of the oviduct
small and rudimentary.

Color uniform gray or gray-white, spotted with black pigment
arranged more or less regularly. Half a millimeter from the edge of
the carapace runs a dark line, wide in the center of each side, narrower
toward the anterior and posterior ends.

There are also two black triangles

in the anterior portion of the

carapace, one in front of each lateral eye, consisting of large spots
connected at the apices by bands.

The males described by Bouvier are less«pigmented than the females.
The testes are two-lobed as in longicanda. In addition to the regular
peg and capsule, there is also a rounded lobe and a long, pointed stylet
on the posterior border of the basipod of the second legs, and two
unequal papillse on the anterior border of the basipod of the third legs.
Length, 22.5 nmi.
11

mm.; length

of

;

length of carapace, 13

mm.

abdomen, 7.5 mm.; width of

;

breadth of carapace,

lobes, 1.5

mm.

Male

smaller.

—

The two females described by Cornalia were found on the
Ilahitat.
body of a cat-fish {Doras 7i^V/ty' Valenciennes) which frequents the rivers
of Central America.

{doradk

= from generic name of host.)

In the Annales de la Societe Entomologique de France, ser.
(1837), Bulletin, p. 13,

we

1,

VI

find the following:

M. Audouin presente deux individus d'un

crustace singulier, qui a beaucoup d' anade Jurine, mais qui en differe surtout par 1' absence de
ventouses aux pattes anterieures, et par sa taille, qui depasse un centimetre et demi.
Ce crustace a et6 trouve a Cayenne par M. Lacordaire; il est parasite sur un
poisson nomm6 Aymara, dont la chair est tres-estimee, et qui vit dans toutes les
rivieres.
M. Audouin en donne la description et la regarde comme le type d'un
nouveau genre, auquel il assigne le nom de Dolops. II dedie cette espece a

logic avec I'Argule foliace

M. Lacordaire.
Dolops Lacordairei.

As

Ce nouveau genre

sera decrit en detail et figure.

Thorell has pointed out, this "Dolops"

is

identical with Heller's

The promised descripwas never published, but M. Geay has recently obtained from
practically the same locality (Guiana instead of Brazil), and on exactly
the same fish, the "A3'mara," a species oiDoIoj/s^ which Bouvier (1899*)
has decided is the same as Audouin's two specimens, and for which
Gyropeltis, or at least very closeh^ related to

it.

tion

he gives the following description:

DOLOPS REPERTA
XXVII,

Plate

Bouvier.

fig 87.

Oyropeltis repcrtn Bouvier, 1899^

Dolops reperta Bouvier, 1899^.

Carapace suborbicular, somewhat narrowed anteriorly, nearly covering

all

the feet.

Abdomen

broad, triangular, widest at the center.

AMERICAN PARASITIC ARGULIDM-WILSON.
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with well-rounded sides; anal sinus cut deeply, slit-like in shape, leaving* blunt lobes.
Anal papilhe small and basal. Anterior maxillipeds with a fleshy
lobe or papilla opposite the terminal claw; teeth at the base of the
posterior maxillipeds narrow and triangular; those on the l)asal plate
very blunt, but ])oth kinds are enormous, compared with the size of

Antenuiy noticeable chiefly for the size of the terminal
second pair, which is about two-thirds as large as the

the animal.
joint of the

preceding

joint.

Swimming- legs

just reaching- the

edge of the carapace.

The spines

covering the ventral surface of the carapace are very large in the
frontal region between the antennae and over the anterior submarginal
area, but become smaller posteriorly.
They are arranged in two or
three irregular rows along the sides of the carapace.

In the males the testes are three-lobed, and there is a conical papilla
on the anterior border of the basipod of the third legs. This species
is much smaller than Audouin's, being only 7 instead of 15 mm. iji
length; no other dimensions given.
Color a uniform dark green, with three colorless areas anteriorly,
one median and two lateral, the median one narrow oblong, extending
forward from the brain to the marginal area of the carapace, the
lateral ones triangular, one side parallel to the sides of the median
area and the lateral eye in the posterior angle.
Guiana, on the fish called "Aymara."
Habitat.
(r(^drz5a= found again, i. e., Audouin's species rediscovered.)

—

DOLOPS STRIATA

Bouvier.

Gyropeltis striata Bouvier, 1899^

Dolops striata Bouvier,

1899'^.

longer than wide. Abdomen narrower
than in the preceding species, triangular in shape, with well-rounded

Carapace

elliptical, a little

deeper than in reperta, leaving the lobes rather
papilla? small and basal.
The protuberance
opposite the claw on the anterior maxillipeds is very small; the l)asal
plate of the posterior maxillipeds has three truncated teeth, of which
the outer one is much larger than the other two.
The two spines on the ventral surface between the bases of these
sides; anal sinus cut

more

pointed.

Anal

maxillipeds and a

little posterior to them are very large, as wide as
they are long, and have a broad, squarely cut tip.

The swimming legs reach considerably beyond the edge of the caraThe spines on the ventral surface are numerous in the region

pace.

between the antennas, and are arranged

Back

in distinct transverse lines.

of the antennte, in the lateral areas of the carapace, they are

grouped in oblique lines, directed outward and backward.
These
spines wholly disappear opposite the anterior swimming legs, and
there are none on the posterior portion of the ventral surface.
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Length from 6 to 7 mm. no other dimen.sion.s given. Color, green
marbled with blue.
Habitat.
Guiana, from a species of Anguilla.
{striata = striped, in allusion to the lines on the ventral surface
caused by the arrangement of the spines.)
;

—

DOLOPS BIDENTATA
Plate
fryrnpeltis hldentata

legs.

elliptical,

Abdomen

Bouvier.

s-s.

'''

rather large, but not covering- the swimming-

broadl}' elliptical instead of triangular, with a

anal iissure, which
pa])illa?

%'.

Bouvier, 1899.^

Dolups bidodatn Bouvier, 1899.

Carapace

XXVII,

shape;

in

slit-like

is

deep

lobes well rounded; anal

small and basal.

Anterior maxillipeds have no protuberance opposite the terminal
claw; the second maxillipeds have only two teeth on the posterior

margin of the basal plate instead of three; the teeth between the bases
Both
pairs of antennie are slender and the anterior ones have no spine on
of tiiese maxillipeds are long and slender, but rather blunt.
their basal joints.

The spines on the ventral surface of the carapace are slender and
about of a size in the region between the antennae, but those extending- backward in a row along the margin of the carapace are much
smaller.
In the male the testes are two-lobed and the accessory capulatory apparatus is quite complicated.
The latter consists of two
unequal lobes on the posterior border of the second basipod joint of
the second legs, and a pair of very long and convoluted papillae on
the basal joints of the third and fourth legs. Those on the third legs
are on the posterior border, those on the fourth legs on the anterior
border. This species is very small compared with the preceding ones,
being- only 2 to -i mm. in length.
Color, a violet brown, due to pigment granules, which are arranged in sinuous lines or in a cobweb
pattern.
Ilahitat.

— Guiana on a species of AnguiUa.

{Jyldentata

— two-toothed,

because

it

has only two teeth on the basal

plate of the second maxillipeds.)

DOLOPS GEAYI
Plate

XXV,

Bouvier.

fig.

78.

Gyropelth geayi Bouvier, 1897.
Dolops geayi Bouvier, 1899.^

Carapace elliptical with a very even curve; not covering the posterior pairs of swinnninglegs; pos^terior sinus broad, well-rounded, about
one-third the length of the carapace; lobes broad and well-rounded.

Abdomen

broadly triangular, cut almost to the base; anal sinus

tri-

AMERICAN PARASITIC ARGVLID^WILSON.
aiig-iilar

and very wide posteriorly, the

beino- so far apart that the sides of the

tips of the

li^7

acuminate lobes

abdomen are ahnost

parallel.

Anal papilhe of good size and basal. Anterior maxillipcds with an
enormous terminal hook, strongly curved; the teeth on the basal plate
of the second maxillipcds are small and ver}' blunt.
Swimming legs all project bej^ond the edge of the carai>ace, which
The tlagella in
does not cover even the bases of the posterior pair.
this species are moderatel3^ developed and terminate in a sharp spine;
the endopods and exopods are furnished with a double row of plumose
setse; lobes on the basal joints of the posterior legs of good size and
boot-shaped.

In the male the testes are two-lobed, with a pair of spherical ])odies
on either side just anterior to the opening of the vas deferens, which
Bouvier could not interpret.
I^ength of smaller male,

!.'.»;")

nun.; length of cafapacc*,

l.iil)

nun.;

width of carapac-(\ i.^ nun.; length of abdomen, o.O.") mm.; width,
0.55 nun.
The larger male had a total length of ;> nun. The female
was much smaller. These dimensions must of course be taken as those
of rather small specimens.
Color a uniform gi-ay -yellow without any markings.
IIahif((t.
The three specimens were o])tained by M. (nniy in the
month of December between Apure and Arauca, Guiana, and were
swinuning freely at the surface of the water, {(reayl — to M. Geay.)
This finding of them swimming- at the surface, in connection with
their small size, might suggest that the}^ were the young of some of
the other species.
This objection is to my mind answered fully by
Bouvier when he says, tirst, that these specimens were sexually mature
and therefore nuist possess all the characteristics of the adult even
though they were still small in size. And then in the second place we
have seen in the development of the only member of the whole family
of Argulida? whose complete history is known that the young do not
l>ecome sexually mature till they are about one-quarter the size of the
adult.
This would mean that even if these were the youn^ of some
species the adults could not be anywhere as large as the g-reat majorit}^
of the known species of this genus.

—

DOLOPS RANARUM,
Plate

XXVII,

Stuhlmann.

figs. 89, 90.

Gyropelth ranarum Stuhlmann, 1891.

DolopH ranarum Bovvier, 1899. '

Carapace somewhat ovate, just reaching the base of the abdomen;
posterior sinus rather narrow and about one-third the length of the
carapace; lo})es well rounded and approaching each other somewhat
posteriorly.
Abdomen long (about (».5) and narrow% widest at the
center, cut for two-thirds its length.
Anal sinus peculiar in shape
Proc. N.

M.

vol.
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owing

to the direction of its sides; the base

sides at first flare

is

rather broad and the

outward for one-third their

leng^th and then turn
abruptly inward. The papilla? are situated in fhe angles formed
by
these abrupt turns, and are hence marginal, unlike any other
known

species.

The antenna? are each armed with a pair of large triangular spines
upon their basal joints. These also serve as a distinguishing mark,

known species possesses them.
plate of the second maxillipeds are regular
close together.
The three posterior pairs of
as no other

The

teeth on the basal
saw-teeth and are set

swimming

considerably beyond the edge of the carapace, but the
just reach it.
Flagella are present only on the

none on the third

first

two pairs of

legs project

first

legs.

pair only

There are

pair.

The testes in the male are enormous compared with the size of the
animal, and not only occupy all the basal portion (considerably
more
than half) of the abdomen, but they also bulge out prominently
on

both the dorsal and ventral surfaces, giving the impression that they
are full to bursting.
They are each three-lo))ed (fig. 90).
Color.

—From a clear brownish yellow to a red-ln-own, varying with

The

age.

entire dorsal surface is covered with l)rown pigment spots,
small and scattered on the carapace and thorax, larger and
closer
together on the abdomen. These pigment spots are much branched

and each possesses a clear circular area near the center. The pigment
on the ventral surface of the abdomen follows the creases between
the
lobes of the testes, leaving the lobes themselves a free color.
Length, 5 mm. (from 0.5 to 7 mm.); length of carapace, 3.5 mm.;
breadth of carapace, 8.5 mm.; length of abdomen, 1.6 mm.; breadth,

1.10mm.
IIahitat.^Fi\m\

Bu])oka in Western Nyansa, Africa, upon frog

tadpoles.
{jRanarif///= of or pertaining to frogs).

These specimens were obtained by Dr. Stuhlmann from the external
surface of the tadpoles, where they fix themselves to the
skin by the
hooks on the anterior maxillipeds.
They were very common, and often 5 or 6 were found upon the same
Rarely they attached themselves inside the branchial cavity.
in their habits to Argulus with such difterences as are necessitated l)y the difi'erence in structure
of their first
maxillipeds, can be seen from the following statement n)ade
bv Bouhost.

That they are similar

vier (1899,- p. 13):
Les divers individus etaient fixes a

la peau de leur hote par leur bord anterieur,
du corps etant libre; leurs pattes notatoires etaient animc^^es d'un
mouvement
assurant ainsi les ^changes respiratoires. lis se detachaient
lil)rement

le reste
actif,

laissaient

de

on se

enkver avec des piiices, apres quoi
ou ils etaient renfermes.

lu cuvette

ils

nageaient avec vivaeite dans I'eau

NO. 1302.
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Bouvier.

Gyropettis kouari Bouviek, 1897.
Gyropeltis discoidalis Bouvier, 1899.^

Dolops

diKcnirlalis

Bouvier, 1899.^

Carapace orbicular, wider than long; posterior .sinus broad and
about one-third the length of the carapace; lobes well rounded and
separated from the thorax so as to leave a space between.
Abdomen
short and small. al)Out (».2, orbicular, somewhat narrowed anteriorly;
anal sinus slit-like and not extending more than one-third the length
of the abdomen.

The second antenna? have
IS

a triangular spine on the basal joint which

fully as large as the joint itself, but there are no spines at the base

of the tirst antenna?.

The

teeth on the basal plate of the second maxillipeds are blunt and

rather widely separated.
nates each

tirst

The two portions

of the chela which termi-

maxilliped are of about the same size, and each

is stifl'-

ened with chitin.
The swinmiing legs just reach the edge of the carapace; each of the
basipod joints of the posterior pair carries a very large flap on its posterior margin, those on the tirst joint being of the typical boot shape.
Each of the three anterior pairs of legs are furnished with flagella,
those of the third pair being small, but fulh' developed.
Grayish green, with large rounded light-colored })lotches
Color.
arranged parallel with the margin of the body. Around the paired
and median eyes these blotches fuse into large whitish areas.
Length, 11.8 to 14 nun.; length of carapace, 10 to 12 nun.; breadth
of carapace, 10.6 to l-t mm. length of abdomen, 3 to 3..5 mm. breadth
4 to 4.3 mm.
Hahltat.
From the Rio Nuba, in Brazil, on a species of Platysoma,
called by the natives ** Doncella" (^//6'("6'/^vfc///.s' = disk-shaped, alluding

—

;

;

—

to the carapace).

From a careful comparison of the genera and species here described
we are enabled to deduce the following as the probable developmental
history of the family.

The primitive form from which the genera

of

the family have l)een developed through a greater or less adaptation
to parasitic habits
a

form possessing

must have

l)een

very simihir to the free copepods,

a moderate-sized, flattened carapace, three free tho-

and a more or less lamellar a])domen. The anterior
maxillipeds terminated in an ordinary-sized chela; there was no preracic segments,

oral sting; the

mouth

parts were very

little, if

at

all,

protrusilfle,

and

the ventral surface was unarmed with spines.

We

no species corresponding with this at the present time,
first change, and one that must have taken place very
quickly after the beginning of parasitic habits, was the making of
find

because the
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some provision whereby the parasite could cling more lirmly to its
This change resulted first in the further development of such
appendages as were already adapted for clinging, such as the maxillipeds, etc., and the claws and spines upon these appendages were
increased in size and strength or modified in form so as to be still
host.

better suited for such a purpose.

Then other appendages, such

as the antenna?, etc.,

which were not

originally or normally adapted to clinging or grasping, l)ecame gradually so greatly modified as to serve very poorly their original pur-

pose, but are almost entirel}^ given
a condition as this

so-called

we do

up

to the acquired function.

Such

find admirabl}' illustrated in several of the

''unarmed" species of

Doloj)--^,

such as ninarinii, longl-

ea 11(1(1, etc.

As

a further

means toward

surface of the carapace

is

a condition well illustrated

such as reperta, striata^

this

same end, prehension, the ventral

next covered with spines pointing ))ackward,

by the

so-called

"armed" species

of Dolops^

etc.

The wound and the subsequent irritation caused l)y forcing the
enlarged claw-like hooks on the antenna and the first maxillipeds into
the flesh of the host must produce a copious flow of blood for the par-

But these creatures are naturally very active, and they swim
about freely, so that the forcing of their claws into their host, together
with the subsecjuent withdrawal of them ever}' time they wished to
change their location, would impede considerably their freedom of
motion. Consequently we next find the anterior maxillipeds entirely
altered in structure, though still retaining their same function.
The terminal joints, with their stout hooks, are graduallv alisorbed,
and in their place appear the circular sucking disks. These, through
asite.

the ci'eation of a partial

vacuum by means

of nuiscular action, cling as

firndy to the skin of the host as did the claws, and they possess the

further advantage that their hold can be taken or loosened instantane-

move about quickly over

ously, thereb}' enabling- the copepod to
host's

body or

to leave

This condition
descril)ed

we

by Thiele

into sucking disks,

it

its

and swim away.

new genus Choxojhltis^ recently
where the anterior maxillipeds are modiHed
but otherwise the appendages are the same as in
find realized in the
(1901),

the "

unarmed " species of D(>l(jps. Curiously enough, there is also in
genus a complete suppression of the spines on the ventral surface,
and there are no anterior or prehensile antennae. Just what significance this may have in regard to the sequence of modifications can
only be determined after the early development of the genus has been
this

worked

out.

But, while this change from claws to sucking disks in the anterior
maxillipeds increases the facility of movement, it also deprives the
parasite of his chief

means of getting

food.

The sucking

disks are

)
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irritate the skin of the host.
soft and thev do not penetrate or even
following their use, and
blood
of
flow
no
be
can
there
Consequently

some other means for obtaining it must be provided.
organ, which
This takes the form of a long, pointed sting or piercing
being thrust
This
mouth.
the
of
front
in
just
situated
is evertible and
copious
through the skin into the flesh of the host quickly brings a
with its proboscisup
sucks
then
copepod
the
which
l)lood,
o'f
flow
like

is

mouth

parts.

Arr/ulus, and
This stage of modiflcation is exemplified in the genus
time.
present
the
at
limit
the
The genus Arguhi.s, therefore, which includes three-fourths of all

is really the one
the species in the family, so far from being typical,
original primithe
from
modiflcation
greatest
the
which has undergone
The genus Dolop.s. especially those species which are called
tive type.

has undergone the least modiflcation and

"unarmed" by Bouvier,

most fully its primitive characteristics.
and
The genus ClionopeUls is intermediate between the other two

retains

steps in modiflcation
assists us in interpreting intelligently the various
have been brought about by parasitic habits.

which

EXPLANATION OF
All the drawings

f^.r

Ijoth

THP: PLATES.

the text-ligures and the plates were

made with a camera

lucida, unless otherwise stated.

Plate VIII.

maxilliNewly hatched female larva of argxilm megalops. a m, anterior
glands; j) m,
ped; hr, brain; ai, endopod of first swimming foot; gl, skin

posterior maxilliped;

semen

s r,

IX.

receptacle;

s b,
t

side branch of the stomach;

.s

g,

shell gland;

h, tactile hairs.

Figs. 1-4, Argulus latus, ventral

and dorsal

surfaces, jiosterior maxilliped

and antennpe, all of female.
.surface
X. Avgnlmlatkaudn, fig. 5, ventral surface of male; fig. 6, dorsal
and
male; fig. 7, posterior legs and abdomen of female; figs. 8

XL

antennae and posterior maxilliped of male.
Argulas megalops, fig. 10, ventral surface of female;
maxiUiped of male; fig. 12, antenme of female; fig.
of

male showing accessory sexual organs.

(See

fig.

fig. 11,

of
9,

posterior

13, posterior legs

VI (in the text)

for dorsal surface of female.

dorsal surfaces, antenalosie, figs. 14, 15, 16, and 18, ventral and
and posterior maxilliped of female; fig. 17, posterior legs and

XII. Argulus
nae,

abdomen of male.
XIII. Argulus adostomi, figs. 19-22, ventral and
posterior maxilliped of female.
XIV. Argulus fundnli,

fig.

23, ventral surface of female; figs. 24

and ventral surfaces

XV.

.h.rsal surfaces, antenuiP,

of male; figs. 26

and

27,

and

and

25, dorsal

antennae and posterior

maxilliped of male.
and
Argulus pvgettensis, figs. 28-31, ventral and dorsal surfaces, antenn;e,
posterior maxilliped of female.

XVI. Argulus

lepidostei, figs. 32, 34,

and

rior legs

and abdomen

of male.

and posand poste-

35, ventral surface, antennae,

terior maxilliped of female; figs. 33

and

36, dorsal surface
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XVII. Argulus stizostethii,

fign.

37-40, ventral

posterior maxilliped of female;

XVIII. Argulus
illiped

XIX. Argulus

fig.

niger, figs. 42-45, ventral

and antennae
maculosus,

posterior legs

Argulus

xxv.

and dorsal surfaces, antennae, and
41, posterior legs of male.

and dorsal

surfaces, jiosterior

max-

of female.
46, 48,

figs.

and

posterior maxilliped of female;

XX.

voi,.

and alxlomen

49, ventral surface, antennae,

figs.

47

and

50,

dorsal surface

and
and

of male.

and 55, ventral and dorsal surfaces,
and antennie of female; fig. 54, posterior legs

rrraicolor, figs. 51, 52, 53,

posterior maxilliped

and abdomen of male.
XXI. Argulus (miericanus, figs.

56, 58,

and

posterior maxilliped, of female;

59, ventral surface, antennse,

figs.

57 and

(iO,

dorsal surface

and
and

and abdouien of male.
Argulus elongatus, female (after Heller); fig. 62, Argulus chromidis, female (after Kriiyer); fig. 63, Argulus natlereri, female (after
Kri'iyer)
fig. 64. Argulus salmini, female (after Kroyer).
XXIII. Fig. 65, Argulus purpurem, female (after Thorell); fig. 66, Argulus
mellta, female (after Van Beneden); figs. (57 and 68, Argulus dactylopteri, male and female (after Thorell).
XXIV. Fig. 69, Argulus foliaceus, male (original drawing); figs. 70 and 71,
Argulus eoregoni, female and male (after Thorell); fig. 72, Dolops
Inngiccmda, posterior maxilliped of female (after Heller).
XXV. Fig. 73, Dolops longicauda, anterior maxilliped of female (after Heller)
fig. 74, Dolups doradis, antennae of female (after Cornalia); fig.
75, Dolops doradis, dorsal surface of female (after Cornalia;; fig. 76,
posterior legs

XXII.

Fig. 61,

;

;

Dolops longicauda, dorsal surface of male (after Heller);
Dolops

kollari,

dorsal surface of male (after Heller);

fig.

fig. 78,

77,

Dolops

male (after Bouvier).
some North American Arguli.

geagi, dorsal surface of

XXVT.

Mitrrophotographs of

Fig. 79, Argulus
male; fig. 80, Argulus alosif, female; fig. 81, Argulus
megalops, male; fig. 82, Argulus maculosus, female; fig. 83, Argulus
versicolor, female; fig. 84, Argulus americanus, male; figs. 85 and 86,
ventraLand dorsal surfaces of Argulus americauns, female; figs. 79,
Ifitirauda,

8], 83,

and 84 are

of living specimens;

figs. 80, 82, 85,
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preserved specimens.
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Fig. 87, Dolops reperta, dorsal surface of

female (original);

Dolops hidentata, dorsal surface of male (original);
ranaru7?j.,

dorsal surface of female (original);

male, same species (original);
of

male

(after Leydig).
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fig.
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fig.
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Dolops

abdomen
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Argulus phoxini, dorsal surface
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